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NO LACK OF BEDS:  
SANITATIONISM, GENDER, AND HOSPITAL SPACES IN THE VICTORIAN NOVEL 
 
by Elizabeth Sheckler 
University of New Hampshire 
May 2019 
 
 The Victorians wrote extensively about the changes in medical practice between 1800 
and 1910, both in public discourse and through their fiction. As a result, Victorian scholarship 
often includes medicine. While approaches are varied, they are typically either concerned with 
diseases, character models (like doctors), or medical interventions alongside other public 
institutions (public health). 
 Scholars in interdisciplinary fields as well as in Victorian literature have written on 
medicine in the nineteenth century, including both historiographies on topics ranging from skin 
to pain, as well as microstudies interested in specific time periods, practitioners, or authors. The 
field is rich with interest in the ways medicine defined the Victorian world, and in recent years, 
many of these works reach outward to our present moment. 
Studies of medicine and Victorian literature are generally concerned with events and 
people, not medical spaces, like hospitals. My dissertation examines sanitationism, a theory of 
disease wherein illness was generated from environmental causes. In sanitationism, medical 
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spaces are the keystones of practice, and so by investigating this theory of disease, my project 
also examines those spaces in which medicine was practiced from 1830-1890. Sanitationism has 
largely been neglected in Victorian and history of medicine scholarship, but during the 
nineteenth century, the theory deeply impacted the Victorian worldview, and their writing. 
Utilizing novels, nonfiction narratives, and primary sources on medicine and architecture 
from the period, supplemented by both Victorian and interdisciplinary scholarship, I explore four 
types of Victorian medical spaces to unpack the concept of sanitationism and its manifestations 
in Victorian writing. I deploy an interdisciplinary lens combining spatial power narratives, 
historicism, gender, and class theories as the foundation for my analyses.  
My study traces the impact of sanitationism as formative of Victorian self-perception and 
impacting social hierarchies, especially the deployment of women as healers beyond the home. 
During sanitationism’s rise in chapters one and two, women in these narratives find themselves 
more influential and empowered in medical spaces, whereas during its decline, they similarly 
find their influence restricted, and eventually obliviated.  
In conclusion, understanding sanitationism generates insight regarding the Victorian 
social world. Furthermore, sanitationism’s synergy between medicine, public policy, 
architecture, and social values like gender relations, indicates how deeply underpinning beliefs 
about disease can affect human behavior and interaction. By presenting these analyses of 
sanitationism in a range of Victorian works, my dissertation encourages future scholars to 
consider the interplay of disease, spaces, morality, and gender together, which enriches both our 
studies of literature, as well as our understanding of interdisciplinarity. Lastly, my work 
encourages us to think critically about the spaces where medicine is performed, and how such 










The primary purpose of my dissertation is to encourage readings of Victorian texts that 
include sanitationism, a medical movement that directly affected the lives of consumers and 
creators of Victorian literary works. Sanitationism is a subscription to a theory of disease 
generation in which sickness is caused by environmental factors, like foul air or water, 
predominant from 1800 to roughly 1880, when germ theory became accepted medical wisdom. 
To date, readers and scholars of Victorian literature do not appropriately account for the presence 
of sanitationism as a formative part of the Victorian world-view, and my dissertation redresses 
that deficit, by providing examples of its impacts across four distinct types of Victorian medical 
institutions, e.g. domestic hospitals, battlefront hospitals, maternity units, and asylums. To 
appropriately accommodate a phenomenon like sanitationism, a medical (and sometimes 
moralist) worldview that touched every corner of Victorian life, from urban planning and 
construction to gender relations, I deploy an interdisciplinary reading model to tackle 
sanitationism’s appearance in a range of Victorian works across the primary period of its 
influence and decline, roughly spanning the nineteenth century, with special interest in the period 
between 1830-1899. By embarking on this project, my work contributes to the growing body of 
medical humanities texts, which seek to leverage the power of literary analysis as a tool for 
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deepening the efficacy of medical practice, while also complicating and broadening the 
responsibility of literary scholars within the medical humanities initiative. My work also 
contributes to scholarship that celebrates material spaces and spatial theory as vital to full and 
ready understanding of the world readers inhabit1. In this project, while I am dedicated to 
historicizing Victorian works with historical accuracy, I am equally invested in representing 
tangible, tactile, lived spaces from these works. In cherishing and representing the physicality of 
Victorian medical space in this process, I have found a deeper empathy with the history I have 
sought to untangle than if I had not, and furthermore, I challenge future readers to that same 
extension of empathy.  
Sanitationism 
My dissertation traces the trajectory of the history of a failed medical theory of disease 
called “sanitationism,” which, in our very human tendency to bury our embarrassments, has been 
largely forgotten. Literature written both during sanitationism and during the medical 
community’s shift away from it reveals the extent of sanitationism’s entanglement with all kinds 
of social beliefs, from morality to the politics of space. Such interconnections were not undone 
without consequences, no matter how quickly or ardently the theory was denounced, and the 
struggle for a stable narrative, too, during this period of change and flux, is a consistent presence 
in the works I have explored. Conflicting rhetorics which try to integrate sanitationism into belief 
systems about morality and conservative politics are especially noticeable in chapter one, in 
                                                          
1 Spatial theory can be informed by architectural theory, though they are not interchangeable. While in some 
cases, spaces are undefined by human-made structures, such as gardens or natural areas, my work typically 
focuses on structures designed for human occupation, because those spaces are integral to understanding 
sanitationism.  Exceptions to this can be found in my analysis of Ruth in chapter 1, which includes some interest in 
the natural world where seduction occurs, and in chapter 4, where networks of spaces are equally as important to 
the vampire hunters in Dracula as the actual structure of the buildings around them. 
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differences across two of Elizabeth Gaskell’s works, and in chapter two, through Mary Seacole’s 
autobiographical narrative. The desire to bury the influence of sanitationism, and its 
corresponding social effects, such as its brief elevation of the status of women as medical 
providers, are most evident in chapters three and four, in George Moore’s Esther Waters, as well 
as scenes from Stoker’s Dracula. 
Sanitationism was a refinement of older galenic models of medicine, dominating medical 
circles the early nineteenth century until roughly 1880, when Pasteur and others began 
publicizing reproducible evidence of modern germ theory. Like galenic models, disease in 
sanitationism was believed to be environmentally derived, leading to bodily imbalance2. 
Specifically, disease originated from impurities in the air and the water (called miasma or 
effluvia). When one breathed impure air, or drank impure water, the body sickened. Combined 
with non-heroic3 forms of medical care, sanitationism also integrated Christian beliefs of the 
purity of the body and the power of self-healing. Placed in a pure environment with clear air and 
water, as well as sunlight and silence, the body would, according to the theory, heal and 
rebalance itself. Sanitationism rejected the idea of contact-based disease transmission or 
contagion4. During its primacy, sanitationism was contested by a vocal minority of practitioners 
who believed in a contagionist model of disease, who encouraged quarantine efforts to keep 
                                                          
2 Galenic and humoral models understood bodily imbalance differently than sanitationists, naming humors based 
on the four primary liquid excretions of the body: blood, phlegm, yellow bile, and black bile. These theories 
explicitly linked personality and morality to physical wellness or unwellness, while sanitationism was more 
agnostic, but its principles of cleanliness and purity were often used to indicate moral character in literature. 
3 Practitioners of heroic medicine believed in active, direct methods of medical intervention, such as leeching, 
poultices, surgery, extreme purgatives and laxatives, etc. rather than the “wait and see” approach of their 
counterparts, also called “the expectant method.” 
4 The concept of contagion by contact was predicated on the idea that an invisible, undetectable “something” was 
being passed between two bodies, either force or energy, which was smacked of sorcery, or invisible undetectable 
living agents of some kind (which of course turned out to be exactly the case). Both concepts were labeled 
blasphemous by sanitationists who were by-and-large devoutly Christian and believed strongly that the senses 
given to humans by God were designed to detect and prevent sickness. 
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disease from spreading via touch. The split in medical opinion sometimes erupted into politics, 
as public health funds were earmarked by opposing factions. Contagionist dissenters gained 
influence and eventually became the torch bearers for germ theory between 1880-1900, after 
which time sanitationism was largely stamped out. With some revision and refinement, germ 
theory remains largely intact as our central understanding of disease generation within the 
medical community today. 
Sanitationism was adaptable across the century in which it was dominant. As Joanna 
Bourke notes in her work on pain, the sanitationism model was efficacious both during the 
Evangelical revival period before 1830 in which pain through disease was considered an 
appropriate way to purify the soul and provide catharsis for family members, and later, when, 
with the advent of pain killing medication, pain was seen as unnecessary. Pain killing medication 
incepted the brand-new palliative care model5, which sanitationism adopted as part of its system, 
angelicizing providers like nurses, who were considered natural healers as the engineers of 
domestic harmony within the Victorian patriarchal worldview.  The concept of germs, or other 
invisible agents of disease, was strongly resisted, and characterized as blasphemous by 
sanitationists like Florence Nightingale, based on the presumption of God’s natural world order 
and His provision of the human senses, meant to be sufficient to understand the causes of 
disease. Today, we rarely talk about sanitationism, and when it is discussed it is quickly 
dismissed as an outlying blip in an otherwise progressive history of medical understanding, or 
part of a dark ages model of unenlightened behavior until the germ theorists ascended. In 
                                                          
5 Palliative care, or strategies for care for the terminally ill, also known today as comfort care or hospice care, was a 
revolutionary concept during the nineteenth century, when attitudes around living Purgatory completely shifted. 
Interestingly, the advent of pain killing medicine correlated to the decline of both Evangelical fervor among the 
Victorians, as well as emotional displays among men in sickrooms (as well as a general rise in masculinity equated 
with stoicism). See Burke for an in-depth analysis of these confluent factors. 
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histories of medical theory, it is belittled either as unimportant, an unremarkable extension of 
galenic medicine, or as occupying such a short temporal span as to have had little impact. 
However, sanitationism is distinct from galenic medicine in its overt integration of conservative 
class morality more directly than ever into medical practice, as well as its extension of medical 
Christianity. Furthermore, while sanitationism was dominant for only a single century, during 
that time it was an influential theory of medical practice, and its influence, like the past 
influences of other medical theories, remains, even if unexplored.  
Narrative Medicine and Historical Self-Accounting 
In my dissertation, I am invested in deepening the historicist contexts of Victorian 
literature by encouraging greater awareness of the sanitationist phenomenon. Historians and 
cultural historians have recognized that history is in a perpetual state of becoming, but still, often 
the stories that are told about history privilege an illusion of static outcomes and settled power. 
The tendency to write victors’ histories is pronounced in disciplines like medicine, where the 
marching beat of “progress,” remains the dominant vector. Indeed, medicine is particularly adept 
at telling its history as uninterrupted forward motion. Sanitationism was, in the end, a failed 
medical theory, and seemingly little thought is given to it now. Yet, it was not always so; as 
Peter Baldwin notes, “Sanitationism was a remarkably consistent and unified vision that 
combined social reform and public hygiene in a seamless whole,” one that mobilized the concept 
of public health to greater levels than ever previously seen (128). Though the theory eventually 
made way for germ theory, sanitationism, in its moment, had substantive and important impacts. 
Victorian literature is marked by sanitationism, and awareness of its presence there creates 
opportunities for more precise analyses and interesting connections between and among works. 
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Medicine is particularly averse to dwelling within its history as anything more than 
outdated practice. We might consider the vital importance of cutting-edge research, or the allure 
of novel and innovative drugs and techniques; unlike early societies that feared the new and 
unknown, in medicine today, what is new is best, and what is old is terrifying and barbaric6.  
Some of the risk of having flaws documented in medical histories is the potential for lack of 
public faith. Lack of faith in medicine sometimes has extreme consequences, and is perhaps best 
exemplified by the 1990s, when the American public rioted against in the medical community, 
exposed scandalously after permitting racist medical experiments in Tuskegee, Alabama7. The 
fallout was so damaging it necessitated legislation and pivots in medical training. Such moments, 
in which medicine was forced to reflect on itself as ignoring practitioners’ central mandate to, 
“Do no harm,” were not all negative; despite rightfully causing horror, embarrassment, and 
shame for the broader medical community, Tuskegee also provided the necessary self-reflection 
to spur real change. In the aftermath of Tuskegee, first a bioethics movement through the law, 
and then the narrative medicine movement were incubated. Bioethics, an insertion of oversight 
and regulations through the legislature, inserted legal mechanisms of enforced minimal ethics 
into a discipline long allowed to self-regulate. Narrative medicine, a philosophy that centralizes 
holistic patient care through actively listening to patient stories, was championed by Dr. Rita 
Charon and likeminded scholars who desired to recentralize patient experience to medical 
                                                          
6 I am reminded of one contrary example of this, in the Michael J. Fox film, Doc Hollywood, in which a plastic 
surgeon is publicly embarrassed after thinking a child requires emergency surgery, but in fact has a mild case of 
reflux curable by drinking a soda. This is a rare instance of the wisdom of older medicine being celebrated over the 
hastiness of the new. Conan Doyle also writes of a similar instance of two young doctors observing with admiration 
(and some teasing) a veteran physician in “Behind the Times,” in the Round the Red Lamp collection, but in 
general, it is progress that is celebrated in medicine. 
7 See Susan Reverby for a detailed, thoughtful analysis. Tuskegee is also mentioned in Charon’s work. 
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practice, and who felt the minimum line instilled by the bioethics movement was not nearly 
enough to raise medicine back to its former heights as a discipline worthy of public trust.  
Dr. Charon’s work, Narrative Medicine, was a major impetus for the development of the 
medical humanities, which takes as a core tenet that clinical medical practice can be improved 
through deliberate and informed methodologies of narrative solicitation, analysis, and response. 
Charon’s work recognizes a tendency in medicine to ignore or overlook patient narrative as 
unimportant within the context of diagnosis. This phenomenon of non-attention to narrative is 
rooted in nineteenth century practices of medical professionalization. Janice Caldwell’s work 
traces the connection between literary styles and medical writing prior to the height of 
sanitationism; she follows the shift from a form of Romantic hermeneutics in medical writing 
toward a style meant to be legible to only an elite medical readership around 1830, a tightening 
of access characteristic of medical professionalization. Later in the 1880s, leaders in the medical 
profession were keen to debunk sanitationism, as germ theory afforded the General Medical 
Council greater control over medical knowledge and right to practice. That factions within 
medicine now wish to undo that opacity and return to patient/practitioner relationships of 
transparency and mutual cooperation, makes my project timely. Sanitationist practice, in its 
environmental embeddedness and with its direct links to public health policy, is a useful line of 
medical history from which to illustrate medicine’s lineage regarding listening and responding to 
patients’ full circumstances. I will note that Dr. Charon envisioned literature and medicine 
interacting in a more rudimentary way than what I present in this work; she considers literary 
analysis as a basic system, or a “tool in the medical practitioner’s toolbox” to better understand 
patients. My work turns this concept on its head, by using the medical history of sanitationism as 
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a narrative worth investigation for fuller truth, and as a lever by which to understand concurrent 
Victorian narratives through fuller contexts. 
The concept of patient voices as central to clinical medical experience is comparable to 
the literary practice of reclaiming narrative voices, as per the long line of feminist literary 
scholars8, who choose specifically to honor untold or underrepresented narratives. While 
including some narratives which focus on doctors, my dissertation is often focused on narratives 
around women’s and particularly nurses’ medical experiences. Past medically interested literary 
studies, such as work from Janis Caldwell, Tabitha Sparks, Pat Jalland, and Louise Penner; as 
well as compendiums of literature such as those compiled by Richard Reynolds and John Stone, 
and Robert Coles and Randy Testa, tend to focus more directly on the presence of doctors in 
literature9. Like Judith Moore, I spend more time thinking specifically about nurses and their 
presence in Victorian works, as the history of sanitationism is distinctly about changes in 
medical spaces and the problem of nurses being in those spaces. While Moore is concerned with 
historical accounting of nursing professionalization, she has a limited interest in sanitationism. I 
am more interested in the interplay of nursing history with the power of sanitationism than with 
the history itself; I focus on the spaces where sanitationism could be found and untangle 
dynamics among the people who appear in those spaces, who are very often nurses. In terms of 
gender studies in a broader sense, my work follows the gestalt of scholars like Anne McClintock, 
                                                          
8 See Alice Echols for parallels between feminist literary scholars, and ways in which their tactics were informed/ 
educated by the black power movement.  
9 Doctors are historically lettered men, and because nurses are not, narratives of their experiences were 
immediately appealing to me as a recovery effort. Sanitationism was deeply embedded within a system of gender 
stratification, and drew on concepts like female role keeping (domestic economy, providing safe harbor in 
domestic spaces for men wearied by public work), as part of its effort to control spaces, and so the gendered story 
of sanitationism is part of a full investigation of the theory as a method of medical practice. That nurses were 
desperately needed within the sanitationist ranks becomes obvious simply by the rise of nurse training, and a 
professional class of nurses that had never been seen before, starting with Nightingale’s school in the 1860s. 
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whose Imperial Leather, leveraging the interplay of class and gender dynamics as mutually-
informative, created a usable model of interdisciplinary historicization from which to generate 
multidimensional, sophisticated analyses of Victorian behavior and literary works, debunking 
many prior beliefs, particularly about gendered behavior. Because my work involves nurses, and 
is interested in nurses at work, I touch on labor studies within the Victorian period, though not as 
deeply as McClintock or Martin Danahay; however, my work complements their efforts on 
labor, as neither focus on the labor taking place within Victorian medical spaces, like hospitals. 
Further too, as hospitals themselves are rare in Victorian fiction and have received sparse 
attention from literary critics, my work draws on informational volumes on hospitals and similar 
institutions, such as Lavinia Mitton’s brief volume, The Victorian Hospital, and encourages 
future studies, literary and historical, to focus on hospitals with architecture and sanitationist 
practice as part of a fuller lens of inquiry. Other works that seek to historicize the Victorian 
hospital space like Mitton’s have not, to my knowledge, connected them with Victorian 
architectural accounts, which I have for each of the four types of spaces in this work. 
Returning to the effects of the outcry that inspired the bioethics movement, my purpose 
in this work is similar, in that I am interested in how nineteenth-century medicine and morality 
intermixed and created behavioral codes and other outcomes. I am looking to untangle the 
history surrounding sanitationism, which commingled with Victorian morality and the formation 
of medicine as a professional discipline, and what that combination of factors meant for 
gendered medical labor, the design of medical spaces with consideration of patient needs, and 
other outcomes. Like McClintock’s efforts exploring Victorian public/private labor to reveal how 
class and gender roles were co-dependent, my work is particularly useful in showing that 
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seemingly discrete outcomes related to sanitationism, nursing, and hospital construction and 
design are interconnected.  
Interdisciplinarity 
One of the major motivations of this project is to call for a broadening of interdisciplinary 
discussions, notably among architectural historians and environmentalists, to include medicine 
and literary narrative in their approaches to problems within the era of the Anthropocene. To put 
it plainly, medicine, literature, and architecture have much to gain by common efforts, but 
presently such synergy seems unconsidered even among thought leaders in these fields. 
Literature and architecture have had, particularly from literary scholars interested in spatial 
dynamics within works across various field specialties, a fruitful past synergy, as has medicine 
and architecture, as evidenced by sanitationism itself, though medical architecture10 seems more 
of a niche market in today’s architectural circles, and less of an academic concern. My 
dissertation highlights both the synergy possible through a medically interested humanities 
approach that also takes a direct interest in spatial politics11 and material reality in historicizing 
                                                          
10 Medical architecture is, today, a branch of architectural practice that specializes in designing hospitals, out-
patient facilities, and non-institutional medical structures, such as mixed senior housing with assisted living units. 
There are less than ten specializing architectural firms globally, and their focus is either on aesthetic pleasure, 
including advertisement for sculptures and grand lobby spaces for guests, or on accessibility for persons with 
disabilities, as is the case for a particular UK firm. For the Victorians, and for my study, medical architecture was 
the branch of architectural practice responsible for designing and constructing hospitals and specialty hospitals as 
informed by sanitationist philosophy, which meant building structures that could facilitate patient self-healing 
according to a sanitationist worldview. For example, Victorian medical architects designed buildings by measuring 
wind directional tendencies and maximizing the number of functioning windows (i.e. their preference for long 
rectangles with windows on at least three sides) to maximize ventilation in hospitals. 
11 Spatial politics is the confluence of forces, events, and power dynamics evident in a given space, and analyses 
therein. For example, in chapter 3, I explore how male obstetricians remove women from delivery rooms by 
accusing them of creating stress, noise, and overly warm air near a patient during delivery. As a voice of authority, 
the doctor has power over the sickroom to dictate how medical practice proceeds, and how the space of medical 
care is governed, delegitimizing female presences, including traditional ones, such as the patient’s mother. In the 
same chapter, I explore how Esther Waters, George Moore’s eponymous heroine, is traumatized by a lack of 
control in the semi-public delivery room where she gives birth. 
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narrative. In the center of these three things, the medical space as a stage of interest emerges, and 
one quickly sees its implications for future study, within and beyond Victorian literary interests. 
The reticence around the relationship between medicine and architecture, where they 
were previously so connected, is perhaps another of the side-effects of the purposeful burying of 
sanitationism, which this work hopes to undo. Sanitationism is specifically characterized as a 
medical movement that considers architecture as intrinsic to medical caregiving, as part of its 
environmental purity model. Environment in the sanitationism purview was of two strains: the 
divine or natural environment, with its caprice and its power to smite or soothe as willed by 
forces beyond the control of humans, and the constructed environment, built specifically in 
preparation for and in attempt to mitigate human suffering and disease in light of natural 
environmental knowledge. This was a data-driven, deeply complex process, and while beyond a 
doubt imperfect, particularly considering limitations in Victorian knowledge, it was also a model 
of stewardship and responsible construction, which could potentially be built upon even now. 
In a recent state of the field discussion by architectural historians interested in 
environmental humanities, they noted the urgent need for transdisciplinary progress, “to bridge 
the divide between science and the humanities by establishing conversations among varied 
disciplines, including geology, biology, ecology, environmental history, philosophy, cultural 
geography, anthropology, business, law, media studies, art, and design” (Hochhäusl et al. 1). 
While deeply concerned with issues regarding supply lines and governmentality in the vein of 
Foucault, and eager to stake out ground for the architectural in the movement of goods and 
bodies across national borders12, this direction for architectural studies ignores the problems of 
                                                          
12 Like medicine, which sometimes expands beyond direct care for the sick as its primary purview into the realm of 
“public health,” which can include all aspects of human life, such as federal gun policy, architecture as a discipline 
is first and primarily concerned with the design of structures for human use, but has in recent years attempted to 
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architecture in lived experience, in places like hospitals and other centers of public service. 
Happily, the discussions are, “an ongoing conversation,” open to new dialogue insertions which 
encourage broader and historically minded reframing. It is my hope that my work reminds such 
scholars that medicine is not yet an automatic consideration among the possibilities of science 
being intermingled with humanities conversations. The tendency for medicine to remain isolated 
from multidisciplinary conversations is not new; medicine has long held a vexed position among 
the disciplines, where it is both everything, able to address all social ills, and nothing, a specialty 
that must be kept pure and private, far away from politics and society-wide problems. These 
counteracting characterizations are often embodied in figures like the Victorian doctor, who is 
both meant to put his head down and cure the sick, as well as to be a community pillar and an 
economic leader, an impossible conflict present in Eliot’s Tertius Lydgate. Characterization of 
architecture as newly concerned with interdisciplinary quandaries is disheartening, as the 
Victorians themselves saw readily the impacts of architecture on quality of life from their 
sanitationist worldview, directly in terms of medical benefits to persons in properly constructed 
facilities, as well as the dangers of improper urban planning that could create system wide 
maladies. As the scholarly world becomes more interdisciplinary, and more bounded together, 
we must understand too histories of synergy among our disciplines. Medical architecture, a 
favored concept under Queen Victoria, is still practiced today, but as a niche market stream by a 
select few private firms in the U.K. and the U.S. Part of my goal in this project is to highlight the 
combined potential of architecture and medicine through literature, as formerly a unique and 
                                                          
expand its purview into considering networks of human structures, like migrant communities building temporary 
housing, factory supply chains, etc.  
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nuanced field of expertise, useful in thinking through new problems while staying rooted in 
improving lived experiences13. 
The Body: Boundedness and Disease 
As the predecessor of modern germ theory, a fuller understanding of sanitationism also 
helps frame our modern philosophies and belief structures via our understanding of how disease 
operates. Since sanitationism’s decline, we have integrated our understanding of germ theory 
into the fabric of our realities in vast and important ways. As Claudia Benthien has explored in 
her historiography of skin, we now imagine our own bodies as cordoned off from the outside, 
enveloped by a protective, defensive barrier against outside invasion, a departure from the world 
of humoral and sanitationist theories, when the skin, seen as porous and self-regulating within 
the world around us, participated with environment. Our militarization of bodily integrity, at 
least in the West, and the fear of porousness is particularly salient in our current moment of 
hardening national and community borders, and fears of invasive bodies. We have become 
accustomed to think of the environment as a passive conduit of matter, space as inert and lifeless 
to be acted upon, but for sanitationists and galenic practitioners before them, the environment 
was active, changeable, and performative, interplaying with our bodies to create our full selves. 
Only truly avant garde medical practitioners today think consistently and actively about the 
environment as the primary complex and risk-bearing factor in individual health outcomes, 
despite clear evidence from studies on secondhand smoke, cancer incidence rates, and the 
                                                          
13 I have been made aware of a forthcoming work, Affective Materialities, to be released in Spring 2019, which 
highlights interdisciplinary connections between ecocriticism, affect theory, and materialism. When this material is 
available, it is likely to have synergy with my argument about broadening interdisciplinary approaches and 
considering past synergies, and furthermore, is likely to deeply enrich the concept that I briefly explore here, that 
human structures are embedded in broader systems, and must be dealt with holistically. I am hopeful that the 
work will also integrate medicine and space as useful vectors to understand environment and the body. 
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scandalous fiasco of lead poisoned water in Flint, MI. Such evidence reminds us that 
reconsidering environment as part of health management is a form of thinking desperately 
needed. My dissertation posits sanitationism, wherein the environment causes all disease, as the 
predecessor of germ theory, wherein viruses and bacteria are the sole drivers of disease and 
allows full consideration of the shift between the two worldviews generated under each. In 
considering the transition between them, we can better understand both the Victorian worldview, 
and our own, and the evidence of that transition is traceable through literary works produced 
during that period of change. 
Gender and Creative Power 
My dissertation is concerned with matters of space, gender, and labor within the medical 
contexts over which sanitationism held influence. While today, “nurses and social workers have 
mastered [...] skills [of] … honoring the meaning of their patients’ narratives of illness [...] more 
fully than physicians,” and have become keepers of the narratives of others, so rarely have their 
stories, particularly their beginnings, been properly told (Charon 3). Charon herself is interested 
in learning from nurses well-executed empathetic listening, to extend it to physicians who have 
lost or possess little skill in this area. Yet her mentioning of nurses, and her quick pivot away 
from them, is precisely one of the motivating factors in my pursuing this work. Nurses became 
those useful listeners, the natural “masters” of empathetic listening when Victorian doctors 
moved away from patient narrative accounts in the 1830s in efforts to harden their credentials as 
a serious scientific discipline. Caldwell traces this phenomenon as linked to the invention of 
biometric devices, such as stethoscopes, which doctors came to prefer as evidence over patient 
narrative. Charon chides this historical phenomenon, without realizing, perhaps, that she wishes 
for a return, “a scientifically competent medicine alone cannot help a patient grapple with the 
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loss of health and find meaning in illness and dying” (3).  Naturally, patient narratives did not 
disappear even when doctors chose not to hear them, and the introduction of Nightingale’s silent, 
but empathetic and caring nursing force to the sickroom created a ready opportunity for 
confessionals to simply transfer from doctor/patient to nurse/patient14. My work seeks to lay bare 
again the choices and the historical outcomes of how medicine as a discipline, during its 
formation, shaped future practices, and how those choices continue to shape medical practice as 
we experience it.  
Medicine as a modern profession was forged during the Victorian period, and the marks 
of that time, particularly in terms of gender norms, remain stamped upon the fabric of the 
profession’s identity. Understandings of Victorian gender dynamics are sometimes overly static, 
which McClintock’s work redresses. Female figures in my dissertation often subvert or call into 
question systems meant to contain and control them by following the rules and embracing 
expected roles, thereby exposing the fault lines and contradictions of those systems. The 
Victorian patriarchal system dictated ways of being for women, purporting that its efforts to 
restrict women from economic participation, visibility in public space (especially while 
performing labor), and limited influence in political (and spatial) decision making were efforts 
made to protect, secure, and keep comfortable women within its embrace. Yet as Victorian 
gender scholars have explored, these women navigate a world in which the system of patriarchy, 
                                                          
14 In terms of labor, the increased acceptance of “out of home” nursing as a viable profession after 1855 was in 
many ways revolutionary for Victorian women in the middle classes, though these roles were often out of reach for 
their working-class sisters, as the schools were selective and clearly biased toward the genteel. The new presence 
of the professionalized nurses in hospitals and sickrooms made male doctors quite uncomfortable, as evidenced in 
the British Medical Journal archives. One of the reasons for that discomfort was Nightingale’s focus on training 
middle and upper-middle class ladies, which sometimes meant they were of higher class standing than the doctors 
they worked alongside. There was a movement in the 1870s, for example, that highlights that discomfort, in which 
doctors advocated for “country nurses” for rural districts, with the strict requirement that schooling be limited and 
only nurses of poor classes be accepted, with the desired outcome of more “docile” helpmeets. 
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which minimizes their physicality as nonconformist, forces them to find tactics of being that 
work around, outside of, and beyond the limits of a system specifically designed not to 
accommodate them. Their tactics of valuation, bodily being in space15, and other efforts to 
survive through devious and creative methodologies especially within the hypermasculine world 
of Victorian novel, are examples par excellence of Michel de Certeau’s vision of everyday 
practitioners. As part of this project, I am invested in revealing the ways in which women 
performing prescribed social movements, such as the circumscription of their bodies to domestic 
space, creatively obey those dictates while also escaping and sometimes revising the dominant 
power structure of their moment. In chapter two, for example, I show Florence Nightingale’s 
work in Crimean hospitals as the result of the Victorian belief of women’s natural and rightful 
ability to create the atmosphere of the domestic, and women as natural nurses. Nightingale’s 
outward embracing of this patriarchal view allows her to perform a civic duty that elevates her 
into national political discourse, where she directly impacts the nursing profession, moving it 
beyond the bedroom and into public spaces like hospitals. At the same time, Nightingale’s 
writing on nursing undermines the essentialist relationship between women and sick care, the 
very thing that allows her to gain a toehold into those spaces. Like de Certeau’s walkers, she 
practices within the system, while working against it. 
Yet while de Certeau specifically, in his Practices of Everyday Life, chooses not to focus 
as Michel Foucault does on the extent of the insidious networks of power “redistributing a 
discursive space in order to make it the means of a generalized ‘discipline’ (surveillance),” my 
                                                          
15 Women’s bodies in Victorian spaces are constantly under scrutiny, and are either being effaced or minimized; 
nurses in Victorian medical spaces sometimes operated differently, such as Mother Seacole’s giant presence on 
the Crimean battlefield, where her flashy dresses and love for hats made her a noteworthy fixture that bolstered 
morale among the soldiers, or Nightingale’s comforting ghostly patrol down the corridors of her battle hospital, 
holding her lamp high as she marched down its dark gullet, becoming a personified beacon in the night. 
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work is both interested in the shift of the power system within the Victorian medical world, as 
well as the tactics the non-producers of power within that system use to survive (namely, nurses 
and women providing medical services) (xiv). In telling the story of sanitationism, while 
acknowledging and investigating the tactics of those users, I have also worked to reveal the 
nature of how some doctors, as controllers of those systems, adapted to eventually suppress 
rising influence from women within medical spaces of the time. De Certeau’s work, in focusing 
on creative tactics of practice offers a view of survivability in the face of “the violence of order,” 
creating a hopeful vision of the active resistors, and rightly celebrates their “enunciation” of 
culture as valuable as cultural production itself. Yet while in my work I show the enunciation of 
cultural practices that function outside of intended purposes, like Foucault, I am invested in 
telling a story in which power adapted successfully and, for much of history, has suppressed the 
latent power of a group of people, namely nurses, from accessing channels of influence. Only in 
recent days have we seen adaptation among nurses, who have identified the fissures within the 
value systems in which the larger medical community operates, e.g. unspoken goals centered on 
shareholder profit margins, while spoken missions are centered on philanthropy and patient well-
being. Nursing efforts in unions across the U.S. have recognized the inherent contradictions in 
these competing missions, and having conformed to the spoken value system, have begun to 
leverage it against the unspoken, pervasive motivations that dictate health policy and practice. 
Space and Architecture 
 Like de Certeau and Foucault, I rely upon vocabularies of space to fully understand 
dynamics of power, control, and moral valuation. Like Judith Flanders’ work on the Victorian 
home, my dissertation is also organized around spaces; in each chapter, I focus on a specific 
Victorian medical space. While the work is also roughly chronological, it is the focus on space 
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that makes the material useful for future inquiries, as each space contains its own opportunities 
and tensions ripe for analysis. Victorian medical spaces are very rarely described or explained, 
either within the novels and works featured throughout the following chapters, or in Victorian 
studies in general. Lavinia Mitton’s brief work on the Victorian hospital, and Mark Steven’s Life 
in the Victorian Asylum, are two of relatively few works that focus on the physical spaces 
themselves, and even here, Steven’s work is as concerned with routines as spaces themselves. 
Victorians feared medical spaces, such as hospitals and asylums, and that fear seemingly 
transferred itself into an epistemic fortress-making effort surrounding such spaces, in the minds 
of the Victorian public, and apparently among authors that include them in their works, a 
phenomenon of forbidden access I broach in chapter one, as it is particularly evident in Gaskell’s 
Mary Barton. In representing Victorian medical spaces, I was cognizant of my duty to accurately 
depict them physically wherever possible, to generate within myself courage and empathy in the 
act of reading, as well as to bring over the threshold future readers who might, given a pioneered 
path, consider deeper exploration of such spaces as necessary for fuller understanding of 
Victorian life.  
Elizabeth Hurren, a historian whose work exposes realities within workhouse 
environments as well as insalubrious practices related to their attached “dead houses16,” 
represented such spaces in her work in an effort to tell a more complete history of what happened 
to otherwise voiceless characters, who were denied access to those “dead house” spaces, and 
thereby denied full disclosure of the histories of their own family members. Her work 
                                                          
16 “Dead houses” were Victorian spaces, typically attached to work houses, where bodies were prepared for burial. 
Families could come to view their dead there, and Hurren explores the dramatic practice of the “tightening” of 
coffin screws in front of families to give them a sense of finality and peace that their loved one would make it to 
burial without interference. 
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emphasizes the unspoken politics of space, and how preclusion to physical access of a space can 
bury truth, which often results in injustice. Similarly, in my work recreating the physical spaces 
of medical care in Victorian contexts, I am expounding both individually the politics of those 
spaces and exploring their accessibility or lack thereof as indicative of particular social values 
and opportunities for narrative shaping, either in or against the best interest of certain parties 
(doctors, nurses, the public), while also, as a total project, offering a set of comparatives across 
spaces and time through the period of sanitationism. The benefits of understanding four types of 
spaces across a century of concern reveals its potential value in chapter four, where marked shifts 
in female involvement in medical care, and the complete disapproval of female spatial agency 
are evident, which offers a distinct contrast to rising female agency in works like the Nightingale 
and Seacole narratives of chapter two.  
 In working to portray physical space within the body of this work, I also found a deeper 
fidelity to historical sources, which created stronger lines of analysis by the end of the project. 
While hoping to encourage further microstudies of physical spaces of medicine in Victorian 
studies, I also hope to elevate some of these sources as valuable resources and to encourage 
further comparison with other primary works for ratification or potential dissent, which will 
create new lines of scholarly interest and richer conversations. 
Project Outline 
 My dissertation is comprised of four chapters, each centered on a specific medical space, 
and how that space functioned within the sanitationist paradigm. The first two chapters, on 
domestic hospitals and battlefront hospitals, are set during the height of sanitationism, when the 
theory retains full influence over medical practice. Chapters three and four, by contrast, explore 
smaller specialty medical spaces, maternity wards and asylums respectively, during the 
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transitional period in which germ theory has largely displaced sanitationism as common medical 
wisdom. The first two chapters also explore nursing power under sanitationist practice, and the 
last two explore the removal of that influence after its decline. Each chapter focuses on particular 
literary depictions of the spaces in focus, and how those depictions, read in the light of historical 
understanding of the sanitationist theory, helps position those spaces within Victorian life. All 
four chapters are interested in medical labor, such as nursing or physicians’ practices, which 
interact with spatial considerations (particularly related to privacy, access, structure, 
management, and publicity). Gender dynamics are explored in each of the chapters, as they 
speak to shifting attitudes between the two halves of the work, before and after sanitationism 
declines. While the work is divided chronologically where the division between sanitationism 
and germ theory occurred, the first two chapters are also notably about the problem of access to 
medical care, whereby the hospital is a space which cannot be accessed, whereas in the latter two 
chapters, medical spaces become more like prisons, places that cannot be escaped.  
 Chapter 1 is focused on homefront hospitals, explaining how such facilities appear in 
literary works like rare, fortress objects, where space and knowledge are equally inaccessible. 
Characterizations of hospitals were not monolithic, and in this section I tease out some 
manifestations of hospitals between two authors, namely Elizabeth Gaskell, who subscribes to 
the sanitationist view of disease generation, and George Eliot, who takes the contagionist view. 
The chapter provides an overview of public sentiment around hospitals between 1830 and 1880, 
and attitudes about them within the medical community. I provide an overview of sanitationist 
philosophy as related to hospital construction, which contextualizes unsettled arguments around 
such facilities, e.g. the problematic presence of specialty hospitals. These debates also highlight 
the level of oversight and interest doctors took in such matters, which points further toward the 
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constructed and deliberate nature of professionalization efforts. Using two works by Elizabeth 
Gaskell, Mary Barton and Ruth, I show inconsistencies in the deployment of sanitationism as a 
form of moral currency; Gaskell is fettered in her sanitationism in Mary Barton, where a full 
deployment of the theory would have required her to blame disease generation on the working 
class and poor whom she champions, having failed to properly clean their own spaces. Gaskell 
modifies rhetoric around sanitationism in this work to call for public health reform. By contrast, 
sanitationism is more consistent in Ruth, directly linking morality, manual labor (especially 
cleaning), and penitence with disease generation or wellness throughout the novel, where spaces 
become significant portents for oncoming sickness and indicators of purity or depravity among 
individuals. While hospital spaces in Gaskell’s work are centers of nursing, and female in that 
they serve as extended domestic shelters for patients, Eliot’s Middlemarch shows a different, 
marketplace vision of hospitals, run and organized by men as part of a system of power and 
influence. While the hospital in Gaskell’s work functions like a purity beacon on the hill, it 
becomes the potential spreader of corruption in Eliot’s work, poisoned by contact with dark 
monies. Eliot too, writing her protagonist physician, Lydgate, as a contagionist completely 
disinterested in sanitationism as part of medical practice, positions the hospital as an extension of 
the laboratory and the medical school, not the domestic replacement Gaskell envisions. These 
conflicting views of hospital purposes and management styles are indicative of debates that 
plague the medical community across the century as hospital construction boomed, and both 
authors argue for additional consideration of how those spaces ought to function, which is clearly 
still a matter of debate. 
 Chapter 2 is also centered on hospitals, but instead of domestic facilities, this chapter is 
focused on makeshift hospitals and hotels on the Crimean front. By exploring battlefield 
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hospitals from two contrasting perspectives from the war, I consider more deeply the problem of 
memory making and the nature of hospitals as either substitute home spaces, or something new 
and distinct. While the debate between sanitationists and the vocal minority of contagionists 
continued well into the 1880s, the single most critical source of evidence in favor of sanitationist 
practice and construction was the Crimean War itself, and the narrative Florence Nightingale 
generated as a result of her tenure there as a nurse. Typically, the Crimean War is dismissed as a 
minor incident in the Victorian period, but because of its extremely high casualty rate, it had a 
more significant impact than has been previously appreciated. Through Nightingale’s perspective 
via her personal letters17 as well as Mary Seacole’s personal narrative of her experience during 
the Crimea, I consider the conflicting narratives emerging from the battlefront space from these 
two women, whose stances on both the outcome of the conflict, as well as the nature of nursing 
and of sanitationism itself, are in contrast with one another. This chapter is concerned with the 
problem of the battle hospital as a site of memory, and the labor of nursing as a lever for 
credibility, similar to the honors given to soldiers returning from service. Both women deploy 
narratives from their experiences within the Crimea in order to better their circumstances on the 
broader world stage, while they have conflicting views on the nature of nursing itself. The debate 
between them represents the ongoing argument present in the domestic medical world as well, 
regarding the connection between gender and medical labor. While Seacole works throughout 
her narrative to underscore the natural abilities of women as nurses, Nightingale by contrast, 
insists on nursing as a learned skill, accessible only to persons with certain talents and 
tendencies, meaning that competence in nursing is a commendable and honorable achievement.  
                                                          
17 Lynn MacDonald’s recent collection of Nightingale’s life and works is as impressive as it is thorough, comprising 
fifteen volumes, under the series title The Collected Works of Florence Nightingale. 
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 While chapters 1 and 2 are invested in hospitals during the period of sanitationism’s 
dominance, chapters 3 and 4 pivot toward the 1890s, when germ theory is quickly replacing 
sanitationist ideology, and hospitals have become more commonplace, largely due to the 
construction boom after the Crimean War. Chapter 3 considers the most contentious of the 
specialty hospitals group, namely facilities specifically devoted to obstetrics and maternity care. 
In this section, I explore how maternity care facilities were shuttered because of their occupation 
of an imagined space on the wrong side of multiple ongoing debates touching the medical 
community. Such facilities became media sensations, accused as centers for abortion, baby 
farming, and faked pregnancies/deliveries; most were quickly closed after several high-profile 
court cases related to abortion convictions. Through George Moore’s Esther Waters and primary 
sources such as Thomas Bull’s Hints for Mothers maternity manual, I explore these and other 
maternity and delivery spaces for women at the end of the century, which show a marked disdain 
for the concept of domestic and homelike comfort, a major departure from earlier objectives in 
hospital caregiving in the sanitationist period. This chapter is especially concerned with the role 
of women as present and participatory in medical spaces, and how their characterization is either 
harmful or downright evil within such spaces, with attention to how female access to medical 
space is now restricted. 
 Chapter 4, the final chapter, is concerned with asylums, another vexed space within the 
medical community’s purview, but which was considered a necessary evil, unlike maternity 
facilities. Unable to shutter these spaces, but equally unable to monitor and control them 
effectively, debates about asylums were heated and ongoing throughout the century, and such 
facilities, because they were awarded less regulatory attention than spaces like fever wards that 
had previously faced the construction rigors under the sanitationist regime, were far more likely 
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to be irregular, both in construction and in management. With nearly complete opacity from 
public oversight, and equally complete control over patient bodies, asylums have generated more 
interest in scholarly circles than other hospital facilities. I explore the presence of the asylum in 
Bram Stoker’s Dracula, which has frequently been mischaracterized as synonymous with a 
prison space. Medical practice in and around the asylum in this work marks a complete removal 
of female agency or permissible labor within medical spaces. Furthermore, Stoker presents his 
vampire villain as the difficult transition between sanitationist understandings of disease and the 
new germ theory; both miasma and bodily invader, Dracula’s shapeshifting terrorism draws on 
the deep Victorian fears of a new, unknown world of disease, changing before their very eyes. 
 By exploring a range of authors and texts from the sanitationist period and its aftermath, 
my dissertation offers the complex context of sanitationism as a useful historical phenomenon in 
exploring Victorian texts and subtexts. In the process of exploring the presence of a Victorian 
worldview on disease, I was able to engage in multiple debates across Victorian literary studies 
with a slightly new perspective, to consider with greater distance how a conceptualization of 
disease compounds our modern conceptions of self, and to see natural synergies between 
disciplines that presently work siloed from one another. My dissertation also offered me the 
unique opportunity to celebrate and narrate physical contexts for largely unrepresented corners of 
the Victorian world. It is my hope that this work encourages further interdisciplinary study that 
celebrates the connections between disciplines, like architecture, literature, and medicine, and 











 Chapter 1 
Fortresses and Fortunes: Hospitals at Home 
 
 
Hospitals are rare in Victorian fiction. Most often, an author might mention a hospital, 
either quickly passing over it, or noting it as a space where characters sometimes go, but where 
the narrative gaze does not follow. In Gaskell’s Mary Barton [1848], the hospital is a space one 
cannot get into; it is a fortress. In their attempt to gain Ben Davenport an admission for acute 
care, George Wilson and John Barton perform quests, working through a string of objectives 
toward the hospital space, but ultimately failing, as Davenport dies before he is approved for 
care. In Ruth [1853], the hospital is a high tower, where only the purest soul may enter and leave 
safely. Later, in George Eliot’s Middlemarch [1872], Lydgate spends much of his time in the 
local hospital, but the reader is given this information as a justification of where he has been 
when not in the narrative eye. Indeed, Eliot seems to depict Lydgate’s hospital whereabouts as a 
kind of avoidance of the gazes of others; the hospital is an opaque space, and action occurring 
there is not within the power of the author to relay. In order to obtain entrance into the hospital in 
the first place, Lygate must also pay a high personal cost, in creating an alliance with the 
unscrupulous Nicholas Bulstrode, who financially controls and manages the hospital space, and, 
effectually, Lydgate’s destiny.  
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That hospitals are tightly controlled, keep-like spaces in Victorian fiction, requiring 
questing, purity, or fealty to enter, is worth investigation, considering the nature of debates 
surrounding hospitals during the period. Hospitals were often at the center of public arguments 
around important Victorian issues, like poverty and public alms management, as well as 
medically specific problems, like the nature of disease, defined largely by the sanitationism 
debates. Because the sanitation debates were ubiquitous and lasted for decades, authors would be 
hard pressed to avoid them in depicting fictional medical care, especially in works including 
hospitals. The sanitation debates present themselves as an unavoidable crux in representing 
medicine in fiction, and the rare presence of hospital space in Victorian fiction is an important 
starting place to consider how those debates functioned more broadly and symbiotically with the 
shifting medical zeitgeist across the century. 
In this chapter, I will explore the nature of Victorian hospitals as material spaces, with 
specific architectural designs that were heavily encoded with social, professional, and scientific 
tensions, considering how such politically charged spaces offered narrative opportunities for 
authors to either reflect or challenge parts of the sanitationism conflict. Looking at two works by 
Elizabeth Gaskell, Mary Barton and Ruth, I will examine how the moralist aspects of the 
sanitation debate were potential power sources when grafted into narrative arguments about 
social problems, and how such projects, under comparative inspection, also show the unstable 
nature of sanitationist rhetoric. In these narratives, spatial boundaries and codes, like hospital 
admissions, reify social hierarchies and work to crystalize existing forms of class power, but also 
show flexibility within sanitationist ideology. I will contrast Gaskell’s deployment of 
sanitationism as a form of flexible narrative power with George Eliot’s Middlemarch, where she 
uses narrative to destabilize common stereotypes within the sanitation debates, as well as posing 
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important questions about the nature of spatial and financial power in relation to medical 
practice. In Middlemarch, Eliot highlights inherent contradictions in medicine by showing 
community economies that reveal conflicts of interest and the potential for corruption in 
medicine. In so doing, Eliot creates an argument in favor of research centered hospitals, in 
contrast to the moralistic, domestic (female) spaces Gaskell envisions. Between these two 
authors and their deployment of fictional hospitals, we can better understand how narratives from 
both the sanitationist and contagionist perspectives sought to encourage changes in Victorian 
social systems. 
Negative Images: Hospitals’ Public Reputations 
 
Hospital scarcity in Victorian fiction is not surprising, in that hospitals primarily had 
reputations as places of death and suffering for the working and poor classes most likely to use 
them, and they were not centers of concern for middle and upper-class citizens (whose medical 
care was at home) except as potential outlets for philanthropy or reform efforts. Part of hospitals’ 
grim reality was simply due to the status of medicine at the time; without anesthesia, effective 
pain management18, or a modern understanding of infection, there was little that medical 
personnel could do for hospital patients, especially as most avoided seeking care until they were 
in desperate straits, with little hope for recovery. Doctors in attendance at general hospitals did 
so primarily as volunteers, expected to fill their time there only as a temporary contribution to 
the community as they waited to build up a paying clientele whom they would care for in their 
homes; as such, historical records of doctors in hospitals tend to show them as resentful19, and as 
                                                          
18 See Joanna Burke for historiographic account of pain management and attitudes regarding pain in this and 
earlier periods. 
19 Tertius Lygate in Middlemarch occupies this position, but although he is financially stressed, Eliot does not cast 
him as resentful of his patient load, or judgmental of their statuses. 
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demanding deference and gratitude from their patients, who were thought to be poor because of 
moral failings20. Laws passed by the conservative Parliamentary system like The New Poor Law 
Amendment in 1834 encouraged the destitute to seek succor through the workhouse system21, 
and many who fell under the rubric to seek workhouse aid were the chronically ill. This reality 
forced the creation of a makeshift system of Poor Law Infirmaries, which were (deliberately) 
grimmer than the general voluntary philanthropic hospitals, worsening the general perception of 
hospital care as a whole. 
The pall of death surrounding hospitals was not superstition or exaggerated fear.  In 1863, 
Florence Nightingale levied statistics in her Notes on Hospitals volume via the Register-General 
showing that twenty-four London hospitals in 1861 had a collective death rate of 90.84% (3). 
Hospitals in large towns, like Manchester and Liverpool, fared little better, with collective death 
rates of 83%, while the smaller and more rural hospitals had markedly lower mortality, between 
40-12% (3). Nightingale argued that mortality rates were so high in the London hospitals 
because of faulty construction and lack of sanitary practices, an argument which drew support 
and fundamentally changed how hospitals were planned and administrated. Hospital architecture 
moving forward was invested in sanitationist design, encoding the sanitationist worldview into 
the material reality of hospital structures. 
After Notes on Hospitals, reformers used the high mortality rates to insist on more 
rigorous sanitary practices and tracking statistics, to preserve the lives of patients, as well as the 
                                                          
20 See Elizabeth Hurren for primary accounts of the poor seeking hospital care and being abused, e.g. either 
verbally accosted, or deliberately put in pain during procedures by doctors as a form of moral instruction. 
21 Scholars have noted that critics’ earlier hardline images of relief as strictly metered by workhouses after the 
passage of this law have been exaggerated, and that in the northern towns especially outdoor relief and in-kind 
gifting to working individuals still existed, in spite of the law. Compromises in relief were made especially in areas 




nurses attending them, and, to encourage construction of new hospitals specifically designed 
under sanitationist principles. Changes in nurse training, especially after Nightingale established 
her school in 1860, also significantly altered the nature of care in hospital spaces, as nurses were 
generally more motivated to be selfless and dedicated to their charges (inspired by Christian 
duty) and far more empowered; the “sanitary reform movement had the effect of elevating the 
nurse to an unprecedented stature” given that they were responsible for most sanitary 
administration within hospital space (Judd 25). The elevation in nurse status also imbued 
hospitals spaces with a sense of domestic extension, as we shall see in Ruth. In Nightingale’s 
Notes on Nursing, she makes no distinction between nurses in hospitals and home environments, 
or as she puts it “professional or unprofessional”; their functions are interchangeable, with their 
primary task to efficiently manage the space to allow for optimal patient recovery (67). Like 
wives serving as angels in houses providing sanctuaries for their husbands, the typically female 
nurses was meant to provide similar respite environments for their patients, who are consistently 
depicted as male in Nightingale’s works. For example, as she reminds nurses against the folly of 
leaning against the sickbed, the infirm man is potentially at a severe disadvantage to the female 
nurse’s physical presence, and she must not rest at his expense: 
Remember never to lean against, sit upon, or unnecessarily shake, or even touch the bed 
in which a patient lies. This is invariably a painful annoyance. […] on a bed or sofa, he is 
entirely at your mercy, and he feels every jar you give him all through him. (76) 
Naturally, one might read Nightingale’s insistence on female nurses not even “touching” the 
male patient’s bed as a careful precaution to avoid the possibility of sexual contact, yet it is also 
consistent with her general advice for female nurses to minimize their physical selves in 
sickrooms. While she writes her work primarily “to women who have personal charge of the 
health of others”, Nightingale bemoans the gender of her audience and would likely be happy to 
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be advising male nurses instead, agreeing with “Lord Melbourne [who] said ‘I would rather have 
men about me when I am ill ; I think it requires very strong health to put up with women,’” as 
men are “more handy and far less objectionable being in a sick room than a woman” (67). The 
unfortunately inattentive or bumbling female nurse inadvertently “injuring” her male patient is a 
regular form in Notes on Nursing, though she spares no one as potential harbingers of patient 
suffering; on the subject of reading to patients, Nightingale, without marking a transition 
between her advice to a female nurse in the previous section, readily envisions a male friend 
reading to a male patient,  
If the reader lets his own attention wander, and then stops to read up to himself, or finds 
he has read the wrong bit, then it is all over with the poor patient's chance of not 
suffering. (80) 
Between the two volumes, Notes on Hospitals22 [1859], and Notes on Nursing [1860], 
Nightingale’s vision of proper procedure for treating patients pictures behaviors indicative of the 
strength of the sanitationist theory’s position at the time, and to the heavy involvement of women 
in nursing roles. These behaviors, of course, were best carried out in facilities properly 
constructed to align with the sanitationist system, whose construction was justified by the 
statistics on domestic mortality Nightingale and other sanitationists gathered. 
Hospital use and construction were encouraged by the rise of teaching hospitals after the 
Medical Act of 1858, which placed new requirements on medical students23, making hospital 
spaces locales where doctors could teach and learn new surgical techniques. More hospitals were 
                                                          
22 This volume was originally commissioned by the British Army and was privately circulated in 1858 under the title 
Notes on Matters Affecting the Health, Efficiency, and Hospital Administration of the British Army, based on her 
observations in the Crimea. Nightingale republished findings from that report in 1859, which is what we generally 
consider Notes on Hospitals today. See McDonald, “Florence Nightingale, Statistics and the Crimean War” for a 
more thorough accounting of the publication history of the volume. 
23 Per the Medical Act of 1858, students were required to spend two years performing dissection. See Richardson 
and Hurren for the consequences of this law regarding illegal trade in pauper bodies to supply dissection materials. 
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built to accommodate training needs, and to match public demand, which was growing with the 
advent of medical advances, like anesthesia24. Still, with the broad public, the negative image of 
hospitals generally persisted, perhaps because efforts to build new sanitationist facilities and 
improve management were uneven, and often underfunded. From the perspective of the working 
class and the poor, teaching hospitals created new fearful specters of posthumous dissection of 
loved ones, as John Barton notes of hospital physicians, “whate'er they may be about cutting him 
up at after” (83). With negative perceptions of hospitals as the standard, and literary examples 
often brusque in explaining the material reality of hospital space, it is worth a closer 
investigation of what Victorian hospital experience was like, as those structures especially 
reflected sanitationist philosophy from mid-century forward. 
Hospitals Types 
 
There were multiple types of hospitals, but they are generally broken into three groups. 
The first of these were general hospitals, further divided into voluntary hospitals and Poor Law 
Infirmaries, which saw a range of ailments, though they generally rejected chronic cases, 
infectious diseases, and maternity (and sometimes rejected children)25. The second set were 
special hospitals, which grew in number exponentially from 1850-1899. Some of these hospitals, 
which had specific purposes, were thought of as threatening to the profession, and broke the 
general mode of the voluntary hospitals by accepting payments. Special hospitals ranged in 
purpose from specific diseases, like consumption, to specific aspects of human health, like 
                                                          
24 Anesthesia was used successfully in the United States in 1846 but was slowly adopted over the next two decades 
there and in England.  
25 Voluntary hospitals typically had lavish antechambers to entice new donations, and practical ward designs, while 
the Poor Law Infirmaries were deliberately bleak places meant to encourage patients to change their lifestyles. 
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maternity, children’s health26, or the eye27. They also included convalescent hospitals by the end 
of the century. The third and final set were fever hospitals, which were special hospitals designed 
specifically to handle fever diseases like typhoid. 
In general, special facilities were the most contentious28. Many doctors took issue with 
their designation as “special” hospitals in the first place, and were outraged at both the practice 
of only taking specific complaints29, and at accepting payment as a typical practice30. 
Furthermore, they argued, separating specialties would create major obstacles to doctor training, 
as medical students would be expected to go to multiple locations to see procedures or maladies, 
instead of observing them together in the general hospital space. Supporters recognized the 
potential for special hospitals to fill gaps in care from general hospitals, and to provide side-by-
side observation of the same disease, giving clues to pathology. Sir Henry Burdett, in 189131, 
notes diplomatically of special hospitals, that it has been argued that they: 
can show no claim to separate existence [from general hospitals]. [However,] without 
special hospitals the advance of science in the treatment of special diseases would have 
been arrested. Some special hospitals there are whose existence is a necessity in the 
interests of society; some which have come to being in the interests of individuals. There 
                                                          
26 One can argue that asylums also fit into the category of specialty hospitals, but the Victorians generally treated 
them as separate and distinct entities unto themselves. I will cover asylums in detail in Chapter 4. 
27 Like fever hospitals, ophthalmic hospitals largely were supported by the General Medical council and individual 
practitioners, who felt eye diseases were best handled in an isolated fashion. Even at the height of specialty 
hospital protest, these facilities were singled out as exempt.  
28 Maternity hospitals were the most hotly debated, which I will return to in chapter 3. 
29 Doctors were resistant at this time to the idea of fragmentation in care, which results from hyperspecialization 
in medicine. Today, medical theorists lament the American system because of its tendency toward extreme 
specialization and fragmented care, which the current payment model encourages. 
30 At the time, doctors themselves were encouraged strongly to be generalists, meaning they had a full 
understanding of the entire human medical system. This was seen as protective of the profession as a powerful 
source of knowledge and expertise, as well as convenience to patients who could go to one man for all their needs. 
31 Sir Henry Burdette’s four volume report emerges 30 years after Nightingale’s Notes on Hospitals, and read 
together, they form a kind of call and answer pair, in that Burdette takes up many of the sanitationist concerns, 




is much to be said on both sides, but it is unfortunately a subject which cannot be 
adequately discussed without trenching on matters of a too personal kind (231; vol. 4).  
Whether Sir Henry is indicating that the matter touches specifically on his own opinion and 
therefore is not appropriate for his report, or whether he is indicating that the discussion around 
the facilities generally is too inflammatory to pass judgement over in his collection is unclear32. 
It is worth noting that even as late as 1891, Sir Henry feels the compulsion to tread lightly over 
the idea of special hospitals. Special hospitals drew fire for both economic and ideological 
reasons. Economically, they were threatening to established general hospitals because it was 
thought that they leached patients, and their separate construction, maintenance, staffing, and 
administration were wasteful expenses when patients could be served at the general facility 
instead. Ideologically, sanitationists were particularly vocal in their support of single facility 
care, because they felt that construction was critical to proper medical intervention, and special 
hospitals were often built without sanitary architectural design. Sanitationists were also likely 
fearful of the potential for special hospitals to provide research environments for the rising germ 
theory factions (which they inevitably did).  
By 1891, Sir Henry has tempered his sanitationism to accommodate the by then well-
documented findings from germ theorists regarding disease contagion and is supportive of the 
fever hospital as a safety measure, while special hospitals more broadly still demanded temerity. 
Sir Henry notes confidently, “Fever and small-pox hospitals are necessarily separate institutions, 
in the interest of the general public. They are primarily defensive, secondarily curative.” (232-3; 
vol. 4). Earlier sanitationists believed in single-fever doctrine, that all fevers were the same, a 
natural reaction by the body to restore balance. The roots of germ theory came from 
                                                          




breakthroughs in the major contagious fevers, the first being the recognition of the differences 
between typhus and typhoid33 in the early century, making fever research itself inherently 
threatening from the sanitationist perspective. Yet, with high mortality rates from typhus, 
cholera, and smallpox, fever hospitals became popular in spite of sanitationists, who eventually 
changed tactics to insist that fever hospitals be built and run by sanitationist principles, 
evidenced by their presence in works like Ruth and Middlemarch (which is set in 1830). 
Reversing the fortress metaphor mentioned earlier, fever hospitals become defensive spaces, 
keeping the enemy disease contained and away from the populace. They occupied a middle 
ground space between sanitationists and germ theorists, in that they separated specific 
populations of sick bodies to limit contagion, while also deploying sanitary practices. While 
disgruntled about special hospitals in general, doctors typically agreed with Sir Henry regarding 
fever hospitals, even much earlier in the century, recognizing fever hospitals as valuable 
defensive systems34 and as potential teaching tools.  Dangerous for those who practiced medicine 
within them, and yet less political than special hospitals in general (because popularly 
supported), fever hospitals were common fixtures in most communities. Both Gaskell and Eliot 
represent them in their fiction as familiar objects to different ends. 
Hospitals Built as Evidence of Sanitationist Success 
 
That hospital construction thrived throughout the nineteenth century is a mixed symptom 
of the success of sanitationist doctrine. Nightingale framed the connection between the necessity 
for sanitationist hospitals, or rather, the viability of hospitals in general as socially responsible 
                                                          
33 One of the researchers suggesting this idea early was Robert Louis in the 1820s. In Middlemarch, Eliot makes 
Lydgate one of Louis’ former students (Penner  91-2). 
34 Even without proof of their efficacy, it seems fever hospital popularity in the early century was a common sense 
course, perhaps cleaving to the maxim, ‘better safe than sorry.’ 
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institutions in light of the high mortality rates by placing their existence within the contagionism 
and sanitationist debate: 
It is an all-important question to decide whether the propagation of such [zymotic35,  
deadly] diseases is inevitable or preventable. If the former, then the whole question must  
be considered as to whether hospitals necessarily attended with results so fatal should  
exist at all. If the latter, then it is our duty to prevent their propagation. (8; Notes on 
Hospitals) 
Nightingale’s argument hinges on her understanding of the pathology of disease. In the Crimea, 
it was provable that poor hygienic conditions were causing massive casualties to British soldiers; 
Nightingale is arguing that same problem exists within the domestic hospital system, and that it 
is both measurable, and solvable by sanitationist practices. Playing devil’s advocate, she notes 
that if contagion were the true nature of disease (meaning that illness is communicable by touch), 
then hospitals would be, by their very nature, deathtraps, putting patients in danger by admission, 
creating the conditions for epidemics by placing bodies in proximity. If contagionist theory were 
to be believed, she suggests, all hospitals need to be razed. She believed, rather, that zymotic 
diseases flourished in hospitals because of sanitary deficiencies that could be remedied. In 
Nightingale’s view, poor construction escalated by poor management caused disease spread 
within hospital spaces. The solution to the problem, therefore, was to build new, healthy hospital 
spaces with sanitationist informed architecture.  
Because construction of hospitals boomed through the end of the century, especially 
structures built under sanitationist principles like pavilion style hospitals, we see that Nightingale 
carried her point. Even in Sir Henry’s report in 1893, after the major germ theory breakthroughs 
                                                          
35 Zymotic was a catch-all descriptor for highly contagious, often deadly diseases, which were common in the 
hospital, and were leveraged by contagionists as proof that quarantine was necessary because of the propensity 
for illness to spread between people by contact. Zymotic diseases included cholera, the major fevers like typhus, 
smallpox, diptheria, and others. The idea of “microzymas,” or “tiny creatures” which would later be named 
microbes was part of the more successful push toward germ theory in the late century. 
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in the 1880s, sanitationism clearly remains the central rubric for hospital architectural design. 
This is not to say that all of the new hospitals built were sanitationist. Many special hospitals 
were built quickly and poorly, or were retrofitted onto old structures36. However, the majority of 
new construction did embrace sanitationist principles, and changed the face of hospital medicine 
across the century. Sir Henry’s report, which is a survey of hospital structures, is essentially a 
report card measuring the number and efficacy of sanitationist facilities, with an eye toward 
future reform. With sanitationist practice embedded in the material reality of the majority of 
hospital structures themselves, practitioners of sanitationism, like the nurses Nightingale trained, 
found themselves in more favorable, influential positions than under older medical systems. 
Material Realities of Sanitationist Hospital Design 
 
Sir Henry’s work shows the late century rigor applied to sanitationist hospital 
construction. Hospitals constructed from sanitationist practices were planned in minute detail 
before ground was ever broken. Echoing Nightingale’s finger wagging from 1861, plots were 
chosen specifically for square footage to ensure proper ventilation37. Nightingale had noted the 
standard of cubic space within a ward as necessarily 1500 cubic feet. Sir Henry’s report shows 
mixed results in terms of facilities meeting that guideline, ranging from 300-2500 cubic feet 
allotted, sometimes depending on the type of hospital. For example, Sir Henry notes that one 
acre per twenty patients in an infectious disease hospital was standard, with additional space for 
                                                          
36 There was urgency in building new special hospitals, in that there was public demand for more medical care, and 
also, that there were many young doctors without a place to work in the city, unless they built their own facilities. 
The older, established hospitals had clear nepotistic hierarchies, meaning that without family connections, getting 
such a berth was nearly impossible. 
37 These figures are based on calculations and theories of how much adult humans exhale in “noxious fumes” on 
an hourly basis.  
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the cordon sanitaire (a mandatory perimeter away from other structures)38. Appropriate airflow 
around the building was also considered, meaning a hospital could not adjoin other structures, 
and must be surrounded by broad streets on all sides, maximizing potential for sunlight, which 
meant orienting the building appropriately.39 “The axis of a ward should be as nearly as possible 
north and south; the windows on both sides, so that the sun shall shine in (from the time he rises 
till the time he sets)” (Nightingale 15; Notes on Hospitals). Even the type of soil on a site was 
considered regarding suitability of hospital space, “In most large towns, a large proportion of the 
subsoil consists of refuse of […] local dust-bins. Such a soil is obviously an improper one on 
which to build, unless the earth is covered with an impervious stratum of concrete or asphalt” 
(Burdette, p. 56; vol. 4).  Finally, plots were chosen to provide adequate drainage below to 
prevent toxic seepage from polluting the air under the hospital, which could creep into the wards 
above.  
Sanitationism encouraged architectural environmental control, seeking to keep out foul 
unwanted air and miasma, and to keep moving sanctioned clean air and light40. Unlike 
contagionism, which was focused on controlling and cordoning bodies away from other bodies, 
keeping the contaminated body only a threat to itself, sanitationist doctrine dictated that by 
controlling the space around the sick body, sweeping away toxins produced by illness through 
clean air, the body would regulate itself back to a state of health. Control over space ballooned 
outward from the unregulated body, which was monitored and tracked, but relatively unfettered. 
                                                          
38 Sir Henry laments in a rather funny quip about Indian hospital construction which met these spatial guidelines 
“ad ridiculum,” by making rooms 300 sq. ft. including ceiling height, which resulted in spaces so narrow that beds 
could not fit inside, with extremely high vaulted ceilings. 
39 Asylums were reviewed in a separate volume of this work, because they have their own rules and considerations 
regarding both construction and management. I will discuss asylums in Chapter 5. 
40 One cannot help but link such a totalistic desire for spatial regulation with the Victorians’ grander project of 
empire expansion and control over their own borders. 
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Most of Sir Henry’s guidelines about hospital planning suggest a kind of glass fortress making, 
in that hospitals needed to be protected with barriers below and around them, as they were 
constantly under siege from miasmic invasion, which needed to be stopped, be it through wide-
street moats, impregnable foundation slabs, or impervious flooring materials (i.e. paraffined, 
parqueted teak or hardwood floors for wards, outpatient, and surgery locations, and terrazzo in 
the corridors and laundry) (Burdette, 12-3; vol. 4). Corners were to be rounded whenever 
possible41, where walls met floors and floors met ceilings, to discourage possible resting places 
for effluvia. Enthusiastic sanitationists built hospitals down to the bedframes that reflected their 
understanding of healing42. Wards were windowed, often double glazed, along their entire length 
whenever possible for maximum ventilation. Per Nightingale, ideal wards were fifteen feet high, 
with windows for at least every other bed, and not more than thirty feet wide. In all things, 
sanitationist philosophy reigned supreme, making porousness, darkness, and unseen corners 
anathema43.  
Within the sanitationist system, the space around bodies admitted to the hospital is of 
paramount importance, while the body itself is allowed to perform natural processes of healing 
and rebalance, much like the humoral or galenic medical systems. Because the space around 
bodies must be constantly kept optimal, but the body itself is rarely interceded except in 
monitoring and medicine distribution, sanitationist theory also reflected domestic ideologies of 
home, where the space of the household became a refuge from the stressors of the external 
                                                          
41 Some wards were circular, helping to meet this standard. 
42 Though some of her biographers have been eager to lay responsibility for mortality rates in Crimea on 
Nightingale, this kind of earnestness and wide adoption of sanitationist principles, made manifest in the structures 
they built, is consistent indication of her unwavering faith in sanitationism as legitimate medicine. 
43 It is easy to see how this kind of spatial regulation grafted itself onto urban spaces in the public health reforms of 
the 1870s. City landscapes, full of dark alleys and corners, hid not just potential for germs to linger, but also for 
humans prone to vice. 
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marketplace for men, run by women who continually ensured that those stressors were 
minimized44. This perhaps explains why, despite research from Pat Jalland and others that 
indicates high rates of illness in Victorian women, most of the writing about appropriate sanitary 
practices in hospitals involves a male patient and a female nurse, mirroring the ideal imagined 
domestic relationship within the Victorian household.  
By 1890, hospital construction also formed a way of categorizing, and ranking hospitals, 
generally into four categories, in order of desirability: pavilion, block, corridor, and composite or 
“heaps of buildings hospitals” (Burdett, 100; vol. 4). The ranking of these construction types can 
be simplified by thinking about how much of the ward wall space could be occupied by windows 
admitting unpolluted air. Other factors, like the level of isolation of the wards of patients from 
the rest of the facility (laundry, administration, etc.), and the hospital layout’s synergy with the 
plot of land provided45 also mattered, but windows, with their opportunities for air and light, 
were the most obvious ranking feature. As such, Victorian hospitals were often long and narrow, 
resembling bricked train cars, with a hub at their ends where the administration was housed. 
They were not, however, to be like tunnels, with the width too great between opposite windows, 
because as “was the case with the great corridor at Scutari,” “a tunnel [is] a form fatal to good 
ventilation” (Nightingale, p. 36; Notes on Hospitals).  
                                                          
44 Much excellent work has been done to show how Victorian domestic ideology extended to a similar equation in 
terms of empire and imperialism; the homeland becomes a similar place of refuge from the “dark” edges of the 
empire where men go to bring British rule. Most of these arguments rightly touch on the implicit racial dynamics 
inherent in these systems. Noting hospitals as another reflection of this kind of belief structure is helpful in 
connecting a general sense of disease as comparable to threats from foreigners or women seeking access to 
capitalist systems. 
45 Sir Henry is particularly complementary to the Swansea hospital, a double pavilion, which was designed “like a 
tuning fork,” in order to best fit on a triangular plot of land (114).  
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Pavilion hospitals were best, in which “the ward is a parallelogram, entirely detached on 
at least three sides, with windows on both of its longer sides facing each other and attached to the 
main block at one end only” (Burdett, 99; vol. 4). Pavilions were desirable because they allowed 
for two full sides of the wards to be utilized as windows for ventilation, sometimes with the third 
shorter side also windowed. Pavilions could be single, double, or multiple, and it was preferable 
that they were only one story, which meant less chance for vapors to travel through the ceiling. 
Wards were typically rectangular46, and were sometimes entirely separate from other hospital 
buildings, in which case they were called “isolated pavilions,” the most desirable47. Mostly 
demolished now, there were several examples of pavilion style hospitals in the U.S., including 
the Michael Reese Hospital in Chicago, and the Mary Hitchcock Memorial Hospital in Hanover, 
New Hampshire (both were double-pavilions). The Royal Berkshire Hospital in Reading, 
England, another double pavilion, is still operational with its original buildings intact, though 
they have added many more buildings and remodeled. 
The second most desirable form was the “block hospital,” in which wards were arranged 
in blocks around a courtyard, but still having at least two sides of each ward with windows for 
ventilation. Third most desirable were the corridor style hospitals, “arranged on one side of a 
corridor,” meaning usually with windows only on one side, and lastly, and most disparaged, were 
the composite, or “heaps of buildings” hospitals, which were derided as unplanned and built 
around older structures without consideration for sanitary practices or proper ventilation. A 
number of special hospitals, which were often constructed quickly and without sanitationist 
                                                          
46 Some hospitals had circular wards, which were still somehow grouped with pavilions, probably because they 
featured windows on opposite sides. 
47 Johns Hopkins hospital in Baltimore’s original construction was in the isolated pavilion style. Sir Henry gushes 
about the facility for several pages, noting therein, “perfection was unstintingly adopted” (151; vol. 4). 
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architectural consultation, fell into this category, as did older buildings constantly remodeled in 
efforts to keep facilities working to meet the needs of overly large sick populations, especially in 
metropolitan areas, where land was much harder to acquire.  
In the cases of fever hospitals, sanitary concerns and isolation are heightened further, in 
that wards must be discrete in order to contain infection within the walls of the hospital, but with 
less concern as to infecting other patients. Disinfection was made easier with appropriate 
materials, like paraffin glazed oak floors. The London Fever Hospital was constructed in block 
style, while The Eastern and Southwestern Hospitals (designated for infectious cases) were 
double isolated pavilions. Both were designed as two hospitals in one, with one ward for small-
pox and the other for fever, and two extra administrative office sets, with separate staff. Because 
the primary purpose of these facilities was to contain disease within the hospital, and secondarily 
to cure it, double stories were more common. In Ruth, Gaskell suggests that the fever hospital 
has a second story, as Leonard looks up to regard the light where he knows his mother is nursing 
the sick in the fever hospital building. Fever hospital spaces, with their tacit acknowledgement 
that some sickness, like typhoid, can spread to other people, were inherently dangerous places, 
signifying that medical personnel assigned there were automatically considered more heroic and 
selfless than others. They also function as temporal moratoriums, spaces where battle with 
disease is performed, beyond the gazes of the outside world. In Elizabeth Gaskell’s Ruth, the 
fever hospital serves as a signal for divine favor and proof of absolution. 
Gaskell’s Shifting Sanitationism in Mary Barton and Ruth 
 
Politically, sanitationism was sometimes deployed in efforts that encouraged and 
entrenched class divisions. For example, sanitationists like Edwin Chadwick, whose 
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conservativism meant strongly endorsing the idea that charity to the poor perpetuated their 
dependencies and made them less than human, resisted reforms that would make hospitals and 
other forms of medical aid easily accessible to working and poor classes. Debates about money 
and medicine, reflected in the New Poor Law of 1834, showed a general upper and middle-class 
consensus that sought to both blame the poor for their own circumstances, and to insist they 
better themselves while leaving no viable alternative. Gaskell, working as a philanthropist in 
Manchester, resisted some of these doctrines in her fiction, especially in her reformist works, like 
Mary Barton [1848], arguing instead for a system of compassion and prudence as well as a level 
of public intervention for sanitary gains. Gaskell’s deployment of sanitationism in both Mary 
Barton and later, in Ruth [1853], show her rhetorical ability to work within the public health 
debates with an alternative morality lens, leveraging potentiality within the sanitationist 
worldview to suggest humane, class consciousness alternatives to dominant conservative 
rhetoric. While Gaskell’s class-conscious version of sanitationism contains contradictions in 
Mary Barton, by the publication of Ruth, her worldview is more internally consistent, lending 
power to her moral arguments. 
In Mary Barton, Gaskell creates narrative scenarios that question the efficacy of the 
hospital system, exposing its inadequacies and illustrating the human consequences under the 
scrutiny of a rubric of Christian compassion. Under the conservative hospital system in the 
1840s, general hospitals were intended for acute care situations like accidents; they were 
severely discouraged from accepting chronic cases, rejected infectious diseases outright48, and 
                                                          
48 Extreme sanitationists rejected the idea of contagion, and encouraged general hospitals to accept infectious 
cases, though this was generally not the practice adopted. The exception to this rule was small-pox, which was 
recognized by both sanitationists and germ theories as having the potential to reproduce in a cultured state. 
Nightingale saw no difficulty in having cholera patients next to surgical recoveries, so strongly did she believe in 
the power of ventilation and cleanliness. 
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ejected patients almost immediately after stabilizing them. Special hospitals filled some of these 
gaps with focuses on specific diseases like smallpox, but the concept of convalescent care was 
out of the question, because it was believed that providing convalescent care would encourage 
working class sloth and opportunism. Some reformers argued for convalescent care, but many 
upper-class leaders feared the cost of such a program and were opposed to anything they viewed 
as enabling pauperism. Those in support of convalescent care, like Nightingale and Gaskell, 
argued that there was little sense in stabilizing patients who would return to their old lives 
weakened only to die a week or two later for want of care. Nightingale interestingly makes the 
link between convalescent care as mirroring middle class domestic environments, insisting, “a 
convalescent hospital… should not be like a hospital at all… It should be a home” (107-8; Notes 
on Hospitals). She suggests employing patients in convalescent care in domestic work, like 
cooking and cleaning, and strict gender divisions between patients. There seems built into her 
vision of convalescent care a potential training toward domestic responsibility, infusing patients 
with middle class values and behavioral norms, like strict gender roles and domestic labor. From 
the conservative perspective, convalescent care created potential for fraud, thus was largely 
unavailable until later in the period when mortality from hospitals was recognized as reducible, 
especially for fever patients, through such care. As an early example echoing Nightingale’s 
argument, in Mary Barton [1848], Gaskell gestures to the problem of denying convalescent care 
by placing John Barton in the hospital for emergency fever care, and then allowing him to 
continue to recover in the hospital by working for the surgeon as a temporary transcriptionist (as 
opposed to paying for care):  
Well! yo must know I were in th' Infirmary for a fever, and times were rare and bad; and 
there be good chaps there to a man, while he's wick, whate'er they may be about cutting 
him up at after. So when I were better o' th' fever, but weak as water, they says to me, 
says they, “If yo can write, yo may stay in a week longer, and help our surgeon wi' 
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sorting his papers; and we'll take care yo've your belly full o' meat and drink. Yo'll be 
twice as strong in a week” (83). 
This inclusion in Mary Barton is a fine example of an author trying to work with the realities of 
the hospital system while also challenging it. Gaskell implies that if John had left the hospital 
directly after his fever, he would have faced a similar fate to his young son, who died for lack of 
hearty diet and rest after surviving a fever.  In this instance, Gaskell both abides by the rules of 
hospital care by not allowing Barton to pay, and to stay for convalescent care49, but also 
challenges the system that only responds to emergency needs, by showing Barton surviving 
thanks to rest and food in the hospital, juxtaposed to his son who dies for want of similar 
opportunity50. Instead of becoming dependent, desiring to stay in the hospital, Barton returns to 
work, and indeed, desires to work for the remainder of the text, and is denied the opportunity. 
Gaskell connects an economic argument to a humanitarian one in this scene, by questioning the 
effort and investment to heal without a strong chance for survival. 
In Mary Barton, Gaskell’s narrative also reflects sanitationist theories of disease origin, 
but curiously without the extended moralism often connected to them. In the Davenport scene, 
Gaskell describes the back room of the dwelling as a frightening, devouring maw filled stagnant 
water, strongly implying it as the source of Ben Davenport’s desperate illness. Nightingale’s 
description of disease origin is useful here: “Infection, and incapable management, and bad 
construction are, in hospitals as well as towns, convertible terms” (11; Notes on Hospitals). 
While Nightingale insists on these three ideas as interchangeable, Gaskell appears to make an 
interesting distinction in her portrayal of sanitationism in Mary Barton. Gaskell shows her reader 
                                                          
49 Objections to paying for care were generally economic and from the General Medical Council and doctors, while  
the problem of convalescent care spoke more to attitudes about the poor, and concern that any care other than 
immediate emergency care would be abused (as preferable to normal impoverished living). 




infection, and describes the poor construction that allows sewage to seep into the backroom. 
However, she chooses not to implicate either Ben Davenport or his wife in their responsibility 
for cleaning or managing the space, but does chide them (and their unscrupulous landlord) for 
paying extra rent for an unusable and dangerous “second room.” She passes quickly over Mrs. 
Davenport, noting her only as “weak and passive,” who is “revived […] recollecting all […] now 
with the strength to weep” when John feeds her51 (62).  
Gaskell stops short of offering agency to the Davenports to improve or change their 
environment, as doing so would imply a level of culpability for the illness in their home52. 
Incompatible with her sentimental thesis in this work, which is to create sympathy and political 
action to aid the working class, Gaskell avoids self-help rhetoric found in much sanitationist 
writing, and instead uses the pathos from this scene toward explaining part of John Barton’s path 
toward radicalization53. Gaskell’s tempered sanitationist stance in Mary Barton does not remain 
stable within her work, however. In Ruth [1853], Gaskell openly incorporates the more 
moralistic aspects of sanitationism in order to craft a didactic argument about redemption and 
agency. The shift in Gaskell’s deployment of sanitationism within her texts shows both the 
flexibility of that doctrine to accommodate different rhetorical goals within fictional works, 
                                                          
51 See Ketabagian for a fuller post-human argument about this scene, and suggestions of working class persons 
reduced to automatons. 
52 In the year Mary Barton was published, the Sanitary Act of 1848 was also issued, which requested standing 
water not be allowed within dwelling places, or basements to be used as dwelling spaces. The act was largely a 
failure because it sought voluntary compliance, and was replaced in 1866 which made such provisions compulsory 
and enforceable. 
53 Gaskell’s radicalization of Barton has a number of contributing factors, including the Davenport scene, as well as 
the deaths of Barton’s son and wife, his association with Chartists, his radicalist reading material, and his personal 
sense of injustice specifically regarding the callousness of the economic system in Manchester, which he sees 
embodied by the factory owners.  
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while also showing the tendency for authors to modify stances from theories like sanitationism as 
necessary. 
While in Mary Barton, Gaskell depicts hospitals as impregnable, inaccessible spaces, in 
Ruth she chooses to represent a fever hospital that functions appropriately within the community, 
admitting the sick townspeople, and eventually containing a typhus outbreak.  Ruth has received 
most of its critical attention for the central plot concern, which is Gaskell’s Christian argument 
against the Bastardy Clause in the New Poor Law of 1834, which overturned a precedent 
wherein men were financially responsible for illegitimate children until they were eighteen. 
Under the new law, women were solely responsible for their illegitimate children, and were 
severely restricted in terms of the kinds of poor aid they could receive for themselves or those 
children. The rationale behind the Bastardy Clause was fear in parliament that young men were 
being ensnared by women who seduced them and used resulting pregnancies as financial 
leverage. This was particularly bothersome to young upper-class men, who often found it more 
fiscally prudent to marry their mistresses. Concern about “ill-suited” matches was particularly 
high54. Gaskell readily understood the consequences of the reform, which placed women who 
were seduced (or raped) by young men in grim circumstances. Socially ostracized, they were 
unable to find work, and with the new restrictions on aid, they had few choices. Especially those 
without family networks almost invariably had two options upon discovering a pregnancy out of 
wedlock; they turned to prostitution to support themselves and the child, or they attempted 
suicide55. Conversely, consequences for the men, both socially and financially, were eradicated, 
                                                          
54 Those who authored the new law also believed that the practices of baby swapping and faked pregnancy were 
widely disseminated, designed to entrap young men who could be liable to paying for children based on the word 
of the mother alone. “Mock confinements,” or fake pregnancies, are discussed in more depth in Chapter 3. 
55 Ruth attempts suicide but is stopped by Benson, who convinces her by giving her a chance to help him while 
suffering from a back spasm, early foreshadowing of her eventual role as a nurse. 
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leaving no barriers to prevent them from more sexual encounters, exacerbating the problem. In 
Ruth, Gaskell highlights the injustice of the stigma associated with fallen women, which 
essentially dictated that the single sin of sex out of wedlock meant permanent moral degeneration 
without hope for redemption, and the disparity by which the same sin had no consequences when 
perpetrated by a man. She is particularly vehement in her disdain for the stigma of association 
applied to the children of such unions, who she notes in Ruth are innocent, undeserving of 
ostracization56. 
In Ruth, slippages between moralism and medicine are more common than in Mary 
Barton. Gaskell places Ruth in the space of the fever hospital at the end of the novel in order to 
conclusively indicate her redeemed morality, a task which she has been attempting to accomplish 
throughout the novel by showing Ruth’s penance, humility, and lack of subsequent sin. Like 
religious good works doctrines, sanitationism implies that through planning and effort, evil (i.e. 
disease) can be banished. Gaskell spends time insisting on Ruth’s entrance into the fever hospital 
as a form of self-sacrifice and faith, requiring self-possession and courage. She marks the space 
of the fever hospital as very dangerous, with a physician casualty and a cast of veteran nurses 
removed from the building, rendered unfit for service because of the voracity of the disease. 
While the fever hospital in Gaskell’s text does appear like a testing space for Ruth, Gaskell 
works to reject the simple equation of Ruth’s service as penance, seeking instead to characterize 
her nursing efforts as an indication of God’s blessing and favor: 
 “They say she has been a great sinner, and that this is her penance,” quoth one.  
 And as Leonard gasped, before rushing forward to give the speaker straight the lie, an old  
 man spoke:  
  “Such a one as her has never been a great sinner; nor does she do her work as a  
                                                          
56 Leonard, Ruth’s son, eventually bears this stigma in the book. While Ruth meekly accepts her own labeling as a 
fallen woman and the associated guilt, she openly dissents when her sin is extended to her son. 
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 penance, but for the love of God [...] I could fell you [...] for calling that woman a great  
 sinner” (351). 
Here, the townspeople vocalize a potential reader derived conclusion regarding Ruth’s nursing, 
which Gaskell quickly undercuts. Instead of penance, Ruth’s fever hospital nursing seems 
intended to show her already assured redemption from fallenness, and the public 
acknowledgement of that status. The townspeople embrace Leonard, her son, after this exchange, 
indicating that his previous taint as a bastard has been lifted because of their agreement regarding 
his mother’s blessedness. Gaskell includes this exchange because she is underscoring her point 
about fallenness as an exaggerated crime of faith. She is also highlighting Ruth’s motives in 
tending the sick in the fever hospital as driven by Christian goodness, not from guilt or unpaid 
spiritual debt.  
That bodies embrace openly in public in this scene is also significant, again in light of the 
slippages between morality and disease present in the text. Leonard and the townspeople push 
themselves together and touch one another in blessing directly outside of the fever hospital, 
having “grown bolder as to the infection,” along the boundary of the cordon sanitaire, on the 
“street on which the hospital abutted,” which Gaskell names a “palace of Death” (351). As a 
bastard child, Leonard’s sinfulness would typically rank him among the “loose and vicious” 
Gaskell implicates in spreading the infection, at least in the view of the villagers, and in early 
scenes he is shunned or abused whenever he walks publicly in town. In another earlier scene, in 
which Mr. Bradshaw ousts Ruth from his household, he comments on Leonard’s bastardy, 
making the connection between his status and its tendency to slip toward disease metaphors 
clearer, “’That very child and heir of shame to associate with my own innocent children! I trust 
they are not contaminated’” (279). The townspeople embracing Leonard, close to the miasma 
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from the hospital, is a triumphant gesture regarding his own publicly clean soul57, a kind of 
community baptism by touching, and a parallel gesture to Ruth’s successful tenure within the 
hospital without contracting disease herself. The scene also evokes sanitationist beliefs that once 
a space, like a hospital, has been rendered appropriately sanitized, that bodies can move 
unfettered in and around that space without fear of disease (Ruth’s successful presence in the 
hospital has therefore clearly rendered the space appropriately sanitary). 
Ruth’s exceptionalism in entering the fever hospital “in such poisoned air!” without 
contracting the disease, suggests a level of divine favor (348). Her work as a nurse is regularly 
characterized as a calling58, even early in the novel where she feels a compulsion to nurse her 
coworker in the seamstress’ shop59, but is denied, “She would gladly have nursed Jenny herself, 
and often longed to do it, but she could not be spared. Hands, unskillful in fine and delicate 
work, would be well enough qualified to tend the sick” (27). As an apprentice, Ruth is a 
rudimentary seamstress at best, but longs for agency, especially to comfort others. Hands as 
service in relationship with nursing are a particularly piquant and persistent symbol in Ruth, 
appearing again when she disagrees with Jemima Bradshaw about her suitability as a community 
nurse,  
“’You, a sick nurse!’ said Jemima, involuntarily glancing over the beautiful lithe 
figure, and the lovely refinement of Ruth's face as the light of the rising moon fell upon 
it. ‘My dear Ruth, I don't think you are fitted for it!’ 
  ‘Don't you?’ said Ruth, a little disappointed. ‘I think I am […] I have the gift of a 
very delicate touch, which is such a comfort.’” (318) 
                                                          
57 Touch is not as significant in terms of sanitationist theory as it is in contagionism, whose practitioners cite it as 
the primary source of infection. Still, the pressing crowd coming forward to bless Leonard, seeking proximity to 
him, seems a clear indication of their comfort with his presence, and lack of fear of him. 
58 Nightingale would have been extremely supportive of a nurse motivated to serve God, versus a nurse 
attempting to unburden her soul from guilt. In Notes on Nursing, she explicitly denounces “romantic” notions of 
women who believe they have the “nurse soul” because they have been sinners trying to regain the grace of God. 
59 See Judd for an exploration of Ruth’s stitch work and nursing as competing forms of creative female labor. 
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Ruth’s hands, with that delicate touch, are deployed as a nurse in a socially appropriate and 
constructive way, instead of for sexual contact. Her rebuff of Jemima’s opinion regarding the 
suitable use of her hands is also the first example of Ruth advocating specifically for what kind 
of work she would choose to perform, indicating her self-possession and agency, afforded to her 
by the associated risk from the hospital conditions, and the urgency of community need. Like 
Nightingale’s installment at Scutari in wartime, need creates opportunity for Ruth to take on 
labor which might have otherwise been denied to her under Victorian social norms, based on 
both her status as fallen, and as a woman seeking labor in public. 
Jemima’s involuntary glance at Ruth’s body underscores the kinds of appearance politics 
at work within the novel, where attractiveness occasionally uncomfortably stands in to mark 
class status or its potential, in line with some of the pseudoscience from the period that implied 
that outward beauty belied inward purity60.  The exchange also echoes the problematic nature of 
nursing as work at this time. As Catherine Judd has argued, nursing changed greatly between 
1830 and 1870, shifting from nurses as mostly working class, to a gradual takeover by middle 
and upper class nurses. Ruth was published during the transitional period in which it was 
common to have either the “old style” nurse, or the “new nurses” typical of Nightingale’s circle. 
Ruth’s class status is in flux in this work, as she is offered marriage by Bellingham which would 
make her part of the gentry, but refuses. Her family, once middle-class, fell into bankruptcy, 
making her upbringing incongruous to her current poverty. She also bears all of the common 
Victorian narrative markers of secret class potential, including her generally middle-class 
                                                          
60 In much of the work around the syphilis epidemic in the docks regions, scientists hinted that prostitutes would, 
even if initially beautiful, eventually begin to rot because of sin, making their outward appearance match their 
inward soul. This type of thinking is of course the subject of Oscar Wilde’s famous Portrait of Dorian Grey, and 
underlay a number of racist ideologies of the day. See Gilman, “Black Bodies, White Bodies.” 
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behavior (circumspectness, humility, deference, piety, cleanliness), and her beauty. Interestingly, 
though nursing was not then stably synonymous with middle or upper class status, Gaskell uses 
Ruth’s nursing to cement her position as a respectable, non-lower class person within the 
community, implying that nursing labor can create grounds for social standing (unafforded to 
Ruth through other forms of labor, such as needlework). 
Gaskell’s investment in moral sanitationism is further indicated in Ruth via the spaces 
highlighted within the text. The fever, identified as typhus, is described as following a classist 
hierarchy of spatially specific infection levels until it reaches crisis levels:  
there came creeping, creeping, in hidden slimy courses, the terrible fever-- that fever  
 which is never utterly banished from the sad haunts of vice and misery, but lives in such  
 darkness, like a wild beast in the recesses of his den. It had begun in the low Irish  
 lodging-houses; but there it was so common it excited little attention. The poor creatures  
 died almost without the attendance of the unwarned medical men, who received their first  
 notice of the spreading plague from the Roman Catholic priests [...] [it] burst forth in  
 many places at once-- not merely among the loose-living and vicious, but among the  
 decently poor--nay, even among the well-to-do and respectable (347).  
That the fever originates in “slimy” and “dark” “lodging-houses” inhabited by what she deems 
the “loose and vicious,” Irish is fairly typical of sanitationist rhetoric that so often associated 
class and race with willful squalor and subsequent pestilence. The politics of dirt and disease is 
broached early in this text in Nellie Brownson’s home, where Bellingham disparages the poor 
woman for not keeping a clean house:  
“You’ll be poisoned with this abominable air […] My good woman […] could you not 
keep your place a little neater and cleaner? It is more fit for pigs than human beings. The 
air in this room is quite offensive, and the dirt and filth is really disgraceful.” (24-5)  
In the Brownson scene, Gaskell allows Nellie to defend herself, noting her “rheumatiz” and the 
stresses of single parenting as potential barriers to consistent hygiene, but still has Ruth weigh in 
on the side of cleanliness over Nellie’s objections, and suggests with a well-timed cough that 
illness is very much connected to the realities of home life. This is a major shift from Gaskell’s 
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stance in the Davenport household, where the parents’ illness, poverty, and malnourishment 
seem to argue against the possibility of consistent hygiene practices in a space where pestilence 
naturally thrives. 
In the later description of typhus, Gaskell shows a clear chain of priorities by marking out 
the order of infected groups in terms of level of horror; when the Irish are killed by typhus 
infection in their homes, doctors and others hardly notice, but once it has made its way to the 
middle-class households, the disease is a matter of grave social concern and becomes an 
actionable plague. While in Mary Barton, Gaskell’s sanitationism is more carefully limited to the 
suggestion of environmental disease generation and blame is decidedly avoided, in Ruth she 
freely associates disease with its moralist suggestions regarding poverty, which she divvies up 
into levels of acceptability, allowing for the “decently poor” in contrast to the Irish and the 
wantonly sinful, carefully keeping Ruth and the Bensons above both levels. Sanitationists often 
warned of the potential for disease to class jump, to seep out of contained spaces of pestilence 
into respectable and posh districts. Dickens makes a similar argument in Bleak House, in which 
overpopulated burial yards, quiet hiding places for destitute urchins like Jo, breed miasma 
polluting the air and fanning out over the city61. Reforms based on anxiety about disease bred in 
impoverished spaces were both springboards for investment in poor relief and infrastructure, as 
well as justification for stripping poor families of privacy and other rights in order to police their 
behavior, and their spaces62. 
                                                          
61 It is worth noting that pestilent miasma, though integrated with sanitationist thought at the time, was later part 
of the evidence set that helped prove germ theory in the works of Koch and Pasteur. See Waller for fuller history. 
62 See Mary Elizabeth Hotz’s discussion of Edwin Chadwick’s reforms regarding communal mourning, hygiene, and 
burial. See also Sanitary Act of 1866, which made sanitary requirements compulsory and created extended powers 
and supervisory commissions to enforce compliance. 
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Like other more staunchly sanitationist work, in Ruth, Gaskell also shows connections 
between morality and illness as well as emotion and illness63. In discussing her decision to 
volunteer for the hospital, Ruth becomes emotional considering the idea that she may perish and 
leave her son alone. Mr. Benson warns her, “if you cannot still this agony of fear as to what will 
become of him [Leonard, her son], you ought not to go. Such tremulous passion will predispose 
you to take the fever” (349). Like the association between “viscous” lifestyles and the breeding 
of the disease, Benson suggests that emotional state (particularly passion) can be a pathway 
along which disease can infect a body64. Ruth’s actual experience in the hospital is that she, of all 
the other nurses and doctors, is unaffected by the disease, despite a long period of exposure 
within the ward, wherein at least one physician died, and the regular matrons were “carried off” 
after a week of service65. As Ruth’s sin in this work is the sin of passion (or sexuality), her lack 
of infection during her hospital tenure is conclusive proof that she can now control her emotional 
state appropriately (belying beliefs that women who are fallen are always fallen). From a 
sanitationist perspective, it is suggested that if mortality rates are high, then there are sanitary 
deficiencies which also make the space unsafe, but fixable with appropriate measures. Ruth’s 
uninfected presence in the hospital also implies that she is both clean and proficient at shoring up 
hygienic practice, which perhaps the previous medical staff were not. In describing the Benson 
house several times throughout the novel, Gaskell is persistent in noting that the space is 
impeccably clean (practice which clearly Ruth has also adopted), despite older and much mended 
                                                          
63 Sanitationism in general shared a number of common roots with the older Gallenic theories of humoral 
imbalance, so that emotion was an accepted catalyst for a number of ailments. In Gaskell’s text, passion becomes a 
predisposing condition for sickness, not a primary cause. 
64 This admission makes the scene of passion between Leonard and the villagers directly outside the hospital even 
more invested in a sense of risk. 
65 I am assuming Gaskell means “sent away to recover” here. 
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furniture, again slipping into moralism, as the Benson house is consistently marked as the most 
pious, charitable location within the village66.  
Ruth’s invulnerability lasts only within the confines of the fever hospital space itself. 
Upon hearing that Bellingham is also sick with the fever in a nearby inn, Ruth decides to go to 
him, and, after nursing him, contracts the disease and dies. While we do not have a chance to see 
the inside of the fever hospital in this novel, we can guess that it has a number of contrasts to the 
inn which Bellingham is sequestered. In the first inn that Ruth and Bellingham stay, prior to him 
abandoning her and her discovery of her pregnancy, Bellingham makes a specific point to 
complain about the nature of inns regarding the level of dirt inside them. He insists that the 
proprietress displace other guests so that he might avoid the dirtiest part of the inn, an entitled 
gesture that makes Ruth uncomfortable. Bellingham also contracts a brain fever within this 
space, where he stays inside significantly more than Ruth, who enjoys outdoor67 walks in the air, 
even in the rain68. While the second inn is described merely as “the best room” therein, the space 
inspires little confidence in terms of sanitation. When Ruth arrives at the inn, her first gesture of 
healing is an act of cleansing:  
She had gone up to the wild, raging figure, and with soft authority had made him lie  
 down: and then, placing a basin of cold water by the bedside, she had dipped in it her  
 pretty hands, and was laying their cool dampness on his hot brow, speaking in a low  
 soothing voice all the time, in a way that acted like a charm in hushing his mad talk.  
 (362) 
                                                          
66 Furniture in this novel is used regularly as a hint for underlying problems. In the Bradshaw house, for instance, 
all of the furniture is ugly and masculine, an early indicator of the tyrannical patriarchy governing that household, 
which breeds distrust and broken, inharmonious family relationships. 
67 The text seems to take a Romantic notion about the outdoors as a restorative to ones’ state of mind. 
Connections between sanitationism and Romanticism in terms of their mutual regard for fresh air as healthful are 
interesting and worthy of further interest. 
68 Ventilation and clean air were for sanitationists the most effective and necessary cure for illness. 
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Fevered and raving, Gaskell’s description of Bellingham suggests her earlier description of the 
personified fever itself, a wild beast69 within its den, shrouded in shadow. Similar to an 
exorcism, or again perhaps baptism, Ruth blesses Bellingham with water and the healing touch, 
calming him back toward health. The scene has remarkable parallels to an earlier moment in the 
text, where Ruth placing her hands on Bellingham’s brow is a stand-in for physical (perhaps 
sexual) intimacy, and results in him contracting a brain fever. Gaskell is clearly reversing that 
scene, highlighting the weight of the history between these two characters, and the changes in 
them both over time. The power and weight given to Ruth’s presence in this scene is noteworthy. 
Within sanitationist works, nurses as the keepers of sanitary spaces are invested with a great deal 
of power. The doctor is deferential to Ruth, never instructing her, but rather observing her 
behavior, “See how she manages him?” deciding to stay on to support her (362). 
While in the inn space, Ruth does contract typhus70, which eventually kills her. When she 
is delirious from the onset of the fever, we see the rooms in more detail, understanding it as 
unseemly, a mocking opposite of the charming but humble Benson home, “the large room 
handsomely furnished with articles that were each one incongruous with the other, as if bought at 
sales” (363). The space constitutes a sham version of home, cobbled together from cast offs of 
other households, offering no real comfort, and reflecting no actual care for the space or its 
                                                          
69 The act of a woman “taming” a man also fits within the Victorian rubric of female to male sexual relationships, 
wherein women do not possess desire or animal instincts, and man’s libido is uncontrollable, necessarily tempered 
in marriage by a wife who becomes his moral guidepost. Such arguments were often used to justify the disparate 
punishments for adulterous behavior for men, which were trifling if enforced, and to women, which were rather 
severe (immediate divorce, removal to an asylum, etc), extended through the new law on bastardy. 
70 We can assume Gaskell intends Ruth to have typhus, though interestingly, she manifests none of the symptoms 
common in her other patients or in Bellingham, instead dying peacefully while singing to herself, completely 
unaware of her surroundings. Gaskell’s worldview in terms of sanitationism is completely comfortable with the 
idea that only one type of fever is possible, but that it can manifest itself in individuals in markedly different ways 
(another continuity with Gallenic systems). Differences in fever manifestations, as we will see shortly in 
Middlemarch, were important evidence contributing toward the eventual acceptance of germ theory. 
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temporary inhabitants. Inn life is particularly suitable for Bellingham, who has no binding 
connections to family, and consistently attempts to acquire them by offering financial exchanges. 
For example, he offers Ruth money for herself at the close of their affair, which she rejects, and 
later tries to bribe, then marry, then tempt her with money for Leonard specifically, all of which 
she refuses. He also is implicated in bribery for his successful political campaign in the middle of 
the novel, a sin which helps highlight Mr. Bradshaw’s hypocrisy about his feelings regarding 
Ruth’s fallenness.  
Close after Ruth’s initial attendance on Bellingham, a new section opens with new 
stylistic choices and a less generous form of narrative guidance. The reader is placed more 
directly in Ruth’s perspective, slipping into gothic descriptions, as the inn space is revealed to 
contain more sanitationist red flags, including darkness and untouched recesses. Ruth asks 
forebodingly, “Had the sun gone down for ever, and would the world at last awaken to a general 
sense of everlasting night?,” and further, a lingering on the “dark corners of the room” which 
show “phantom-face[s]” of Bellingham, “jibbering and mowing” as they stare back at her, 
indicating her descent into illness and delirium (364). The space itself becomes both menace and 
a reflection of Ruth’s anxiety specifically about Bellingham, which harkens back to her previous 
warning about passion as conduits for infection. The scene seems to suggest that Ruth still feels 
something for Bellingham, and that this connection has left her open to disease. This insertion 
makes sense in terms of Gaskell’s argument about fallenness; she seems to be quietly arguing 
that though Ruth chose a life of celibacy after their initial contact, she loved Bellingham at the 
time of their union, and has continued to feel connected to him (a counterexample to arguments 
made in the Bastardy Clause reversal). Gaskell also dwells on the sound of breathing from the 
doctor and Bellingham as we come to understand that Ruth is fevered. In sanitationist theory, 
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disease is transmitted through poisoned air, and humans breathe out pestilence that must be 
ventilated away. Ruth’s own ragged breathing ensures our certainty of her sickness. 
Gaskell shows Ruth’s contraction of the disease as a kind of transferal71. Dr. Davis holds 
up his lamp to look at Bellingham, “with every sign that the fever had left him,” and within the 
same light, “the lamp fell bright and full about Ruth’s countenance… with her crimson lips 
parted… and the fever-flush brilliant upon her cheeks” (364). The description of Ruth is 
indicative of illness and sexuality simultaneously, dwelling on her red lips and heavy breathing 
(both exertion and miasma here). Other than her initial cooling touch on his brow, there is no 
physical contact between Ruth and Bellingham shown on the page, however, the elision between 
sexuality and illness is made plainer when Bellingham asks about the “water lilies in her hair,” 
recalling the most sexualized scene in the novel, in which he places a crown of flowers on her 
brow, pulling the narrative temporally back to the moment of their sin (364, 64). Unlike the 
sexual contact which resulted in Leonard’s birth, the transferal between Bellingham and Ruth in 
this scene results in Ruth’s death, bringing to fruition the expected fate of women who found 
themselves unsupported with children out of wedlock. Gaskell’s delayed fulfillment of Ruth’s 
expected fate allows her both the opportunity to emphasize its unnecessary nature and to 
demonstrate alternative possibilities to permanent fallenness.  
In Mary Barton, Gaskell deploys sanitationist theory in a tailored way that does not 
conflict with her underlying rhetorical goals, aligning disease generation with spatial realities 
like uncleanliness from poor construction, so that she can imply deficiencies in provisions for 
                                                          
71 Gaskell is laboring in this scene to provide appropriate sanitationist warnings for disease potential, likely to avoid 
the appearance of contagion by contact. The artistic choice of the lamp on Bellingham’s face, and then Ruth’s, 




working class people. Because agency is problematic in Mary Barton, she cannot fully endorse 
sanitationism as a method for preventing disease among the poor without running the risk of 
blaming families like the Davenports for their own circumstances. Furthermore, because one of 
the central problems in Mary Barton is that John Barton becomes a murderous figure precisely 
because he acts through his own means against the factory masters (displaying agency and self-
reliance), arguing the self-help rhetoric within some factions of sanitationism would be 
counterproductive to her project within the text, which is to argue for greater social investment 
into philanthropy for poor relief, and depends on a depiction of the poor as preferably helpless 
and sympathetic.  
In Ruth, Gaskell is largely unhampered by class concerns in the way she finds herself in 
Mary Barton, and sanitationist theories become a more wholly useful platform for her central 
concerns regarding sin and redemption, so her text becomes a more complete reflection of 
sanitationist thinking. Embracing connections between morality and personal agency (Ruth can 
redeem her soul by penitence and service), Gaskell’s depiction of Ruth as self-sacrificing 
depends on a model of disease that has a moralist explanation, which sanitationism offers. For 
her pains, Gaskell also has opportunity to invest Ruth with real agency and power as a nurse and 
a working woman: a useful, reintegrated member of the social community. The key principle in 
sanitationism is that through human efforts, disease can be eradicated and prevented. Gaskell’s 
central point in Ruth is that diseased souls can be dealt with in the same way; through placing 
individuals with marred spirits in spiritually “clean” environments, like the Benson household, 
those individuals will eventually heal, without recurrence of depravity. 
Gaskell’s openly didactic narrative in Ruth paired effectively with her endorsement of 
sanitationism, tapping into the existing power structures within that theory, creating persuasive 
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connections between spatial politics and the state of sin in her characters. Noting how Gaskell’s 
stance in Mary Barton differs from Ruth, it is clear how sanitationism offered flexibility for 
moralist arguments, though clearly there seems an inherent contradiction between the two works 
in terms of domestic labor and the onus of responsibility working class people bear in disease 
propagation (in the eyes of sanitationists at least). Gaskell’s irresolution on this issue is perhaps a 
reflection of both the shifting nature of public feeling regarding fear of disease and impoverished 
spaces, as well as the ambivalence reformers felt in terms of how much working-class people 
could effectively alter their realities.  
The Networked Fever Hospital in Middlemarch 
 
The hospital in Ruth was essentially an extended, isolated version of domestic space, 
managed by a female figure (Ruth), who imbued it with grace and order, keeping the space and 
its inhabitants distinctly separated from the world outside (in Ruth’s case, in a defensive fashion, 
to keep illness within the hospital). In this vision of the hospital, the female nurse figure is 
intrinsic to the proper management of hospital space, leaning into established thought about 
gender roles from the period, and coinciding more or less completely with sanitationist 
philosophy. Women are invested with power in hospital spaces; hospitals run like middle-class 
homes are clean, quiet, and suffused with the benevolent presence of the managing angel who 
deters intrusions, allowing the body to heal on its own accord.  
Hospital space in Middlemarch, like in Ruth, is still primarily unseen space, however, 
despite its opacity, the Middlemarch hospital is networked in a way that the isolated fever ward 
in Ruth is not. In contrast to the kind of extended domesticity that Gaskell deploys in her work, 
Eliot depicts the hospital as part of the market system, influenced by funding (and funders), and 
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run by male doctors like Lydgate, who inevitably make decisions about the space based both on 
their own idealism and the market forces pulling them along. Nurses and home environments 
have little to do with medicine in the world of Middlemarch, and women are generally in the 
way, or disobedient72. Indeed, while Ruth may make her hospital space a tiny sanctuary filled 
with soothing songs and cooling hands, the hospital for Lydgate is part of a system that if 
properly planned will yield a product—namely, more medical men73. Lydgate notes his 
enthusiasm to designating the new hospital to fevers to Bulstrode, “"A fine fever hospital in 
addition to the old infirmary might be the nucleus of a medical school here, when once we get 
our medical reforms; and what would do more for medical education than the spread of such 
schools over the country?’” (124). Eliot’s focus on power structures and influences within the 
medical community is part of her two-pronged approach in exploring medical community 
interactions in this novel. Throughout the work, Eliot works to both question popular biases at 
the time against those interested in research (primarily the kind of research that would eventually 
fuel discoveries and validate contagionists and germ theorists), as well as the financial system 
underlying medicine, which was prone to nepotism and created conflicts of interest because of 
financial investments in medical structures like hospitals. 
Across the century, sanitationists encouraged public perceptions of contagionists as 
uncaring butchers to minimize interest in microbe research (later germ theory), making interest 
in such research synonymous with unprofessionalism, madness, or quackery. To maintain 
sanitationist dominance when new medical discoveries were made, like antiseptic efficacy in 
                                                          
72 Mary Garth, one of the only nursing figures in the book, is entirely cowed by her patient, Peter Featherstone, 
who berates and abuses her. She disobeys him on his deathbed, refusing to burn one of his wills, which causes 
everyone except Featherstone’s illegitimate son to be disinherited.  
73 Note too that the divide between these two visions of hospitals are deliberate: Ruth’s hospital and Lydgate’s are 
both set in small country towns, far off from urban centers, and necessary as resources for the community in 
which they are embedded. 
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surgical theaters74, sanitationists relied on rhetoric to integrate discoveries into the theory75, 
allowing it to flourish well past the 1870s, while continuing general hostility regarding germ 
theory itself76. Like Gaskell’s shifting deployment of sanitationism between Mary Barton and 
Ruth, over time, sanitationist rhetoric itself shifted under the stress of new discoveries. 
Essentially, sanitationists moved the goalposts of the debate until such a strategy was no longer 
tenable after breakthroughs by Pasteur and Koch in the late 1880s. The strategy was largely 
effective until those discoveries were made conclusive, because many of the hygienic reforms 
necessary to eradicate microbial invasions fell neatly into sanitationist beliefs about cleanliness 
in medical settings77. 
Historians have traced the story of the development of germ theory, which is rather 
dramatic and full of sparring egos, shouting matches, and acts of bravado78. Sanitationists, who 
had the most to lose, had a no-holds-bar approach to ego preservation and discrediting 
contagionists, for several reasons, including power, money79, and the potential culpability 
                                                          
74 As Penner has also noted, doctors interested in new medical research fought against cultural barriers as well. 
Use of instruments, such as the stethoscope, were seen as invasive. As Janis Caldwell notes, “old style” medicine 
often involved diagnosis solely based on patient narrative; doctors would be reluctant to touch a body for 
examination (especially a female body).  
75 As Gaskell was able to force sanitationism to serve two remarkably disparate projects between her novels, 
sanitationist theorists had remarkable leeway in absorbing new discoveries and integrating new medical concepts, 
a narrative flexibility which helps explain the tenacity of the theory throughout the century. 
76 See Waller for multiple accounts of scoffing physicians who purposefully ingested bacterial cultures in attempt 
to prove germ theory as nonsense. Such efforts resulted in several late century fatalities, which slowed and 
eventually ended the practice. 
77 See Penner for an interesting discussion highlighting Nightingale’s aversion to germ theory research, which 
seems incongruous with her otherwise dedicated interest in medical improvements. 
78 See Waller for accounts of sanitationist doctors imbibing cultured samples of major contagious diseases to 
disprove the possibility of germs. Several of these reckless stunts resulted in fatalities. There were big egos on both 
sides of this argument, but I would argue the sanitationists were, as the position of power, more inclined to 
showboating in general. Note that all these sanitationists were doctors; sanitationist nurses did not engage as 
directly in the debates, though high profile nurse leaders like Nightingale made their opinions known, mostly 
through publications. 
79 Sanitationist principles informed public policy and parliamentary public health funding for much of the century, 
which was jeopardized by the rise of germ theory. 
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involved in revealing current medical practice as unsafe for patients. They also had a clear 
majority, and popular support for denouncing new research, which was viewed as frightening. 
Generally, medical research and dissections of working class bodies were envisioned as the same 
project, and this macabre trend is traceable in much Victorian literature (including Eliot, Gaskell, 
and others). Beyond cruelty or callousness to human life, other ad hominum arguments from 
sanitationists were levied against contagionist doctors. They were labeled as unintelligent, 
looking for answers for problems already considered adequately explained by sanitationist 
theories. Nightingale’s sardonic portrait of contagionists and supporters of quarantine law is 
typical: 
Beginning with the poets and historians […] [contagion] finally made its way to medical 
nomenclature where it has remained ever since, affording to certain classes of minds, 
chiefly in the southern and less educated parts of Europe […] [Contagionism] pre-
supposes the existence of certain germs like sporules and fungi, which can be bottled up 
and conveyed any distance attached to clothing, to merchandise, especially […]to 
feathers, which of all articles it especially loves—so much so, that, according to 
quarantine laws, a live goose may be safely introduced from a plague country; but if it 
happen to be eaten on the voyage, its feathers cannot be admitted without danger to the 
entire community. There is no end of absurdities connected with this doctrine” (Notes on 
Hospitals, 9). 
Nightingale and her contemporaries believed that the concept of invisible disease agents was 
superstitious and blasphemous (she and others contended that God made man and the physical 
senses to understand and interpret the world; thereby signs of disease should be detectable by 
those senses). Opposition to germ theory also derived from the fear of economic consequences if 
quarantine80 became more widely accepted (a natural outcome of belief in germs as disease 
agents), hampering shipments at ports at the peak of British naval trade. 
                                                          
80 Naturally, if diseases could be passed directly between people, quarantine was considered an effective 
countermeasure and was used in port cities along trade routes to prevent the spread of disease between cities. 
Kelly Bezio’s exploration of journals written from quarantine stations show the openly disdainful feelings from 
those detained, and the interesting ways such spaces occasionally created community out of inconvenience.  
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In Middlemarch, Eliot challenges a number of the more common attacks on contagionists 
through positive characterization of Tertius Lydgate, and through humorous or histrionic 
portrayals of community members who espouse anti-contagionist viewpoints81.  Drawing on 
arguments in which contagionists were pegged as cold-blooded, Eliot plays with the tendency for 
small town gossip to exaggerate or hyperbolize realities based on hearsay, and a resistance to the 
unfamiliar. Even in early discussions of Lydgate’s arrival in Middlemarch, community members 
talk about his connection with Paris medical schools as a reason to be afraid of him. Mr. Standish 
complains to Bulstrode:  
“If you like him to try experiments on your hospital patients, and kill a few people for 
charity I have no objection. But I am not going to hand money out of my purse to have 
experiments tried on me. I like treatment that has been tested a little.” (92-3) 
Mr. Standish's assumptions are echoed in later discussions at the local pub, where residents 
fearfully consider Lydgate’s doings in the hospital ward as radical and without core human 
ethics, rumors happily stoked by the other community medical men who are only too pleased to 
limit Lydgate’s potential new clientele. The characterization of Lydgate as a kind of mad butcher 
eager to rip open human test subjects sticks in these discussions, despite Eliot’s consistent 
characterization of Lydgate that depicts him behaving quite differently than his neighbors 
assume. Although Eliot allows Lygate to vocalize offering surgery at the new hospital, she never 
purposefully shows him holding a knife, but rather limits his interactions with patients to the 
most traditional kind of care, i.e. compassionate attention at the bedside. Of all the doctors in 
Middlemarch, Lydgate’s philosophy of patient care (the expectant method82) marks him as the 
least invasive, unlike some of the other local doctors who invest in heroic medicine, which meant 
                                                          
81 Interestingly, none of these community members take up strictly sanitationist views either. Most of them have a 
kind of muddled understanding of medicine in general. Sanitationism hardly exists at all in Middlemarch. 
82 The expectant method meant that the doctor would intervene with the patient as little as possible, meaning 
observation and waiting were paramount over direct or aggressive interventions. 
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bleeding and other aggressive treatments. Community members, and indeed, his own wife 
Rosamond, see Lydgate practicing medicine less frequently than the other doctors because his 
primary workload is at the local hospital, not having built up his homecare clientele. The opacity 
of the hospital and the privacy of his homecare interactions consistently work against Lygate 
throughout the novel, allowing rumors, like his imagined penchant for dissection, to fester. Eliot 
indicates to the reader that community members are quite poor judges regarding medical 
expertise, capturing snippets of their conversations in which they eagerly diagnose, prescribe, 
and explain, in completely incorrect terms, the medical ailments of their neighbors and 
themselves. For example, Rosamond’s father heavily drinks brandy whenever he is near a sick 
person to fortify himself against infection (a misreading of sanitationist philosophy), while the 
local women chatter about the need for “drying” “sanguine” sick persons, borrowing antiquated 
theories from humoral medicine (259-61; 90-1). Eliot’s positioning of the reader, privy to the 
consistent misunderstandings about medicine in general, and Lydgate as a character, invite 
further introspection on the nature of the sanitation and contagion debates themselves, which the 
novel seems to imply are being influenced by entrenched biases and fear of change, instead of an 
interest in the betterment of medicine as a profession. 
Eliot positions Lydgate temporally, and in terms of his education, as an early 
contagionist. In 1830, he is much too early for the major breakthroughs of self-identifying germ 
theorists of the 1870s and 80s, but his interests and former associates mark him as an early 
adopter of the foundational research methods that would eventually lead to germ theory. Before 
marrying Rosamond, Lydgate notes his excitement regarding work by Pierre Louis, who both 
suggested unique causes for typhus and typhoid fevers, as well as strong support for an evidence 
based model for understanding disease pathology. Louis, and his successor William Budd, were 
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early dissenters from sanitationism, with Louis arguing against the sanitationist single fever 
theory, and Budd eventually arguing that typhoid was communicable between two people, 
evidenced by his experiences as a country physician. Lydgate deploys his understanding of 
typhoid and typhus as distinct fevers in his treatment of Fred Vincy. Eliot inserts Lydgate into 
this cohort of medical earthshakers as further explanation for some of the hostility he receives 
from the established doctors in the area83. Ironically, Lydgate muses poetically about scientific 
observation regarding disease, and its potential to reveal the basis of humanity as he thinks about 
Louis’ work, a level of observational rigor he fails to apply to the people in his new community 
(especially his wife):  
he had known Louis in Paris, and had followed many anatomical demonstrations in order 
to ascertain the specific differences of typhus and typhoid […] he wanted to pierce the 
obscurity of those minute processes which prepare human misery and joy, those invisible 
thoroughfares which are the first lurking-places of anguish, mania, and crime, that 
delicate poise and transition which determine the growth of happy or unhappy 
consciousness. (164-5) 
Eliot performs some interesting rhetorical moves in this passage, challenging sanitationist 
arguments regarding contagionists, particularly their supposed lack of sympathy and compassion. 
Lydgate’s desire to understand the human body and disease, like Louis, are motivated by a desire 
to understand the full depths of nature, to uncover the divine mystery of existence through skill 
and persistence. Lydgate’s interest is very similar to Enlightenment rhetoric, in which thinkers 
like Bacon encouraged rigorous scientific investigation to unveil mysteries toward perfect 
knowledge84. Despite Lydgate’s focus on the joy of discovery, Eliot chooses to motivate him 
                                                          
83 Other critics have rightfully noted that Lydgate finds himself unwelcome in the Middlemarch medical community 
for additional reasons, including fear of his eating into already narrow profit margins, his urbanite attitude and 
mannerisms, as well as his insistence not on charging patients drug fees, which makes the other doctors look 
penny-pinching and ungenerous. See Rosemary Ashton’s introduction to the Penguin edition, and Lilian Furst’s 
article focused on medical reform in the text. 
84 The focus on vision and insight in the passage also hint at the growing interest in microscopy, the single most 
important element in contagionist doctrine and toward new discoveries. 
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with a humanist agenda. Lydgate’s concern is not with knowledge for its own sake, but to better 
understand human emotions and behaviors, especially the development of happiness (which he 
struggles with in his own domestic life). We might characterize him, then, as a kind of neo-
Enlightenment figure; devoted to the pursuit of knowledge, but with ready access to humanist 
and empathetic frameworks. 
Eliot’s characterization of Lydgate is appealing to a reader, making his positions on 
medical thought more palatable as well. He is attractive, young, and passionate. An outsider to 
Middlemarch, like the reader, he knows little about the local people, including their unspoken 
hierarchy of social prestige, their values or their histories. Lydgate enters the Middlemarch 
community with no inside knowledge of local custom or prejudice, and bumbles through 
navigating the space with eventual consequences, like his financial connection with Nicholas 
Bulstrode, which is made worse by the public distrust in him, established first by his particular 
medical beliefs, and exacerbated by his abrasive interactions with the other doctors. As an 
outsider whose perspective is laid open for the reader, Lydgate exposes the difficulties of being 
open to theories of new medical research, while also humanizing the researcher figure, 
countering common contagionist stereotypes85.  
In her depiction of Lygdate as both compassionate doctor, as well as neo-enlightenment 
thinker, Eliot’s novel was perhaps a jab to sanitationists, somewhat explaining Nightingale’s 
complaint86 to her father that she found the novel, “’odious reading,’” (McDonald 175). 
Effectively eradicating sanitation theory from her text, medical care in Middlemarch is a function 
                                                          
85 Louise Penner has traced the way in which Lydgate’s compassion, and Eliot’s insistence on writing Middlemarch 
without any trace of sanitary reform, would have deeply troubled Nightingale and other sanitationist thinkers. 
86 Other critics have also noted Nightingale’s likely discomfort with Dorothea, a religiously motivated woman who 
settles to become a wife twice instead of pursuing larger projects. 
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of observance, prescriptions, and the expectant method. As the reader must watch and wait for 
character developments, disease in this novel also develops without the busy, active veneer 
common to sanitationist thinking. Instead, sickness is a kind of waiting, of time simply passing. 
Lydgate’s pattern of involvement in caring for patients (diagnosis, prescription, discussion, 
departure) heightens this feeling of time passing in silence between moments of his presence. 
Sanitationist writers like Gaskell focus on the nursing labor done between the doctor’s visits to 
patients, but Eliot’s lens of medical care is primarily focused on Lydgate’s movements. When 
nursing care is depicted, such as in the care for Peter Featherstone or Raffles, that care undoes or 
worsens any progress done under the gaze of doctor. Given the typical earnestness of the 
sanitationist campaigns for reform, efficiency, and progress, Lydgate’s uneventful, doctor-centric 
version of medical care likely felt stifling for sanitationist readers, or even offensive in its 
disregard (or sometimes disparagement) for nursing.  
 Lydgate is deliberately constructed in Middlemarch via Eliot’s “concerted effort [...] to 
distance her doctor from too close association with those [... who] may have slowed the down the 
progress of medical research in years to come” (Penner 96). However, despite positioning him in 
the least damaging way for posterity, Eliot does not make Lydgate perfect, as a man or a doctor. 
For one, despite being placed in a networked community system, he completely fails to transfer 
his skills as an observer in the laboratory to social situations, which likely would have saved him 
a great deal of grief. In a number of ways, his empathy is limited, particularly when it comes to 
understanding Victorian domestic life, and his role within the domestic sphere. Lydgate cannot 
see the connections between the social fabric around him and the medical system he is meant to 
operate in, and this blindness costs him dearly by the end of the novel. He uses the hospital as a 
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place to avoid his disconnection with Rosamond, which she hits on fairly pointedly in an 
otherwise playful exchange between them,  
“I am sure you do not neglect your work. You are always at the Hospital, or seeing poor 
patients, or thinking about some doctor's quarrel; and then at home you always want to 
pore over your microscope and phials. Confess you like those things better than me.” 
(437). 
The relationship to space in this exchange is worth noting, because it exemplifies the function of 
the hospital within Eliot’s work. For Lydgate, the hospital is a space separated from the domestic 
sphere, where he can work without the interruptions of social pressures and expectations87. 
Furthermore, it is a space that is specifically encoded as a locus of established (male) medical 
authority. While Ruth derives that authority from her femininity, which translates into both care 
and tidiness imported into the fever ward, Lydgate’s authority is that of the researcher, who in 
caring for the community is also trying to care for the broader community of humanity through 
furthering his professional knowledge. In her characterization of Lydgate, then, Eliot creates a 
character who is complex and redeemable, but also flawed, who can represent the figure of the 
contagionist and later germ theorist as a potential model. The reader’s identification with 
Lydgate, including understanding his shortcomings, creates a window of empathy for the 
contagionist medical man, or marks him as a palimpsest of typical characterizations of such 
doctors.  
Beyond her construction of Lydgate as a doctor with both the emotional capacity of the 
caring and sympathetic practitioner, as well as an interest in progressive medical research, Eliot 
makes a larger commentary within her novel on medical care as a system run by flawed 
individuals, specifically by making many of Lydgate’s problems within the novel financial. 
                                                          
87 By contrast, Bulstrode is fully aware of the networked nature of the hospital as a symbol of community 
achievement and authority, which he capitalizes on for political purposes. 
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Lydgate’s difficulty with his wife, his in-laws, the other local doctors, his research, his own ego, 
and indeed the townspeople themselves all stem from financial burdens. In Middlemarch, money 
and medicine are inextricable, and Eliot spends a great deal of time exploring the problematic 
nature of idealistic work when hampered by financial constraints. Like Gaskell, who shows John 
Barton longing for financial stability in order to provide relief to his poor neighbors, Eliot creates 
conflict in her novel by positioning those with clear visions for change outside of the direct 
means of capital production, forcing them to make alliances or compromises in order to affect 
their visions for social betterment. In particular, Eliot highlights the nature of hospital funding, 
which is compromised by its dependence on a system of private donations, which tethers 
institutions that serve the public to private interests. 
 General hospitals were charity operations, though they were also paid for through 
property taxes. Without compensation from those who sought care (only the poor went to 
hospital), hospitals relied on wealthy benefactors and public donations to function. Those 
wealthy benefactors were also generally in charge of making most of the decisions about the 
facilities, sometimes down to day-to-day staffing and line budgets. Accounts in the British 
Medical Journal from this period lament shortages in funding and capacity in hospitals across 
the country, some of which is discontent regarding how daily and annual budgets were managed, 
as doctors often had limited opportunity to give input or guidance, despite their more consistent 
presence and awareness of needs within the facilities. That control over decisions like expansion, 
staffing, and even more mundane matters were not always in the purview of the medical staff 
(either nurses or doctors) was problematic for reformers, and especially for doctors, who 
typically volunteered their time at hospitals when unable to fill their schedules with paying 
clientele (like Lydgate). Exacerbating dislike and distrust of oversight and budget allotment from 
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philanthropic, non-medical leadership was the general culture of doctors at the time, which 
emphasized self-determinacy88, rigorous standards, and the doctor as the authority figure within 
medical space, and was broadly thought of as the result of deliberate professionalization efforts 
made by the General Medical Board, reflected by the series of laws called the Medical Acts from 
1858 to 1876. In the 1870s, when charitable giving for hospitals was high especially through 
subscriptions, the nation was engulfed in several charity scandals, in which board members had 
embezzled donation funds for personal gain, severely shaking public faith in the hospital system 
for some time89. 
Dickens, who visited the United States and contrasted the two countries’ systems, argued 
in Household Words for a shift in management practices toward more control in the hands of the 
medical staff (nurses and doctors) instead of the top-down management style direct from those 
holding the purse strings (Penner 29; Victorian). Dickens argued for state intervention in hospital 
management as a positive chance for engendering patriotism in working class people through a 
kind of benevolent paternalism. He noted the positive outcomes of fostering a more healthy 
relationship between beneficiaries of the hospital system and the government, and laying out 
what he viewed as common sense arguments toward a more state-involved system. While clearly 
hoping to place control in the hands of medical staff instead of philanthropists, Dickens did not 
                                                          
88 Victorians were, as Oscar Wilde so famously put it, exceptionally “earnest” people, who believed in individualism 
and valued work. “Self-help” rhetoric was very popular at this time, endorsed by a conservative Parliament. Laws 
like the New Poor Law Amendment [1834], which attempted to curb publicly funded poor relief other than the 
workhouse, underscore how prevalent the self-determinacy stance was at this time. 
89 See Penner. Dickens died before the scandal came to light, though his interest in this issue seems prophetic in 
light of how extensive the abuses turned out to be. 
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disparage those managers except to hint that the most efficient path forward lay with more 
hospital autonomy90. 
George Eliot seemed to share Dickens’ opinions regarding hospital management as 
improperly placed in the hands of wealthy investors, but resorted to a different set of tactics to 
make her argument in her fiction. Middlemarch is explicitly interested in the problems of 
charitable patrons making decisions for the hospitals they sponsor, and Eliot creates two 
contrasting versions of the patron figure in Dorothea Casaubon and Nicholas Bulstrode. 
Middlemarch portrays the potential for corruption or limiting of hospital effectiveness through a 
patronage system without state temperance. While Dickens suggested that there were benefits to 
state involvement in hospital management, Eliot, by contrast, shows the dark possibility of 
doctors who are bound to money in how they make decisions.  
In Middlemarch, Nicholas Bulstrode has stepped into the role of benefactor of the local 
hospital, and has chosen Tertius Lydgate as the primary medical authority. Bulstrode has chosen 
Lydgate specifically because he is new to Middlemarch without a keen awareness of local 
political and personal alliances, and because he is ambitious, particularly about the 
aforementioned potential for a teaching hospital in the community. Eliot balances Lydgate’s 
ambitiousness by showing him constantly at work, pro-bono, at the hospital, while his marriage 
and homelife fall to shambles because he cannot pay his bills and keep his wife’s rich tastes 
satisfied. Lydgate’s association with Bulstrode and the hospital becomes toxic when Bulstrode 
himself is revealed as having made his wealth through nefarious, underhanded means. Again, the 
association between Lydgate and Bulstrode is a deliberate connection Lydgate allows within the 
                                                          
90 Dickens seemed to reserve his acerbic disdain for philanthropists who concerned themselves with matters 
beyond the domestic, like the failed mother Mrs. Jellyby in Bleak House. 
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community network around him, despite warnings from others, like Mr. Farebrother91, who are 
aware of the nature of proximity as creating potential for exposure to corruption. Because 
Lydgate is essentially in Bulstrode’s debt for naming him chief medical officer in the hospital, 
the locals assume his approval of Bulstrode’s character, and threaten to run them both out of 
town after the death of Raffles in Bulstrode’s house92. While it was common for doctors to have 
relationships with wealthy community members whom they provided care for93, Eliot shows that 
the economic relationship between a patient and a doctor is a rather different thing than the 
relationship between a philanthropist who underwrites a hospital and a doctor.  Eliot’s choices in 
placing Lydgate in a situation in which he is bound to Bulstrode’s interests (and his dark money), 
suggests that she felt the management system of voluntary hospitals had inherent flaws that could 
be expounded by character flaws in those financially empowered over such spaces. Lydgate’s 
own reputation, already shaky at the point of Raffles’ death in the novel, is ominously bound 
with Bulstrode’s sinking fortunes, until their financial ties are severed. 
Though Middlemarch is set in 1830, Eliot wrote from the purview of 1870, when a 
number of fiscal scandals around hospital boards and trustees were coming to light94. Critics 
have argued whether Eliot’s book is successful in its intended setting of 1830, but in the issues 
                                                          
91 In the matter of deciding who is allowed to sermonize in the hospital, Bulstrode shows his understanding of the 
control of that space by the primary physician, Lydgate, and leverages that known influence, and his power over 
Lydgate, to oust Mr. Farebrother as a spiritual leader in the hospital for Bulstrode’s chosen religious man, Mr. Tyke 
(CHAPTER 8). 
92 Lydgate is the physician caring for Raffles, but Bulstrode purposefully fails to carry out his overnight orders, 
which results in the man’s death from alcohol poisoning. Raffles was aware of Bulstrode’s underhanded path to 
wealth, and had threatened to blackmail him. No one but the reader witnesses Bulstrode’s willful disobedience of 
Lydgate’s orders, another example of the opacity of care working against Lydgate when he is assumed culpable in 
the death. 
93 Eliot seems to position the scrupulous Mary Garth in contrast to these relationships, who refuses to entangle 
herself financially with Featherstone on his deathbed, despite negative fiscal consequences for Fred Vincy, whom 
she loves. 
94 Penner 40. 
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she highlights, it is clear that she is entirely aware of, thinking critically about, and obliquely 
commenting on the medical world of 187095. Her treatment of hospital management and 
philanthropy in Middlemarch is an example of how her text challenges the system of private 
donations, which necessarily links the individual character of the donor to the institution. Near 
the end of Middlemarch, she allows Dorothea, a Christian figure whose only scandal is perhaps 
an unhealthy fixation on idealism at her own expense and a dissatisfaction with a woman’s lot, to 
take over the benefactor position for Lygate’s hospital, and thereafter the project is successful. 
Dorothea even chooses to give Lydgate a stipend for his hospital work, enabling him to pay his 
debts, sever his connection to Bulstrode, save his marriage, and survive quietly going forward.  
Eliot’s insistence in Middlemarch is that the hospital is a networked part of the 
community landscape, no matter how aloof, inaccessible, or bastioned it may appear to be. The 
financial connections between the hospital and its benefactors create conduits for influence, 
particularly for corruption to spread, like the contagionist theory of disease spread by contact. 
Eliot notes Bulstrode’s awareness of his heighted position in the community because of his 
involvement with the hospital, and its integrated place within their community. As Gaskell 
leverages sanitationism to address morality, Eliot uses contagionism to illustrate corruption, 
showing its potential to blight lives like Lydgate’s and Raffles’ because of their proximity or 
contact with the hospital’s financial network, which is diseased because of its entanglement with 
Bulstrode’s money. Only when the conduits of money are quarantined off from the source of 
corruption (Bulstrode) and reinvigorated by Dorothea’s push of uncontaminated funds through 
the now neutral hospital network, are those connected to the community, like Lydgate, able to 
                                                          




heal/recover. Naturally, the quarantine comes too late for Raffles, who dies within the highest 
concentration of corruption within the network, the origin point: Bulstrode’s home.   
Eliot’s hospital also works to produce knew knowledge, both rumors and research, 
further binding the space to both the community and the medical profession at large. Perhaps this 
focus on the hospital as a small piece of a larger network explains why little concern is saved for 
the daily realities of hospital care in this text. We know only of the impressions the space 
exhales, grafted onto Lydgate himself the hospital representative, be it wary suspicion, or in 
some cases, like Dorothea’s, trust and approbation. We see nothing of the laboring bodies, and 
nothing of the built space, where patients must be being treated, and procedures must be being 
followed, but much of the conduits out from the space, which connect the entire community, and 
expose them all equally, to potential corruption from within it. Medical labor in Middlemarch is 
the intellectual labor of the doctor, maneuvering specialized knowledge through the community 
network, and waiting to see if that knowledge is correct. Concerned with the empire of 
knowledge, Eliot spends little breath on the hospital as the domestic space Gaskell envisions. 
There is little room for a nursing Dorothea in her own home, never mind the fever hospital of 
Middlemarch. The intellectual hospital is the space of the expectant contagionist, soon to be the 
germ theorist, the place where observation, waiting, and community feedback will reveal the 
secrets of disease. The doctor in this space holds all the keys; his intellectual training makes him 
the only person capable of advising or directing patient care; women are useful in this space as 
sources of money, or strict obedience (and best when they offer both); quite a departure from the 
calling Nightingale envisioned, or the redemption Gaskell pictured for Ruth.  
In observing the ways hospitals function between the works of these two authors, we can 
see how the underlying sanitation debates informed fictional choices, like Gaskell’s shades of 
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moral didacticism, and Eliot’s intellectualism endorsement, and her critique of thought camps 
within the medical community. Authors from this period so rarely included the material reality of 
hospitals within their texts, yet still, the real politics of those spaces bleed into these works, both 
in terms of their construction and their usage. Awareness of how these spaces functioned allows 
readers deeper understanding of the imagined worlds authors like Gaskell and Eliot built, be it 
the idealism of a world that allowed space for cleaner souls, or a world making room for a new 
kind of thinking altogether.  The stakes of the sanitation/contagion argument are also rendered 
clear, in terms of how authority was garnered or lost in hospital spaces, especially in the case of 
nurses, who, as history shows, ceded most of their power once sanitationism gave way. The 
uncontested winner by the end of the century, germ theory, upended old medical models, shaking 
the foundations of the moralism found in texts like Gaskell’s, as well as the actual foundations of 
buildings built without accounting for diseases that could pass between bodies. In a way, Eliot’s 
Lydgate did produce a number of medical men, perhaps inspired by the narrative model he 
offered them, of integrity in the face of ridicule and misunderstanding. Most of those sweeping, 
grand hospital spaces are gone now. With their gorgeous high ceilings and acres of glass, they 
were perhaps more akin to cathedrals than laboratories. The majority of pavilion hospitals from 
this era were demolished or repurposed in the early and mid-twentieth century, along with the 
centralized belief that sickness requires something of home and God’s blessing to banish it. 
Today, some patients are turning away from hospitals toward homecare once again, failing to 
find that instinctive comfort we long for in sickness within the institutional space of the modern 
hospital, which they do in the shadow of enormously powerful institutions governing the 
healthcare industry. Like Eliot’s vision of the hospital reaching ever outward, we also see the 
power of healthcare, fueled by profits and influence, still making moralist decisions that affect 
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our full societal community, such as who receives healthcare, and at what price. Somehow too, 
we’ve come back to the problem of disease from polluted air and water, as in Flint, Michigan, 
yet our hospitals have yet to become the safe haven from such disease agents that they were for 
the Victorians. In our minds’ eye, we can see the parquetted, sunlit hallways of the lost Victorian 
hospital spaces, touch their varnished walls, and feel the cross-breezes whipping by our skin, an 
illusion suggesting that our natural self is healthy, that the world is simpler, and that a walk 
outside will soothe the ills of modern life. Those spaces are hidden in margins, waiting for us to 































Hospitals, and perceptions of hospitals, changed radically across the forty-year span from 
1845-1885. Part of the catalyst for that change was the Crimean War (1853-1856), which, 
because of a string of medical blunders during the conflict, created an entirely new climate for 
public health reform. Hospitals at the front were necessarily different affairs from those at home. 
Meant to be temporary as the front shifted, they were nodal points between the homefront and 
the battlefield, intended destinations for an exchange of bodies and commodities from within and 
outside of the conflict. They were typically spaces that had been found with cooperation from 
local populations, and were very rarely structures that were originally intended for sickcare. The 
intention of military commanders for these spaces seems to have been for them to be 
appropriately retrofitted to be suitable as hospitals, but unfortunately, this rarely happened. 
While homefront hospitals were perhaps dangerous places, tenure in battlefront hospitals for 
much of the Crimean conflict was tantamount to a death sentence. Scouts for hospital and camp 
spaces were untrained in sanitationist thinking, and engineers did not accompany the troops, 
causing a myriad of problems related to poor planning. Scutari was, as Mary Seacole described 
it, “the great dull-looking hospital,” where many had “painfully crept along this path, only to die 
within” (79). Florence Nightingale would report on the mismanagement of army hospital spaces, 
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which lacked sanitary systems96 and appropriate supplies, and became what she termed “pest 
houses,” until a full year into the war when sanitationist changes were gradually enforced97 
(585). The deaths of nearly 60% of the fighting force (over ten thousand), from illness in wake of 
the mismanagements through the end of 1854 would offer Nightingale a smoking gun in terms of 
arguing for reforms toward sanitationist practices, both in battle and at home in peacetime (587). 
The conservative moralism sometimes connected to sanitationism, as in Gaskell’s Ruth, that had 
capacity to shift toward advocating personal responsibility for illness among a population, would 
receive a poignant challenge from these events. To blame soldiers for what were clearly 
preventable diseases was completely illogical, as they were dependent on commanders and army 
systems for supplies and medical care, and bound by duty to stay in the physical spaces assigned 
to them. Clearly, the problem laid not with those suffering, but rather, with a system that had 
failed them. The Crimean conflict changed sanitationism permanently, by exemplifying the 
flawed logic of conservative moralism regarding illness generation, and legitimizing sanitationist 
practices as non-negotiable medical wisdom, and as a leading form of scientific insight regarding 
disease98. The foundation for an empowered sanitationist movement in Britain was laid with the 
squalid, wretched remains of her soldiers. Narratives that arose out of the conflict vied for the 
contested and valuable space for how to leverage their sacrifice. 
Although the Crimean War was a relatively brief conflict, its impact on the Victorian 
imaginary has been generally understated, and sometimes overlooked entirely. Many of the 
Victorians themselves seem inclined to dismiss the war as an unfortunate, erroneous blip on an 
                                                          
96 Of particular concern was the drainage system (e.g. latrines), which was so inadequate that it allowed pestilence 
to fester in close quarters with the sick.  
97 Several independent commissions were sent by the crown to investigate and make changes to sanitary practices 
after the public became aware of conditions on the front. 
98 This remained the case until the 1880s with the rise of Germ Theory. 
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otherwise glorious span of prosperity and Imperial expansion99. Lasting three years, the short 
engagement between the allied French, British, and Turks against Russian troops was a dress 
rehearsal for the kind of alliance driven battle system that would eventually follow in World War 
I. Logistically, entering the conflict was challenging for Britain, as the Black Sea theater was far 
for troops and supplies to be shipped from home, although their allies in Turkey and other nearby 
centers could presumably be relied on as resources100. Images of the conflict often depict the 
fighting in romantic terms, i.e. paintings of Tennyson’s immortalizing “Charge of the Light 
Brigade,” or visions of Florence Nightingale in white linen with her lantern. In spite of its brevity 
and the apparent desire to forget, or to reduce the war to bedtime stories, the Crimean conflict 
left lasting scars, on the bodies of those who fought and survived, as well as in more abstract 
ways, such as the bruised ego of the medical community. The reports that followed the conflict 
showed, particularly in contrast to the French forces, how woefully unprepared and poorly 
managed British army medical services were. The final death toll, nearly 25,000 for the 
British101, was mostly due to preventable disease and infection, not from combat102. The war was 
not the first conflict that had produced fallen soldiers from disease103, but the attention paid to 
the loss of life in the Crimea speaks to both the level of public knowledge regarding the conflict 
as it unfolded, and a sharp, newly defined public expectation of how soldiers should be treated in 
                                                          
99 This is excepting those critics who focus specifically on the war, though most of these accounts focus on the 
diplomatic factors leading to and resulting from the conflict, and not the result for communities like the British 
medical establishment, which is where my interest lies.  
100 One of the stranger admissions when the supplies scandal was investigated was an insistence from the Chief 
Medical Officer that he felt all supplies should come from England. Nightingale also points out the strange 
resistance of provisioners to seek supplies from Constantinople or the other metropoles around the conflict zone. 
101 The French lost 100,000, and the Russians approximately a million lives lost (BBC). 
102 See Nightingale’s statistical visualization of mortality which shows rates of death by disease versus battle 
wounds, fig. 2. 
103 Nightingale spends a lengthy portion of her report contrasting Crimean casualty and infection rates to the 
peninsular war in 1811. Crimean rates of disease were significantly higher. 
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wartime104. The public interest in the bodies of soldiers on the battlefield, and in the related sick 
facilities, spurred multiple statistical analyses of the conflict as it unfolded, sent over as 
independent commissions. The spaces where soldiers were cared for were of acute interest for 
those analyses. As at times upward of sixty percent of the British force were being treated in 
medical spaces near the front, those spaces were also the loci of primary memories about the 
conflict.  
Narratively, the Crimean War was rather modern, in the way we often associate with later 
conflicts, like the American experience in the Vietnam War, in which public knowledge of the 
front created enough outcry to affect financial support for troops, as well as putting pressure on 
commanders regarding strategy and implementation. News from the Crimean front back to 
England traveled slowly, but often enough that Victorian officials lamented with frustration 
about “leaks,” which caused public uproar, particularly about the treatment of the troops105. 
Reporting from war journalists like W.H. Russell created windows for direct public action, 
meaning that donations from private citizens found their way to the front lines when the army 
system was found unable or unwilling to provide basic necessities106 for regiments107. Public 
awareness generated private provisioning efforts in the second year of the conflict, which as 
                                                          
104 Stuart Curry notes that the level of sensationalism about the war in journalism might explain why there is 
relatively little fiction about the conflict. 
105 Nightingale’s report indicates the absolutely miserable condition of the army in the first six months of the war, 
where dysentery, cholera, frostbite, and other highly preventable ailments were common. 
106 i.e. blankets, coats for winter, straw for mattresses, boots, fuel for cooking, and soap, none of which were 
provided during the initial part of the conflict (with the exception of one blanket per soldier, which was to serve 
men both as mattress and cover, and which was never washed as there were no laundry facilities). Nightingale lists 
and relists these items with near obsession in her letters; see McDonald. 
107 One of the most discussed scandals was the provisioning of coffee to the men, who received it green and 
unroasted, with no grinders, tinder, or wood for roasting it (or any other food they were given) (Nightingale 648). 
Some men attempted to roast the coffee with branches and twigs, but apparently most went without or tried to 
drink it raw. Nightingale attributes these oversights to general incompetence, and a system of provisioning 
designed to minimize individual responsibility (27-8, 663, 783).  
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Nightingale laments in her lengthy analysis of what occurred before and during her tenure there, 
was after “much damage” had been done to the health of the army108. Reporting during the war, 
and the analysis that followed, was extensive, emotional, and exposed individual blunders and 
system wide problems.  
Because of the mortality rate, despite the eventual victory over the Russians, the war 
became an uncomfortable subject for many within the upper ranks of power, and confusing for 
the citizenry. As such, after the war was over, narratives were fairly divided in terms of how the 
war was meant to be remembered109. Two impulses of interest were massaged in the years 
following the conflict, symbolized by two contrasting healing spaces from the battlefront. The 
first memorial impulse came from the British hotel on Spring Hill, near Kadikoi, which, nestled 
on the front lines, provided succor for troops in desperate hours, run by the famous sutler and 
healer, Mary Seacole. Instead of writing about the conflict as a failure, Seacole’s narrative of the 
Crimea works to downplay British missteps, and stokes nostalgia for the community of soldiers 
on the front in its retrospective narration of events. The second, contrasting memorial impulse 
hailed from the hospital at Scutari, which processed thousands of sick and wounded soldiers. 
Florence Nightingale, the head nurse of that space, wrote extensively about the failures of the 
war, determined to make the conflict a lasting omen for future policies regarding battle and 
medicine. The spaces of Spring Hill and Scutari produced these contrasting narratives, and 
explorations of those spaces are useful for better understanding the underlying rhetorical goals of 
                                                          
108 Men were fed strictly salt meat for a lengthy period at the beginning of the conflict, which caused waves of 
scurvy. Lime juice was requested by the chief medical officer repeatedly, but was not acquired for over six months 
because of miscommunication and inefficiencies in the provisioning system. Nightingale indicates that the lime 
juice made it to port near the conflict and sat on the dock for weeks before anyone knew it had arrived, while men 
died of scurvy in the hospital. 
109 Many individual narratives from officers, surgeons, and soldiers were written about the conflict, though fairly 
few by women. Of note, Lady Alicia Blackwood’s journal has survived, as well as some nursing accounts from those 
with Nightingale, such as the memories of Irish nurses, collected by Therese Meehan in the Irish Times in 2004. 
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each project. In the end, the two narratives authored by Nightingale and Seacole represent an 
important shift in the nature of sanitationist thinking, while also digging deeper into the central 
nature of nursing labor (especially in relationship to gender in medicine), and what might 
become of nursing as a profession in the future. This conflict, in which two seemingly opposing 
versions of “nurse” are presented through contrasting memories of war, remains a point of 
contention even today within the nursing community, where there remains debate over whose 
memory, Seacole’s or Nightingale’s, best symbolizes the spirit of the nursing profession, or as 
Nightingale once named it, “the nurse soul110.” 
After the Crimean conflict ended, Seacole found herself physically flagged, bankrupt 
from her investment in the British force, and forced into authorship to secure herself from 
destitution. Successfully publishing her memoir, The Wonderful Adventures of Mrs. Seacole in 
Many Lands, ensured Seacole personal comfort and peaceful, quiet years to follow. Nightingale 
also found herself physically unwell at the end of the war, but with strong reputation, vast 
opportunity, and ripe potential power to be leveraged from her Crimean experiences. She seized 
the opportunity to secure for herself a position among policy makers and great thinkers by 
writing Notes on the Health of the British Army, which set her on a path of advocacy that would 
span her lifetime. Critics have been greatly tempted by the contrast of the two figures of 
Nightingale and Seacole, two of the first women to nurse British soldiers in a foreign conflict 
and to write about their experiences. Over time, both women have taken on the status of legend 
and symbol, standing in for values and nostalgic views of British collective memory, especially 
regarding the nursing profession. A number of critics have analyzed the differences between 
these two figures in terms of who they are racially, socioeconomically, and in terms of their 
                                                          
110 Notes on Nursing. 
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relationship to the Empire111. One way to rethink the polarity between Nightingale and Seacole is 
to critically consider the two spaces they dominated on the front, which both ostensibly had the 
same goal: to provide healing and comfort for the British army. In looking at the writing 
generated out of each of these spaces, we can see striking similarities in the two figures, 
particularly in terms of how they navigated the difficult path of women writing from war, when 
women had very rarely been allowed in those places until this time. In the end, they both also 
served as loci for memory making about the conflict itself, and reveal a critical shift in the power 
of sanitationism within the medical world. By considering how Seacole and Nightingale fit 
within the changing medical landscape while writing from within the conflict, we can also better 
understand why they remain dialectical figures and symbols in modern nursing ideology, and 
consider avenues for reconciliation of that entrenched conflict. 
Using Seacole’s narrative, The Wonderful Adventures of Mrs. Seacole in Many Lands, in 
contrast with the Nightingale’s letters and her report Notes on the Health of the British Army112, 
we can understand more fully the positions of these women in terms of the medical world in 
which they operated, as well as the battlefront system they were forced to navigate, in which 
(officially) they had very little power to enact change. The two healers had a great deal in 
common, despite the range of narratives that present them as mirrored opposites. Nightingale and 
Seacole both carved physical spaces for themselves out of the battlefront in the Crimea, and both 
used those spaces as springboards for rhetorical credibility necessary to tell a war story113. In 
                                                          
111 See Lizabeth Paravisini-Gilbert, Evelyn J. Hawthorne (an excellent look at Seacole and genre), Nicole Fluhr, and 
Jessica Howell. 
112 Throughout my dissertation, I use the version of this text enclosed in McDonald’s Nightingale series, volume 14. 
113 In her excellent volume, Authoring War, Kate McLoughlin explains that war inherently resists representation, 
and that those who tell war stories are always plagued by the problems of authenticity and credibility. Nightingale 
and Seacole both use physical healing spaces as foundations for the war stories they tell. 
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each case, the war stories they told were also prescribed foci for memory of the conflict, using 
many of the same resources for credibility and authenticity. Despite divergent messages and the 
entirely distinct genres they wrote in, Nightingale and Seacole are remarkably alike in their 
tactics for creating lasting impact from their individual visions of the war. Both women draw on 
epistolary, male writing to bolster their positions, and both imply their labor as healers grants 
them the right to tell a war story, and thereby to shape the lessons to be gained from the 
conflict114. They also both leverage pathos for soldiers as a primary driver for their end goals, 
and both clearly seek to create a remembered version of the war. Lastly, both rely on their 
notoriety for managing battlefront spaces to elicit emotional response and to cement their 
persuasive strategies with their audiences. 
Of course, there are also distinct differences between the two writers. For one, in her 
report, Nightingale is able to occupy the position of an impartial observer, leveraging primarily 
statistical data, possible because of her inherent privileges as a white, upper class woman. While 
it is true that deployment of female nurses to the front was groundbreaking for the British in 
terms of gender flexibility, Nightingale still enjoyed a level of class status and privilege which 
made her voice one of assumed credibility, allowing her greater room for risk, which she took as 
she openly questioned the behaviors and management skills of upper level (male) military and 
medical personnel. Nightingale also clearly relied on her skills as a statistician to underscore her 
credibility for those who might disparage her out of sexism. Meanwhile, as a black woman and a 
colonial, Seacole had to overcome racial and gendered markers in order to integrate into the 
audience community she addresses, a reality exacerbated because of Nightingale’s public 
                                                          
114 McLoughlin explores the tendency for war story writers to draw on corroborating voices in narrative, and the 
difficulties all war story writers encounter in attempting to represent conflict.  
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rejection of her services as a nurse115. Seacole’s eventual success at both publishing and securing 
herself financially are testaments to her unflagging efforts to overcome racial adversity, and in 
her narrative she frequently draws on her identity as female and “mother” as a source of 
trustworthiness and pride, echoing the pride she displays for her own mother early in her 
memoir. While both Seacole and Nightingale tell war stories about medical spaces from the same 
conflict with a range of similar features, the two narratives are vastly divergent in content and in 
purpose. The memorial component of their projects in particular stand in an uneasy coexistent 
state, one that continues to create friction. 
Remember Mother: Seacole and Spring Hill as Locus of Memory 
 
Mary Seacole’s memoir, The Wonderful Adventures of Mrs. Seacole in Many Lands is a 
unique work of Victorian writing. Post-Colonial, female and black authored, transatlantic and 
transnational, focused on both illness and war, and slipping between multiple genres116, it is by 
all accounts one of a kind, as was Seacole herself. Many critics have been drawn to the work 
because its genre hybridity, its position as a race narrative, and how it functions as a war 
story. Of explicit interest for this project is Seacole’s particular engagement with sanitationism, 
the spaces she defines as part of the Crimean conflict (namely Spring Hill117), and how those two 
elements shape the overarching nature of memory generation within the work (and in turn, how 
that memory generation works differently than Nightingale’s hospital writings from the Crimea). 
Understanding the complexities of the rhetoric within Seacole’s memoir are essential toward 
                                                          
115 Seacole leverages a number of strategies to minimize racial and gendered otherness from her male, white, 
British audience. 
116 See Gretchen Gerzina’s introduction to Black Bodies/Black Victoriana for a discussion of genre slippage. 
117 In Lady Blackwood’s journal, there is a relatively overlooked sketch detailing Seacole’s building at Spring Hill, 
and its proximity to the Zebra Vicarage, typically attached between pages 252-3. I have included a full size version 
of the image as fig.  
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understanding how the medical and spatial elements of memory building function within her 
writing. At its core, The Wonderful Adventures is a rhetorical exercise in community nostalgia 
and self-memory, as well as an orchestrated effort designed to translate narrative into revenue. 
Throughout the work, Seacole is determined to prove a complicated premise, whereby she is 
recognized and remembered as a highly qualified healer, who is also a generous, benevolent, 
contributing member of British society, whose services to the troops in Crimea should warrant 
her a life of reward, not destitution. Proving this thesis is a complex and intricate task, which 
Seacole manages successfully118 through telling stories of her early life and career, as well as 
touching upon her established friendships and endured hardships in the Crimea.  
 The memoir is largely driven by insisting that Seacole is a member of the British 
community, and that her participation in the Crimean conflict is noble and worthy of reward, 
despite her presence there as a for-profit exercise. Seacole’s volume is divided roughly into three 
sections: early life and medical experiences, getting to the Crimea, and the Crimea itself. Each of 
these sections revolve around London, which Seacole, like many colonials seeking integration, 
emphasizes as her home, despite her upbringing and extensive familial ties in Kingston, Jamaica. 
Home, and homeland, are deeply important concepts in this work, which Seacole leverages 
repeatedly, positioning herself in relationship to her audience, and defining how home can be 
extended beyond nationalist conceptions of homeland. London remains Seacole’s primary 
                                                          
118 I will note that even today there are societies dead set on grinding the memory of Seacole into the forgotten 
past, based on the premise that any fame of acknowledgement of her is somehow a corresponding mar on 
Nightingale’s reputation. The impulses of such groups are founded in past histories (particularly in the 1990s) in 
which some (especially nurses of color, who spoke in frustration at about the largely white history of nursing 
celebrated in the UK) attempted to construct a causal relationship between the two women in which Seacole 
should replace Nightingale as the country’s most important nursing figure. Part of my effort here is an attempt to 
interject that the two women can coexist in history without being constantly pitted against each other, though that 
their memories remain in competition rather proves my point about each of their efforts in writing war stories as 
attempts to create a dominant remembered version of events. 
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destination throughout the memoir, both physically and in terms of her self-identified British 
citizenship. She encourages her readers to interpret her as a British presence in the work both 
with her anti-American sentiment, as well as overt national pride throughout the work. She 
describes a longing for London, and raises a parallel between herself and Odysseus, implying 
that she is constantly trying to make her way back to a promised homeland (London). In the 
beginning of the memoir, Seacole explains her early experiences in Jamaica and her initial 
experiences as a healer in Panama, Colon, and Cruces, primarily with cholera119. These early 
experiences present an implied argument that Seacole was well-suited for service in the Crimea, 
because of her direct experience with diseases common to the British soldiers. In this section, 
Seacole is unflinching in explaining the ideology and processes that comprise her core beliefs 
about medical care and practice.  She uses this section to stand in for the horrors of the Crimean 
conflict, which she will later elide, and links the two explicitly:  
I will endeavor to narrate it [her fight with cholera at Cruces], and should the reader be 
supposed to think it highly colored and doubtful, I will only tell him that, terrible as it 
seems, I saw almost as fearful scenes on the Crimean peninsula among British men, a few 
thousand miles only from comfort and plenty. (32) 
Here, Seacole prepares her readers for the fairly graphic content of her experience healing during 
a cholera epidemic that follows, in which she explains the conditions of her patients, and what 
she does to try to save them and prevent the disease from spreading, even including the autopsy 
of a small child in an attempt to better understand the illness. The comment is interesting, in that 
it draws on her presence in the Crimea as a proof of credibility for her earlier experiences as a 
feedback loop, calling attention to the nature of memoir, which purports to represent a past self 
                                                          
119 Seacole also performs the typical biographical labor associated with memoir in the opening chapter, which 
explains her desire to become a healer as a vocation through her mother, who was a doctor, or “doctress” as the 
volume notes. See Sarah Salih for more analysis of Seacole’s inclusions regarding her Scottish and Creole ancestry, 
which has complicated how critics read race within the volume. 
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accurately, and reminding the reader of Seacole’s complete identity as Mother Seacole of the 
Crimea120. Seacole is also assuring her imagined reader that this is, at its core, a story about 
British experience, despite early detours. Finally, this comment creates the explicit connection 
between the Cruces scenes and Seacole’s experiences as a healer in the Crimea, which she 
largely resists retelling with the same level of graphic detail.  
 Seacole’s choice in retelling the Cruces scenes as a forward reflection of her Crimean 
efforts is savvy when one considers her audience. In telling the story of Cruces, Seacole can 
display her medical knowledge and her experience as a healer regarding particular illnesses 
which were common in the Crimea, while also establishing the reader’s understanding of her 
behavior during crises. The presence of medical processes in this section of the narrative become 
the touchstone that readers can mentally reference when reading the Crimea sections, which are 
generally written to be nostalgic, prideful, and sometimes mournful, but deliberately without 
abjection121. For example, after a later passage about some of the patients she watched over in 
the Crimea, mentioning briefly two men she could not save, Seacole remarks:  
I could give many other similar instances, but why should I sadden myself or my readers?  
 Others have described the horrors of those fatal trenches; but their real history has never  
 been written, and perhaps it is well that so harrowing a tale should be left in oblivion.  
 (133).  
Excusing herself from repeating graphic content as redundant, as well as demarcating a line of 
propriety and of her own emotional reward in writing such a narrative, Seacole chooses to avoid 
the medical detail in the Crimea that she proffers in Cruces. She avoids describing the sick and 
                                                          
120 Seacole regularly tells her reader that time is relative and unstructured in the memoir, and that she will tell her 
story with no regard to chronology “whatsoever,” which she seems to imply is a reality of her aging memory, but 
also creates problems in terms of verification of some of her claims, such as dates of service on the front. 
121 MacLoughlin also highlights Seacole’s use of litotes as a form of audience endearment in establishing her 
credibility to tell her story of war, which also allow her to downplay less pleasant emotions or images. 
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dying bodies of British soldiers almost entirely, focusing instead on anecdotes with humor122, or 
demure grief.  In British news reports, which may partly comprise the “others” she references 
here, the abject bodily weaknesses of the soldiers and their suffering for want of basic supplies, 
roused feelings of resentment toward the gentry and the commanding class. Avoiding associating 
those feelings with herself, Seacole does not describe British illness in her narrative, but instead, 
describes illness in Panama and Cruces where she cared for cholera patients. These early scenes 
allow Seacole to display her medical expertise, without exposing the abjection of the British 
body in Crimea.  
Although the bodies in Cruces serve as stand-ins for later British suffering, Seacole 
characterizes the sick bodies of the residents at Cruces as disparaged and shameful. Note here 
how Seacole implies racial, religious, and particularly gendered inferiority in her patients in 
these scenes, presumably in contrast to her current readership:  
But no words of mine could induce them to bear their terrible sufferings like men. They 
screamed and groaned, not like women, for few would have been so craven-hearted, but 
like children; calling, in violent pain, upon Jesu, the Madonna, and all the saints of 
heaven whom their lives had scandalized (33).  
Seacole’s call for masculine norms in this scene aligns with British social practice, endorsing 
stoicism and strength in the face of suffering. Stoicism in sickness was quickly on the rise in the 
British imaginary in the mid-century123, coupled with a stricter masculine paradigm that also 
valued work over leisure124. Seacole is adversarial regarding inaction within these sections, 
                                                          
122 Some of these stories are nearly slap-stick, with Seacole prostrating herself to avoid being shot, while friendly 
soldiers jovially recall her nimbleness despite her “ample” size, as well as a lengthy section regarding a stolen pig, a 
quest to procure a cat to kill rats in the storehouse, and a ludicrous scheme to sell a diseased horse covered in 
flour. 
123 See Joanna Burke, The Story of Pain, which explains the connection between the decline of evangelism and the 
rise of the (male) stoic. 
124 See Ann McClintock, Imperial Leather. 
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which she openly equates to prayer, lambasting the local population for its reliance on faith cures 
over medical and sanitary pragmatism. Earlier she notes the relationship between religiosity in 
the native population and a rejection of medical prudence and action:  
the natives, constitutionally cowardly, made not the feeblest show of resistance [against 
the cholera]. Beyond filling the church […] they did nothing […] never stirred a finger to 
clean out their close, reeking huts, or rid the damp streets of the rotting accumulation of 
months (31). 
Seacole’s comments regarding the natives of Cruces and their homes are illuminating. For one 
thing, her disparagement of the native population and her preference for figures of self- reliance, 
like “The Americans” who “showed a brave front,” confirm her alignment with the British 
masculinity paradigm125. In showing her distaste for idolatry of saints and other figures, Seacole 
also reflects, without directly endorsing, the attitudes of Protestantism. This argument is 
deployed along the same lines of moralist sanitationism found in Gaskell’s Ruth126, wherein 
lower classes can be blamed for illness because of their unwillingness to take personal 
responsibility for their own well-being127. More importantly, is Seacole’s emphasis on the spaces 
in which the cholera spreads in Cruces. Seacole places responsibility for disease prevention, like 
many other sanitationist thinkers, on impoverished domestic spaces. The people of Cruces are 
characterized like the “loose and wicked” poor in Gaskell’s fiction, not “decently poor,” because 
they do not keep their homes clean enough for middle or upper class standards, leading to 
seductive conservative logic lines wherein because the poor cannot properly manage home 
spaces, they are bound to generate disease. This kind of moralist justification for illness 
                                                          
125 The Americans also valued stoicism in suffering, and although Seacole is critical of American racism and of 
American women who she feels are masculinized and debased for much of this section, she is pointedly 
complimentary of their behavior during the outbreak. 
126 See Chapter 2. 
127 It is worth noting that Gaskell also targets the Irish as the first sufferers of disease, implying that their religious 
beliefs and/or superstitions predispose them to infection. 
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entrenches conservative beliefs about poverty and disease as divine punishment for sin. Seacole 
also blames the people of Cruces directly for the severity of the cholera outbreak during her 
tenure there, noting, “It was scarcely surprising that the cholera should spread rapidly, for fear is 
its powerful auxiliary, and the Cruces people bowed down before the plague in slavish despair” 
(31). Again, like in Ruth, Seacole draws on models of moralist sanitationism noting that 
emotional state is entangled with the predisposition to and perpetuation of disease.  
In relaying her experience of Cruces, Seacole shows her commonalities with her 
readership through a form of temporary oppositional community building128 which allows her to 
highlight the values she shares with them, like stoicism, conservative self-reliance, pragmatism, 
anti-idolatry, domesticity, and most surprisingly, moralist sanitationism, while creating a 
common, rallying object of disdain (the Cruces peoples, their homes, and their behaviors). What 
is particularly interesting about Seacole’s descriptions of the Cruces peoples is that those 
descriptions threaten to transfer over to the war experience of British soldiers in the Crimea 
within her work, where the Cruces bodies stand in for later British suffering, putting Seacole in a 
rhetorical bind. Like her patients in Cruces, British soldiers in the Crimea suffered from cholera, 
dysentery, scurvy, and a slew of other preventable diseases. Extending the narrative stance that 
she outlines in Cruces about the preventable nature of the spread of cholera, wherein she places 
the blame for that spread on the sufferers and their inability to manage their homes, to the 
soldiers in the Crimea would have been a disaster for Seacole’s project, alienating both the 
soldiers as well as the resentful British public who saw the loss of life in the Crimea as 
                                                          
128 Benedict Anderson, in his celebrated work “Imagined Communities,” describes the process of unification and 
community allegiance through shared animosity to an outside force, or oppositional community building. A readily 
accessible example of this are sports fandoms, like “Red Sox nation,” which generates its identity capital by 
positioning itself as “not the Other,” or “Yankees fans.”  
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unpardonable. In this case, unlike in her critique of the people of Cruces, Seacole is not 
interested in extending a moralist sanitationist argument that places blame for sickness at the 
doorstep of the afflicted and their management of their living conditions. Seacole avoids 
discussing camp life in the Crimea, and allows her Cruces section to stand-in as an example of 
medical suffering meant to cover the things she witnessed in the Crimea generally. This early 
section of her memoir does much of the labor of providing a rhetorical resume for Seacole as a 
healer, but also creates potential for internal ideological conflict, which Seacole diffuses by 
careful omissions and elisions. Characteristically, Seacole encourages her readers not to think 
critically about this section, but rather to continue toward the Crimean section of the memoir as 
the main attraction. 
Additional factors also complicate the nature of the rhetorical work Seacole performs 
within her memoir, especially in the fraught second section of the narrative, in which Seacole 
makes the journey from the Caribbean to the Crimea. Before making her way to the front 
independently as a sutler, Seacole first applied through the war office to become a member of the 
nursing team Nightingale oversaw at Scutari. She was rejected by Nightingale’s recruitment 
office, and describes the moment in her memoir with pointed heartache and a candid 
vulnerability which critics largely agree underscore the racist nature of her rejection.  Including 
this scene of rejection complicates the rhetorical task of the memoir; Seacole must somehow 
dispel arguments that she and her hotel did not belong on the battlefield, in effect opposing the 
will of Nightingale herself, who enjoyed considerable cultural clout and public support. Seacole 
takes a risk regarding this problem, and writes about her first meeting with Nightingale in detail 
as she journeys toward the front, relying partially on the reader to draw from the first section of 
the memoir in which Seacole’s experiences in Cruces speak for her qualifications for the 
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position, and to infer the injustice of her rejection. The tension between recognizing the weight 
of Nightingale’s celebrity, as well as Seacole’s desire to depict herself as the more sympathetic 
character are prominent in the chapter in which Seacole walks the halls of Scutari. Entering the 
hospital, Seacole notes that she “felt rather dull,” a descriptor she gives to the hospital in the 
same passage as well, “the great dull-looking hospital,” which we might read as melancholy, 
depression, or anxiety129. Her characterization of the hospital itself is orderly and well-managed, 
but entirely cheerless and grim. Seacole’s resonance with the gloom of the hospital is short lived, 
as she “soon felt at home,” able to observe the general quiet and solemnity of the space, which 
she quickly undoes with cheerful conversation with the wounded nearby (79). The implication 
from the passage is that Scutari itself is a dreary, gothic kind of space, which affects the moods 
of those within it, an atmosphere which Seacole’s presence mitigates. This insertion, although 
quick, is important, because for sanitationists like Seacole, negative emotion, including 
depression, can be predisposing factors to both initial illness and slow recovery. Both Seacole 
and Nightingale believed strongly in minimizing the stress of their patients while maximizing 
comfort, but they maintained opposite opinions regarding noise; Nightingale wrote extensively 
that noise was harmful to patients in her later work, while Seacole regularly embodies a joviality 
full of bright and ready conversation, and advocates for entertainment for the troops at Spring 
Hill.  
In this scene, a bit cattily, Seacole busies herself among the sick patients while waiting to 
see Nightingale, who is not at work among the injured, but behind a desk in her office. Seacole is 
aware her actions are passive aggressive, noting, “At some slight risk of giving offence, I cannot 
                                                          
129 The OED supports all of these usages for this time period, and “dull” is the description Seacole most generally 
deploys when describing a lack of optimism or joie de vivre, particularly in Scutari and later on the front. 
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resist the temptation of lending a hand here and there—replacing a slipped bandage, or easing a 
stiff one” (80). By making her rounds among the soldiers, some who recognize her, Seacole 
underscores her popularity with the troops and subtly suggests the error of her earlier rejection, 
since her hands find ready work in Scutari, even when she is merely passing through. She also 
may be making a dig at Nightingale, who is not out among the patients to notice slipped 
bandages and the like at the moment Seacole is there.  
Seacole’s description of her meeting with Nightingale highlights a double consciousness 
in her writing. She clearly needs to be polite and suitably admiring to keep her audience placated, 
but her prose also leaves room for the distrust and hurt Seacole may feel toward Nightingale. She 
writes, “I am admitted to Miss Nightingale’s presence […] Florence Nightingale—that 
Englishwoman whose name shall never die, but sound like music on the lips of British men until 
the hour of their doom” (82). The grandiosity of the encounter as Seacole is ushered in like a 
vassal to court, and where the register is sharpened toward careful, almost hushed observation, 
belies the turmoil Seacole feels in the moment of meeting. The final part of the passage reads 
like an epithet, which, given Seacole’s unflagging ability to find humor even in the depths of 
combat, leaves room for the reader to at least consider exasperation Seacole may have felt 
toward Nightingale, whose fame was readily made, while the existence of the memoir itself is a 
speech act to insist that those same British men remember Mother Seacole as well. Both women 
are guarded and civil in the conversation, in which Nightingale rejects Seacole’s nursing services 
again130. Their conversation is directly contrasted by the jovial and warm exchanges Seacole 
shares with the washerwomen she bunks down with, involving friendly exchanges about their 
                                                          
130 Seacole is looking for a place to stay for the night while she waits for a ship to Balaclava, and offers to do 




lives and travels. Seacole’s encounter with Nightingale, and her insertion of her rejection of 
service to the nursing core present rhetorical difficulties in terms of both satisfying the nature of 
memoir (which involves telling a history of what happened with emotional integrity) while also 
keeping the audience engaged and sympathetic to Seacole as the narrator. Seacole shows her 
skill as a storyteller in navigating this problem, implying that the two women eventually part on 
a plain of mutual respect, inserted in a small footnote, “Subsequently, I saw much of Miss 
Nightingale, at Balaclava,” which implies future social engagement and amity131 (82). Although 
the episode with Nightingale is fairly brief, it presents one of the most difficult rhetorical 
problems Seacole writes through, and is strong proof of her ability as a writer savvy of her 
purpose and her audience’s biases. Seacole’s characterization of Scutari as a place of dreary 
gloom too, creates a part of the foundational argument for Seacole’s usefulness in building her 
establishment at Spring Hill, a necessary respite and proper home environment that can provide 
physical and emotional comfort for the British fighting force. The work of memory in this 
section too, is important. In portraying her own version of Nightingale, Seacole creates a 
contrasting narrative from potential rumors which may have circulated regarding the cause for 
her rejection, and offers further justification for her trip to the Crimea. Seacole’s fixation on the 
status of Nightingale as an object of shining British memory is also important here, as she takes 
the time to characterize Nightingale’s physical presence, sizing her up and depicting her on 
Seacole’s own terms. Unlike many versions of Nightingale, in which she is depicted as a kind of 
                                                          
131 Nightingale’s mentions of Seacole are rare, the most notable of which is in a recovered letter to her uncle, 
clearly meant to be private, as it had written across the top, “Burn.” The letter was uncomplimentary, and implied 
Seacole kept not “a bad house,” but something “not unlike one” (See Sara Salih’s edition of Wonderful Adventures, 
which includes the text of this letter, p. 180).  
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ministering spirit in the wards, in Seacole’s narrative, Nightingale is decidedly human, tapping 
her foot and pushing papers, dealing with guests as matters of daily course. 
In the last section of her narrative, in the Crimea, Seacole uses a number of excerpts from 
letters of soldiers whom she provided medicine or care. Here, instead of Seacole’s memory being 
the primary source for narrative, the memories of others, and their tokens of those memories, 
stand in as proof of events. Short epistolaries, mostly about dysentery and other gut ailments, 
flow in a lengthy series as a chorus, often very similar to one another, verifying Seacole’s labor 
and allowing her to quietly accept endorsement132.  In discussing her experience in the Crimea, 
Seacole only focuses on her own skill regarding the treatment of these diseases, in contrast to her 
narrative in Cruces, where she considers moral failures as the root causes of disease. Seacole 
cannot directly chastise the British troops on the front for the sanitary conditions she believes 
produce disease, and therefore contents herself simply with the provisioning of sympathy and 
assistance. Her hotel near Kadikoi133 becomes the vehicle to provide comfort, a homespace, 
while also temporarily removing soldiers from the squalid conditions of camp life. Seacole 
emphasizes the distinction between the hotel and camp early, in ways anticipating Nightingale’s 
later report regarding provisioning problems, and portraying Spring Hill as a domestic nether-
realm with a managing angel inside,  
I have nothing to do with what occurred in the camp, although I could not help hearing a  
 great deal about it. Mismanagement and privation there might have been, but my business  
                                                          
132 Critics have noted the hybridized nature of genre in Seacole’s work, and these letters serve as a kind testimonial 
collection, or list of references meant to bolster her credibility. Nightingale performs very similar labor in trying to 
prove her case regarding the negligence of the Chief Medical Officer, using surgeons’ letters from various 
regiments. 
133 For clarity, I have generated a map of the conflict, and the location of Seacole’s hotel, which has sometimes 
been the subject of debate, but is fairly clearly indicated when cross referencing Lady Blackwood’s journal, 
Seacole’s work, French maps, and W. H. Russell’s reports:  https://goo.gl/WELN2w 
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 was to make things right in my sphere [...] comfort and order were always to be found at  
 Spring Hill (101).  
Seacole tangentially references the problems of supplies and disease generation being reported 
on back to England, while also disassociating herself from those problems, like a gossiping 
neighbor who hears about the goings on of nearby households134. Later, Seacole makes a 
comment regarding the siege of Sebastopol where she notes that those at home knew more of the 
developments of the conflict than the combatants, excusing herself from knowledge of larger 
systems or realities about the war, and isolating her narrative responsibilities to her own 
experiences as she remembers them (128). The concept that that war zone, and within it her 
sphere at Spring Hill, are isolated microcosms away from larger system problems again invokes 
a sense of domestic spaces near, but separated from public spaces, the familiar model for British 
middle-class life. Seacole’s argument about economy and the rigidity of spatial boundaries while 
she works for others on the front is interesting. The physical separation, as well as the non-
military status of her campus in the warzone makes her an outcast figure on the one hand, yet 
here, she argues that that very status allows her to better serve the British soldiers, because she is 
unhampered by the army’s management problems. The doubling, in which separation can stand 
for devotion, typical of prescribed Victorian femininity, is echoed in her description of 
investment made in building the facility itself. She notes the expense of the structure, “£800,” as 
well as its practicality: 
The hotel and storehouse consisted of a long iron room [...] above this floated a large 
union-jack [...] In addition to the iron house were two wooden houses, with sleeping 
apartments for myself and Mr. Day, outhouses for our servants, a canteen for the soldiery, 
and a large enclosed yard for our stock, full of stables, low huts, and sties. Everything, 
although rough and unpolished, was comfortable and warm (101-2). 
                                                          




The pride of building this separate space, carefully managed, is directed by the overarching 
union jack, like its mission of British service, which hovers over the property, but neither 
manages nor owns it. Seacole’s description of Spring Hill explains the space is more like a 
homestead than a single structure, at odds with the diminutive descriptions of it as a simple “hut” 








In describing Spring Hill, Seacole regularly attaches the space to the ideas of comfort, friendship, 
and joviality135, and most importantly, as a source of “pleasant memories of the past” (101). 
Seacole’s insistence that the space of the British Hotel mark a bright patch of memory for the 
soldiers in the Crimea is at the crux of her rhetorical goal within this work, extended to herself as 
the primary representative of that space. Like Nightingale, Seacole notes the privation of the 
soldiers during the conflict, but instead of highlighting the inadequate provisioning orders from 
the command chain, Seacole genders the inadequacies of camp life as a problem of men being 
unable to create a home environment without a female figure. In this process, she invests in 
herself as a figure of mobilized female Britishness in a foreign place, able to offer soldiers the 
comfort of home:  
reader, if you were lying [...] thousands of miles from mother, wife, or sister, a thinking  
regretfully of that English home [...] you would welcome the familiar figure of a stout  
lady [...] when a woman’s […] care […] brought [...] recollections of those happy English  
homes [...] [They] remember their woman-comrade on the bleak and barren heights of 
Sebastopol. (111-2) 
Seacole’s gendered logic in this scene is explicit. Any female body present on the battlefield can 
serve as an understudy for the absent female bodies who represent both England, and the 
comforts of domestic life. In terms of racial identity as well, her femaleness overpowers other 
markers of difference, making her a familiar other in an othered space. Seacole risks her own 
female body in the Crimea as an ambassador for feminine power; as the only woman nearby, she 
provides last rites, medical comfort, and ease for the soldiers, all of which are nonmonetary 
transactions which, she reminds us, can and should be remembered as personal sacrifice and 
honorable service to the soldiery. Most importantly, Spring Hill, as the domestic enclave which 
                                                          
135 Privately, Nightingale accused Seacole of regularly making the men drunk, and the Sanitary Commission of 1855 
also noted intoxication near Kadikoi for army workers was problematic and led to alcohol poisoning, though they 
did not associate the drunkenness to Seacole directly. 
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Seacole has created, provides the essential spatial headquarters for feminine care and comfort, a 
pocket of space removed from the conflict zone because it is both not part of the British Army, 
and because it is run by a woman. 
Gendered identity is an important piece in Seacole’s argument for her presence and her 
importance within her work, sometimes using it to overwrite or revise realities within the conflict 
zone. Throughout this section, Seacole makes the association between deprivation and illness 
with a lack of domestic knowledge on the part of the soldiers, not a lack of supplies, again 
underscoring the necessity of her presence. She notes:  
the poor officer, lying ill and weary in his crazy hut dependent for the merest necessaries 
of existence upon a clumsy, ignorant soldier-cook, who would almost prefer eating his 
met raw to having the trouble of cooking it (our English soldiers are bad campaigners) 
(111).  
Seacole’s description of the “ignorant soldier cook” is curious, because of course, she had to 
know that supply chains were so bad in the Crimea that often, soldiers went without tinder to 
cook their meals for long periods of time, reliant on foraging for twigs and grasses for cooking 
fuel, forcing some of them to eat meat raw or else not eat at all. Her description of the pathetic, 
sick officer allows her space to imply that her presence in the Crimea was a merciful one, and to 
mitigate some of what may have seemed like opportunism, as she sold foodstuffs and medicines 
to soldiers who (as Nightingale argued) should have been supplied those necessaries by the 
army. Seacole’s descriptions of her medical care too, primarily rendered through the letters of 
those she provided medicine for, men who “had a very serious objection to going into hospital” 
was again possible largely because of the appalling lack of sanitary systems at the general 
hospitals in the war theater. In this way, indeed, Seacole’s presence on the front likely reduced 
further casualty and disease generation among the men who could afford and access her stores 
and services, particularly in light of the abhorrent conditions created by lack of management by 
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the army’s chief medical personnel. However, Seacole’s desire for her reader to imagine this 
work as a source of charity is part of the rhetorical goal she undertakes, which requires 
minimizing the profit bound nature of the work she did in the Crimea. Seacole’s ultimate 
bankruptcy helps substantially in this effort and her credibility with the soldiers as a generous, 
self-sacrificing person. Seacole’s larger project of memory generation regarding the Crimea is 
one in which she hopes to render a community binding effort between herself and those 
sympathetic to the soldiers who served, like a family run by a mother figure. Seacole is explicit 
about the way she hopes memory of the Crimea will persist in the future: 
If I were to speak of all the nameless horrors of that spring as plainly as I could, I should 
really disgust you; but those I shall bring before your notice have all something of the 
humorous in them—and so it ever is. Time is a great restorer […] I dare say that, if I 
went to the Crimea now, I should see a smiling landscape […] Whenever I meet those 
who have survived that dreary spring of 1855, we seldom talk about its horrors; but […] 
smile at the fun and good nature that varied its long and weary monotony. (119) 
This passage reaches multiple keys within Seacole’s potential audience, and positions her as a 
sage and a resource of national memory, or an authority on what should and should not be 
recalled. Offering the reader first grace and indicating the potential for pain, Seacole instead 
protects her reader from the “nameless horrors” which remain unnamed, and instead creates a 
new day scenario in which the space of the Crimea appears unscarred by the conflict that 
transpired there. She notes the same passing of time as healing the psyches of the men who 
fought in the conflict, apparently with few scars, but rather with shared memories of what might 
have been an exotic vacation. As the gatekeeper of traumatic memory, she presents her memoir 
as a public mercy, nursing the public mind toward a positive, forward-thinking outlook regarding 
the conflict, which can fade away, as if a bad dream which can be selectively recalled simply by 
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choosing not to dwell on negativity136. This mercy becomes, at the end of the memoir, a debt 
which the reader can repay by offering aid to Seacole herself, in the form of financial comfort, as 
she concludes the memoir with a note regarding her present financial uncertainty.  
 Seacole’s stake in generating a positive remembered vision of the Crimean conflict is 
generally personal, and can be taken as merely a rhetorical strategy for her financial self-interest, 
convenient to solicit sympathy and thereby revenue for her future. However, one might also 
consider the Seacole’s fixation on positive memory building from her experience in the war as 
part of her own search for integrity near the end of life, and to continue serving as a nurse 
beyond the war, despite physical limitations. After leaving the Crimea, Seacole found herself 
physically unable to nurse as she had previously, as the conflict had left her frail, and “shaken in 
health” (169). The conclusion of her work notes however, both her realities as destitute and 
unable to work, but also as genuinely happy at her unquestioned integration into British society. 
She writes, “every step I take in the crowded London streets may bring me in contact with some 
friend,” which she notes is only possible because of her lack of her bankruptcy (170). Seacole’s 
desire to dictate a positivist remembered version of the Crimea is partially a reflection of her own 
success at successful social integration into British life, as well as a refracted version of her 
consistent desire to speak comfort to suffering: in this case, to the British public imaginary. 
While Seacole perhaps was denied the opportunity to officially nurse for the British, she 
continues to do so in spite of them, even beyond her own physical ability. It seems little wonder 
that some modern British nurses look to Seacole as an example of the nursing spirit; she was 
                                                          
136 This scene is echoed on other Victorian writing that attempts to mitigate past trauma. I am thinking specifically 
of the final scene in Stoker’s Dracula, in which the survivors look over the Transylvanian landscape as touched by 




able, with integrity, to occupy the liminal space of caregiving in which one cares for the self, as 
well as the other, without reservation or falsity. Her insistence on positive memory of the 
Crimean conflict is an example of her continued dedication to nursing the souls of the British 
people. 
 Despite Seacole’s motives for depicting Spring Hill as an understudy home space for the 
soldiers on the front, her work echoes other voices which link nursing explicitly with femininity 
and with the instinctual management of home spaces, per Victorian gender paradigms. Seacole 
no doubt wished to portray her management of Spring Hill as natural to her because she is 
female, and therefore suited to manage household economies and tend the sick. The result of this 
characterization of her labor in the Crimea is the potential for entrenchment of domestic 
connections to nursing, and a resistance toward nursing as a professional field of interest, in 
which Nightingale was keenly interested, and motivated to provide scholarly processes and 
ideologies for future nurses. Seacole’s position regarding nurses and the domestic is problematic, 
as she both wishes to depict her labor as within Victorian social norms of femininity and 
domesticity, while her actual work in the Crimea as a female entrepreneur in a warzone is quite 
revolutionary and breaks all bounds of Victorian gender decorum. As mentioned earlier, 
Seacole’s memoir attempts to create a set of soothing optics (and memories) for her readers, in 
which the work she accomplished at Spring Hill can be remembered as neatly integrated with 
Victorian gender expectations. Concurrently, her project, because of its desire to downplay her 
independence, self-determinacy, and her ability to work for money, poses a challenge for 
narratives like Nightingale’s, whose own work also attempts to navigate gendered restrictions, 
but with an end goal of changing the face of nursing away from equating it with domestic work, 
and moving toward a professionalized field of study and practice. 
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Mother May Judge: Nightingale and Scutari as a Locus for Memory 
 While Seacole suggests in her memoir that painful memories of the Crimea will 
eventually fade into sunshine and bonds of shared experience among the British people, 
Nightingale’s version of the outcome of the Crimea is distinctly darker, in which the horror of 
the conflict must be examined with lamp and scalpel, or it will surely recur. In Notes on the 
Health of the British Army, Nightingale explores the failings of sanitary and disease management 
practice during the Crimean conflict, and her ultimate goal, like Seacole’s, is memory oriented. 
Instead of interpreting the conflict as having intrinsic merit, as Seacole does137, Nightingale 
perceives the war as an unfathomable waste of life, which can be recuperated (made a worthy 
sacrifice) by leveraging the data gained from the experience, specifically in reforming the 
medical division of the army for future conflicts.  
Nightingale is proactive in attempting to shape public memory about the Crimea, first by 
underscoring the impropriety of the narratives currently in circulation in contrast to her own 
effort. Like Seacole, she is aware of the flood of writing about the war, and casts them as 
sensationalism. While Seacole adopts this view to garner a position of nationalistic authenticity 
that celebrates the spirit of the fighting community, Nightingale discredits other narratives of the 
Crimea to underscore the value of her own contributions. Noting that although public energy 
around the results of the Crimea is high, that energy has not been harnessed, whereby she 
implores good stewardship of data to prevent future calamity:  
The public mind is gorged with the details of the case, without the real question […] viz., 
upon what rules and principles did the army authorities act, as far as regards the 
                                                          
137 Seacole views the merit of the conflict in terms of the bravery, honor, and self-sacrifice of the men fighting, as 
well as the final victory in Sebastopol. 
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prevention of that loss [of life], which did not occur before the enemy[?...] upon the 
answer [...] depends the preservation of the future British Army. (587) 
Nightingale’s depiction of the public interest in the Crimea considers other war narratives as 
opportunist and fear mongering, instead of being leveraged constructively. In contrast, 
Nightingale’s report promises to provide a properly deployed Crimean narrative. Her fixation on 
leveraging the quantifiable evidence of the conflict derives from her sanitationism. As noted 
earlier, the appearance of sanitationism in Seacole’s text echoes the same kind of moralist 
arguments present in Gaskell’s works. Nightingale, although a believer in the same core concepts 
of disease generation, was a powerful influence in moving sanitationism toward a scholarly 
discipline. Instead of emotionally driven moralism, sanitationism in Nightingale’s hands 
becomes a field of scientific and mathematical interest, which centers on the established 
sanitationist central principle that the world (of God’s creation) provides tangible, interpretable 
information. That information, perceivable by human observation via the senses, can be learned 
from to prevent and treat disease. For example, the smell of rot is a clear sign of disease, and a 
good nurse will both perceive the smell and eradicate it. Nightingale extends the use of physical 
signs of disease into mortality quantification, wherein it is the purview of the nurse to measure, 
keep, and interpret data. Moving away from general (moralist) sanitationism and 
microsanitationism (scouring floors), the data quantification in her report connects practical 
sanitationist practices (cleaning wounds and linen, tracking food intake, mortality and recovery 
rates), and nurse professionalization. Becoming keepers and analyzers of data creates a natural 
progression toward nurses as a professional class in need of higher education, including 
statistical mathematics and advanced medical training. While never directly making a claim for 
higher education for nurses, Nightingale lays groundwork for sanitary science and professional 
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nurse education, showing by example what an observant, educated nurse might be capable of, 
even when critiquing the broader system of medical practice as a whole. 
Nightingale’s goals within her report are, like Seacole’s, multifaceted, but the primary 
impetus lies in a desire for hospital reform (both in war and peacetime), and an underscoring of 
her own competence, which would provide her additional capital for future reform efforts. In 
seeking credibility, Nightingale argues by proxy in favor of the competence of women in 
professional medical positions. All of these goals require a specific form of memory of the 
Crimea to emerge from her report as dominant. In this remembered version of the war, 
Nightingale highlights the incompetence of the Chief Medical Officer to the Army, Dr. Andrew 
Smith, whom she shows is responsible for preventable deaths in 1855138. In outlining her 
remembered Crimea, Nightingale rhetorically crafts her report with selective strategies. For 
example, like Seacole, Nightingale generally avoids traumatic descriptions of British bodies. 
Even when deprivation139 of those bodies is raised for description in the report, Nightingale 
allows male voices, such as surgeons and commanders, to perform the descriptive labor for her, 
excerpting their letters or statements. Avoiding British mutilation and the abject in general 
appears as part of Nightingale’s broader strategy to minimize emotional involvement within the 
report itself. Nightingale’s primary emotional allowance within this work is a form of 
incredulous anger or frustration, echoing the decorum of a prosecutor or a politician. In order to 
maximize her chance to affect her goals, she chooses to avoid or transmogrify other emotional 
templates, such as hellfire. 
                                                          
138 At one point she makes a disingenuous note, that her goal is not to single out individuals, but rather to undo 
the sources of problems to prevent recurrence. This aside occurs after nearly 20 pages of direct criticism against 
Dr. Smith. 
139 Lack of supplies, such as clothing, food, and medical comforts, resulting in disease or maladies. 
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Nightingale was a savvy writer, and recognized the forms of evidence her elite, upper 
class audience would most respect. While other Victorian writers, like Dickens, used rhetorics of 
infernal dreamscapes to create urgency for reform among the public classes, Nightingale avoids 
pathos, and chooses a rationalist, analytics driven style. Her arguments are often presented like a 
prosecution narrative. As a non-public document, Nightingale foresaw the need to limit her 
pathos appeals severely. This choice is deliberate, given the contrast to her personal writing 
about Scutari. The use of hellfire to galvanize the public toward action had precedent in 
Victorian writing, but was changing in its ability to influence readers, associated with a decline 
in Evangelical fervor after mid-century140. Dickens’ protest of cemetery overcrowding was made 
infamous by his pathos laden narrative in Bleak House, in which Jo lays along the putrid 
gravestones, contracting a disease he will later transmit to upper class individuals. Despite being 
fiction, Dickens’ work became a powerful impetus for public support regarding burial reform, 
whereas similar emotional narratives of the Crimea, while based on real events, seemed at best 
aimed toward creating public anger, but without focus or purpose. Janice Caldwell has noted as a 
gradual shift, particularly in medicine, toward impersonal writing that abandons Romantic 
elements like hellfire after 1850. Caldwell attributes this shift toward a privileged medical 
discourse of dispassion as part of a wider trend toward professionalization and a reorientation of 
medical care away from patient centrism toward data quantification, in part thanks to recent 
inventions, such as stethoscopes.  
Nightingale’s report embraces some of this trend toward quantification as superior 
persuasive evidence, while also including narrative elements. The report includes lengthy 
remarks interpolating chronologically listed events and correspondence, as well as rhetorical 
                                                          
140 See Joanna Bourke. 
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call-and-answer sections in which she positions herself as the ex-facto voice of reason, scolding 
the participants of events past for a lack of foresight and general inaction. It seems clear, 
however, that she is highly aware that the most effective forms within the report is the 
meticulous and thorough presentation of figures and minutia, much in keeping with later 
recognized Victorian obsessions with quantification.  
But, in the Crimea, during a period of six months only, viz., from 1 October 1854 to 31 
March 1855, according to the showing of Sir John Hall, “a number nearly equal to the 
whole force” went twice through the hospitals in half a year. The average strength for the 
period was 28,623, the admissions in the Crimea alone 52,548. This is exclusive of those 
under treatment at Scutari. Enormous as was the mortality in the Peninsula, it was also a 
small matter in comparison with what took place in the Crimea. This actually averaged 
during eight months, viz., from October 1854 to May 1855, 60 percent per annum of the 
whole force. (McDonald, 584) 
She does not leverage the pathetic nature of soldiers’ suffering, her own suffering body, or the 
feeling of perdition she associated with Scutari space, at least privately, but rather obsessively 
lists figures and their parameters, e.g. “exclusively of those under treatment at Scutari,” with 
references dropped directly in the passage. The elevation of statistics within the report and the 
general lack of infernal or emotional language highlight Nightingale accessing dominant 
discourses within both politics and medicine. The success of her formula in this report seems to 
have influenced some of her later writing, including Notes on Hospitals, which takes a keen 
interest in Scutari and mortality figures in arguing for domestic hospital reform. In other works, 
such as Notes on Nursing, where Nightingale addresses a broader layperson audience, she is 
more willing to leverage pathos arguments, and generally avoids data attribution entirely. From 
Notes on Nursing, she expostulates dramatically to her audience, regarding women who 
complain of lack of medical knowledge:  
It is constantly objected, — "But how can I obtain this medical knowledge! I am not a 
doctor. I must leave this to doctors." Oh, mothers of families! You who say this, do you 
know that one in every seven infants in this civilized land of England perishes before it is 
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one year old? That, in London, two in every five die before they are five years old? And, 
in the other great cities of England, nearly one out of two?” (10).  
The contrast between these works highlights a class bound split in available forms of effective 
persuasive strategies, where data has become the dominant upper class rhetoric, while narrative 
with pathos and moralist elements remains dominant among the lower classes. In the Notes on 
Nursing passage, the statistical contexts on child mortality are included, but regulated to the 
footnotes beneath, indicating Nightingale is still conscious of her need to prove her claims, but 
also aware that those reading this work will not necessarily feel the impact of her point with 
those figures inserted directly into the passage. Nightingale’s phrase, “Oh, mothers of families!” 
a direct address to the audience drawing on mother’s emotional ties to children while also 
invoking a kind of sermonizing, is not mirrored in her writings on the army. The contrast also 
highlights Nightingale’s flexibility in terms of register and writing styles. 
That Nightingale’s decision to write about her Crimean experiences impartially was a 
deliberate effort toward accessing viable persuasive modes of discourse can be further 
corroborated by looking at the contrast between that report and her life at Scutari through her 
letters and those of her companions. In those letters, it is clear is that Scutari was nothing like 
Spring Hill. Seacole describes Spring Hill as her small “sphere,” with bucolic buildings and 
rough shod, but homely gathering places. In Nightingale’s letters, Scutari was compared to the 
road to Hell141, comprised of “four miles of beds – and not eighteen inches apart,” filled with 
thousands of wounded soldiers, typically with one or more amputations (62). British stoicism 
was strong in the facility, with both Seacole and other witnesses142 noting the general silence in 
                                                          
141 Nightingale wrote to Sir William Bowman that Scutari was, “the kingdom of Hell, no one can doubt” (61). 
142 Some of the evidence we have of Nightingale’s experience comes from the writings of others who worked by 
her side in Scutari, such as C.H. and Selena Bracebridge (McDonald 59). 
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the wards, as well as the lack of complaint from the patients, despite great suffering, which 
Selena Bracebridge, another nurse in Nightingale’s group, applauds. Sanitary conditions when 
Nightingale arrived in 1854 were beyond the pale, and her letters, as well as her testimony in 
cases like the dismissal of Elizabeth Wheeler illustrate the extent of the problems within the 
facilities143. Lack of hygiene was so profound in Scutari that it rendered proper medical care and 
surgical skill nearly irrelevant. Cleaning and redressing wounds frequently, a standard practice 
effective in sanitary environments, highlighted the unhygienic state of the hospital, underscoring 
Nightingale’s early observation of being within the confines of Hell. In her testimony of the 
Wheeler case, she noted,  “I  have  seen  her  dress  the  wound  and assisted  her;  it  was  most  
carefully  done. I found maggots within six hours after a dressing,” evoking the festering 
abjection typical of Dante (90). Nightingale’s letters indicate the frenetic, impossible pace of 
providing care in the facility, with quickly scrawled notes to family, months apart. A week after 
arriving, she writes longingly of space beyond Scutari, indicating that the hospital is not only a 
cursed space, but, also a prison, “I have not been out of the hospital wards yet. But the most 
beautiful view in the world lies outside” (64). Nightingale’s perceptions of Scutari as Hell on 
Earth persisted, as the space of Scutari haunts her writing after the report for many years, 
including her work on sanitary reforms for India. Within her report however, Nightingale 
chooses to describe very little of the physical space at Scutari, except to explain the lack of 
sanitary practices and systems. Her anger regarding the state of the facilities is palpable, but is 
carefully illustrated with statistical evidence, not the impassioned descriptors of her letters.  
                                                          
143 Nightingale dismissed several nurses; Wheeler was the first, for drunkenness, and for incendiary letters home 
which were published, and misrepresented circumstances of the hospital and the medical staff at Scutari.  
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In addition to accessing empowered forms of discourse in her report, Nightingale’s 
rejection of overt infernal dreamscapes may have been related to her awareness of obstacles to 
her credibility, especially gender biases. Common stereotypes during this period regarding 
women and emotion, including assumed predisposition to hysteria, could have easily been 
leveraged against Nightingale with her upper class audience. While Seacole is jovial and 
opportunistic about her status as a woman144, and presents herself as performing standard, 
feminine, domestic, “homebased” labor for soldiers denied access to British women at home, 
Nightingale perceives her gender as a handicap. She is acutely sensitive to her position as a 
woman writing critically of men in power, noting early that, “It may be said that such matters are 
beyond my sphere,” a concern which she countermands by pulling on the weight of Lord Raglan: 
“the minister at war has requested me to give the results of my observation on these subjects” 
(579). Nightingale’s sensitivity to her lack of power forces her to regularly draw on the authority 
of male voices, especially ranking officers. 
While Seacole works to transmute the space she manages at the front into the familiar 
vessel of the homespace, where power dynamics are already set within gender paradigms, 
Nightingale does not claim Scutari as a place that might be like home. Instead, Nightingale most 
closely views the nurses under her as an extension of the army, and once claims for herself, 
perhaps cheekily, the “title of brigadier general, because forty British females, whom I have with 
me, are more difficult to manage than 4,000 men” (63). Nightingale’s typical rhetorical pattern is 
to make a claim or an accusation, acknowledge her position as a woman writer as precarious, and 
                                                          
144 Seacole’s position as creole and Jamaican, which also marked her as an outsider, may have mitigated some 
barriers for her regarding gender. She is undeniably “other” in multiple ways, and thus is perhaps less pigeon-holed 
than the white, upper class Nightingale, whose gender is an isolatable variable. Seacole is also not taking a critical 
stance against powerful men, which also alleviates potential criticism of her behavior through identity politics. 
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then to draw upon a male authority whose corroboration creates space for her project to continue. 
She performs the same kind of male echoing later, using letters from officers in the field to 
underscore her own points regarding negligence from the Chief Medical Officer, Dr. Smith. Her 
awareness of being an other in her report is consistent with her position as a woman in Scutari as 
well, where there was a general sense that there is very little space (physically or cerebrally) for 
women. In her early letters, she expresses her presence in Scutari as intrusion into male space, 
complicated by bad press which threatened to make the nursing force appear like a coup,  
“[Dr. Smith] is exceedingly irritated at the accounts in the Times. If we go quietly and 
privately, his influence is all for us. But if we went with a great body of nurses to take 
possession of the hospital, he would directly oppose us” (57).  
Early reports from the Times described lack of provisions for soldiers, as well as general 
incompetence in the medical staff and the chain of command. Nightingale would corroborate all 
of these early accusations through her own experiences in her report. Later, still mindful of the 
tenuous nature of her position at Scutari because of those Times reports, Nightingale lambasted 
Herbert for dispatching more nurses without her consent, adding pressures which exacerbated the 
struggle she faced in finding an acceptable balance between managing her nursing staff without 
overstepping the boundaries of the medical men and officers in the hospital. In her acidic rebuke 
of what she called a direct betrayal from Herbert, she writes, while threatening resignation: 
I have toiled my way into the confidence of the medical men. I have, by incessant 
vigilance day and night, introduced something like system into the disorderly operations 
of these women [...] To have [more] women scampering about the wards of a military 
hospital all day long, which they would do did an increased number relax their discipline 
and increase their leisure, would be as improper as absurd. (83)  
Her complaint to Herbert highlights how much her (female) presence in the hospital was also a 
battle, parallel to the Army’s efforts, struggling to find a toehold of confidence within the army 
medical spaces. It is ironic that mismanagement from the upper divisions of power, as in the 
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regular army campaign, would also set Nightingale back apace in her fight for integration at 
Scutari. Nightingale’s primary complaints about the influx of new nurses were spatialized. She 
noted with panic in her letters to Herbert that there was simply no space for their physical bodies 
at Scutari, and that she and the original nurses had also minimized the space they occupied 
themselves within the hospital to make way for patients:  
the only thing I can do is to discharge twelve of those I have, to fill their places […] 
crowd in twelve more into quarters already overcrowded for health (as there is not a 
square inch of room to be spared in these hospitals) and to take a house in Scutari for the 
remaining twenty-two, whom it will be impossible to employ in these hospitals, […] 
quartering them here is a physical impossibility. (37) 
Adding more female bodies within the hospital threatens the tenure of all who are currently 
there, as though the male hierarchy there, content to let a small number of nurses exist, would 
react like an immune system to expel a larger body, suddenly become threatening.  
Although Nightingale’s presence in Scutari is sometimes perceived as invasion or 
infection, in her report she attempts to portray herself as an immunization effort against future 
wounds to the British army. Beyond using male credibility to shore up her position of critique, 
Nightingale also attempts to mitigate the perception that she is attacking Drs. Smith and Hall, 
justifying dragging their correspondence into scrutiny as an effort to uncover and rectify flaws in 
the system, not to specifically place blame for the mortality outcomes with the two men:  
It would be as useless as injudicious to select individual instances or persons as the 
objects of animadversion. [...] Without  wishing  to  attach  blame  to  anyone [...] let us 
try to see whether such a  system  cannot  be invented  as  men  of  ordinary caliber can  
work  in,  to  the  preservation and not to the destruction of an army. Let it not be said ‘‘It 
is all past—bygones are bygones.’’ A future war is not past. We are speaking for the 
future. (650) 
Her desire to build a new system in this section seems pragmatic, arguing that those who serve in 
Britain’s military forces (medical or combat) must be expected to be average, flawed individuals, 
whose behavior is directly shaped by the environmental system in which they are placed. She is 
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arguing for a built-to-last system, with flexibility and good bones that can weather changes in 
personnel and leadership over time and in variegated circumstances. She is also arguing that the 
system, as a perceptual work environment (an imagined space), must be constructed to 
encourage healthy and efficient behavior, which the current system reverses by encouraging 
diffusion and decentralization of responsibility. Nightingale does not depict an imagined ideal 
version of battlefront hospital space, but does hint at how such a space could have been 
developed, in contrast to what actually happened at Scutari: 
Scutari. The documents about these hospitals show only hopeless disorganization. There 
are no recommendations as to remedying overcrowding or defective ventilation, defective 
hospital sewers, defective burial of the dead; a few as to cleanliness […].The whole 
history of our disaster lies here. The existing organization never contemplates such things 
at all. The only possible way of dealing with the excessively bad sanitary condition of 
these hospitals would have been to have had an independent and responsible governor, 
with a competent sanitary officer and sanitary engineer on the spot at his disposal. It was 
simply absurd to look to the principal medical officer in the Crimea for advice as to what 
the defects were, or how they should be rectified. The melancholy part of it was that the 
sick paid the penalty. (659) 
Although on one level, in this passage Nightingale is simply lamenting poor policy as 
responsible for much suffering, on another level she is advocating for a revolutionary kind of 
change in the logic of public health, whereby system deficiencies can be blamed over individuals 
for resulting disease. What Nightingale is arguing, and what was accepted by her audience, is 
that environment (physical or perceptual system) dictates behavior. In earlier conservative 
arguments, like the disgust Seacole displays regarding her observations of the living conditions 
of the people she treats in Cruces, the logical line was that degenerated environments were 
caused by, and the responsibility of those who lived within them, i.e. that filth and disease were 
natural outcomes of lives defined by sloth and sin. Nightingale’s argument here, is that within 
systems, (of command, of provisions, of medical care), environment (space) is the dominant 
factor in shaping human behavior. If a system, which is itself a kind of reactive perceptual space, 
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works to diffuse blame and responsibility out among a range of parties in order to avoid 
punishment, members within that system will work for the objective of blame shifting, instead of 
efficiency. In reframing and defining the course of outcomes as defined by environment, 
Nightingale is again drawing from her sanitationist beliefs, which place strict emphasis on 
architectural design. If a hospital space, like Scutari, is constructed on a flawed system not 
designed to prevent disease, disease will flourish. So too, if a system of command is not designed 
appropriately, chaos and casualties, like pestilence and disease, will spread. 
 Hereby, Nightingale crafts her report to both create a memory of Scutari and the Crimea 
as a failed effort because of a larger flawed system that created dangerous and regrettable 
conditions. While the dominant rhetorical trend in this work is narrative illustrated by statistics 
and observations, it is not accurate to say that Nightingale fully avoids the hellfire trope within 
her work. She uses some strategies to underscore the power and horror of the events in Scutari 
without traditional narrative. Unlike the other depictions of the Crimea she criticizes, or earlier 
works that emphasize emotional descriptions, Nightingale reframes hell in Scutari as an 
inevitable extinction of life, with clear and preventable causes. This version of hell, an inevitable 
descent more than a pit of suffering, is illustrated in two ways in her report: chronological 
narration with overarching premonitions of doom, and graphic representation of actual mortality 
rates. In explaining the incompetence and inaction of the Chief Medical Officer, Dr. Andrew 
Smith, Nightingale creates a chronological narrative account of letter exchanges between Smith 
and his colleagues during the period in which provisioning for the army became the most dire. 
Within the timeline structure, Nightingale both shows what Smith was concerned about, and 
what he was not concerned about. Frequently, she inserts ominous comments such as “The great 
calamity is now drawing to its height,” which she follows with a series of observations based on 
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Dr. Smith’s preceding correspondence, and contrasting it to her own experiences of observing 
the troops as they arrived at Scutari (594). Secondly, Nightingale presents the mortality data of 
Scutari over time pictorially, which aligns with Smith’s narrative, to underscore the gravity and 
momentum of the loss of life. Her illustration of mortality rates in the hospital is famous, which, 
like Dante’s narrative spiral, encourages the reader to experience the horror of Hell with its 
inmates inhabiting a vast, geometrical form (fig. 2).
  

















(Fig 3, modified version of fig 2; Chart 
courtesy of Patricia Warwick, in McDonald, 
pp. PS7) 
 
One might say, that like Seacole’s presentation of Cruces as a stand-in for traumatic British 
bodies, Nightingale transmogrifies the suffering of the British Army body into consumable data, 
which, unlike the unprocessable nature of narrated horrific trauma, allows for cerebral 
acceptance, creates distance and objectivity, and offers potential action in the face of the 




   
(fig. 4, McDonald, pp. 695) 
Of the table, labeled “Understatement of Mortality in Hospitals of Bosphorus,” Nightingale 
provides characteristic analysis:  
The above table is, therefore, not given as any approximation to the actual mortality, but  
[…] an understatement of the real rate of mortality. It is an illustration of the method 
sometimes practised [sic] which gives an unfairly favourable estimate. […] as time went 
on, and the sanitary evils of the hospitals became intensified for the next sick population, 
by means of the unfortunate sick who went before, although the number of sick actually 
diminished by one eighth, viz., in February, the mortality continued to increase by more 
than one fifth. (695-6). 
In another example, Nightingale again allows a chart to make an argument for her more 
completely. While she narrates the problem of overcrowding, her text is again dominated by a 
table graphic, reemphasizing her point (fig 3).  
Frightful overcrowding. Our hospital regulations assign 2 feet as the space to be assigned 
between each bed. Dr. Christison, of Edinburgh, assigns as the minimum space for each 
patient 9 feet from head to head, 10 feet from head to middle of ward, 14 feet in height. 
Guy’s Hospital gives a space of from 4 to 10 feet between bed and bed; the London 
Hospital 8 feet; the London Fever Hospital 9 feet; King’s College Hospital 6 feet; St 
Bartholomew’s 5 feet; the naval hospitals 4 feet between beds. (700) 
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The following hospitals give respectively: 
 
  
(fig. 5, “Cubic Feet of Space per Patient,” McDonald, pp. 700). 
 
While Seacole avoids presenting British traumatic bodies because of potential fallout with her 
audience, Nightingale follows the same instinct, and does so to prevent the ineffectuality and 
inaction often associated with traumatic recollection. She double narrates her main points, using 
statistics and graphic versions of her data to re-emphasize her arguments, as if challenging her 
readers to raise arguments in the face of said figures. The doubling of the arguments, first 
narratively and then graphically, both allows for guided understanding, as well as a kind of 
echoing effect, as if her points were made by multiple sources, though she is simply restating the 
data. 
Stakes for Nightingale’s success hinging on her report of the war were high. For one, her 
tenure in the Crimea was something of a gendered experiment, and that she both successfully 
weathered it, and proved herself more competent than the managing system from the General 
Medical Council was a major victory in terms of transmuting nursing labor in the future as a 
professional interest. Her success, and her fame from that success, created the conditions 
necessary for her to establish the first nursing schools in England which trained nurses as 
professionals. Furthermore, providing the upper class with her data about the conflict, both 
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proving that mortality and sanitation systems were correlated closely enough to imply causation, 
underscored the power of sanitationism as a discipline that needed study, and should dictate a 
slew of public health measures, including hospital planning and architecture, public health 
reform efforts regarding housing and sewage, and encouraging auditing systems to track the use 
of sanitationist ideology throughout England. In all of these things, Nightingale was successful in 
carrying her point, if not consistently obeyed in implementation.  
In both cases, Seacole and Nightingale intuit a problem with British memory regarding 
conflict and trauma, and avoid describing them directly, in order to succeed in their distinctive 
rhetorical projects. In Seacole’s case, describing traumatic bodies in Cruces allows her to verify 
her credentials as a healer, and to capitalize on oppositional community building strategies with 
her audience. Avoiding describing bodies in the Crimea allows her to access shared cultural grief 
and propriety, solidifying her audience alignment. For Nightingale, avoiding describing British 
traumatic bodies allows her to avoid accusations of gender inflected sentimentality or hysteria, to 
set herself apart from what she views as sensationalism in other Crimean narratives, and instead 
creates space for her to represent mortality as an actionable course for the future. In each case, 
these women use rhetorical strategies to create opportunity for memory shaping about the 
conflict.  
 In reading Nightingale and Seacole’s work side-by-side, it becomes clear that occupying 
the male space of the military hospital and the battlefield created unique problems and 
opportunities for these two women, both as the managers of physical territory within conflict 
zones and under patriarchal rule, as well as writers who need to tell a war story for a greater 
purpose. That both of them needed to craft a remembered version of their experience in the 
Crimea is hardly coincidence. As nurses in the public eye, both Nightingale and Seacole were 
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under scrutiny because of a series of gendered questions alive in the Victorian imaginary, and 
their stories highlight these issues in sharp relief. When reading Seacole’s text, the 
intersectionality of her identity as both female and nonwhite create fascinating dynamics of 
power and credibility. Her narrative shows how femininity, as a locus of Victorian power, can be 
leveraged toward making homespace even in foreign landscapes, and that the ability to 
transmogrify space in this way can also transmogrify selfhood. In becoming Mother Seacole, and 
telling her own story, Seacole permanently weaves herself into the fabric of British life, 
simultaneously creating an imagined nostalgia that offers a panacea, an alternative memory, to 
patch over lived trauma, which one might argue is both the memory of living through war, as 
well as for Seacole herself, living through prejudice.  
Conversely, Nightingale’s work is strongly invested in resisting nostalgia, instead 
insisting on a progressive version of the future based on a clear-eyed review of the past as 
misguided. While it is clear from Nightingale’s report that her overt desire is reform of physical 
spaces of hospitals, and perceptual systems of organization within the military, she is also 
arguing for a reevaluation of past assumptions regarding women in medical roles simply by her 
existence as a rational, competent force who is able to rise above chaos and insensibility that her 
male counterparts are not. Her totalizing vision of the war, possible only from her position within 
the confines of Scutari, makes her both the speaker for the dead and the voice of reason. As a 
women occupying the space of memory which is laden with shame and loss, she provides her 
readers with a path out of hell’s circle, as if Virgil led Dante out of the darkness herself.  
Nursing, in hospitals and in home spaces, had up until the Crimean conflict occupied a 
space of shame and cultural approbation. Victorian gendered ideology found women offering 
services natural within their perceived view of femininity for money an abomination, while elder 
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daughters often performed nursing services for their families gratis, sometimes for the span of 
their lifetime145. Women who nursed for money were often portrayed as “unsexed,” and typically 
known to be boorish and alcoholic146.  Nightingale’s and Seacole’s narratives occur at the 
moment when cultural perception of nurses for hire would shift, largely because of their 
successful navigations of the Crimean space. Seacole, who was actually a nurse for hire, seeking 
to make monetary gain from her time on the battlefield, ironically created an argument within her 
narrative that perpetuated nursing as an extension of naturalized female domesticity, while 
valorizing female entrepreneurship. Her insistence on homespace as the dominant image of 
Spring Hill in some ways created a template of nursing service, that even when done for 
strangers, was possible to perform like a properly domestic Victorian woman. Seacole stretches 
the walls of homespace outward, and makes them capable of transplant anywhere, a task she is 
uniquely suited to as a traveler and a colonial figure. Concurrently, Nightingale creates the clear 
case for nurses as a professional class, and sketches the image of a nurse beyond public reproach 
by leveraging her authority as an upper-class lady. The nurses she would train would be in her 
own image, professionals that would frequently create friction with doctors who came from 
lower class backgrounds, but who assumed themselves dominant by gender and occupational 
role.  
In recent years, groups of nurses within the UK have struggled with the profession’s 
enduring use of Nightingale as its primary symbol. Many of the nurses within the UK are  
women of color, who do not come from upper-class backgrounds, and who identify readily with 
the struggling journey of Mother Seacole, a nurse whose fame came at the same time as 
                                                          
145 See Judith Flanders’s The Victorian House. 
146 See McClintock, or the famous characterization of nurse Grace Poole in Charlotte Bronte’s Jane Eyre. 
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Nightingale’s, but unendorsed by forces of power, has been forgotten, and only recently 
rediscovered. Nightingale too, has been viewed as a vengeful figure, depicted in several films as 
the primary responsible party for Crimean death in 1855, from inadequate research and a fairly 
thin-veiled, virulent form of misogyny. Seacole’s version of nursing, like her view of the Crimea, 
celebrates home and community, the power of care through adversity to embrace positive 
emotions and move through pain. Nightingale’s version of nursing, too, like her view of the 
Crimea, insists that nurses are also scholars, that they are and should be considered a 
professional force, and that their voices should be elevated and respected. In reading the works 
of these two women, it would be wise for our generations to note that they were both able to 
carve unconventional, coexisting spaces out of the patriarchal world of the Crimean conflict. One 
can choose which memory of the Crimea, or which vision of nursing, to hold onto, but both 

























Dirty Little Secrets: Lying-in Spaces and Baby Farms 
 
 
Specialty hospitals were contentious spaces that frequently drew criticism, although that 
criticism was hardly evenly dispersed. Doctors opposed to specialty facilities complained that 
these hospitals siphoned philanthropic funding away from general facilities, and were considered 
inefficient, requiring more administrative power while limited in their services147. They argued 
that the continued rise in specialty hospitals148 would create inconveniences for doctor training, 
and their existence ran against the general zeitgeist of doctors as experts in all forms of medicine 
by allowing some practitioners to be specifically focused on one area of expertise149. Some 
facilities were considered specialty hospitals in name only, like military hospitals150, and 
generally avoided criticism. Some, like asylums, were recognized as necessary, though still bore 
significant disparagement151. Others were plum targets. Criticism over specialty facilities was 
perhaps never as high stakes or hysterical as it was regarding maternity facilities, also called 
                                                          
147 See Chapter 2 for more discussion of the desire to concentrate funds in general hospitals. 
148 Specialty hospital growth was very high in the 19C. See Burdette for percentages, also discussed in Chapter 2. 
149 By contrast, the American system of medicine in our own time rewards hyper-specialization, making general 
practitioners often the lowest economic earners compared to their specialist colleagues (e.g. plastic surgeons). 
150 As Sir Henry Burdette notes, military hospitals are specialist in only that they provide single-sex general care for 
men. In the case of lying-in houses, of course, single-sex care for women became extremely controversial.  
151 See chapter 5 for criticism of asylums, especially superintendents. 
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lying-in houses, in the 1860s. Attacks on these facilities were not parceled with criticism of 
specialty facilities in general, but were instead part of a larger nexus of rhetorical campaigns 
meant to tighten restrictions regarding maternity medicine, ostensibly to decrease the infant 
mortality rate. Negative focus on private lying-in spaces supported and encouraged the 
development of a new system of registrations and licensure to that end, while also 
institutionalizing doctors as primary maternity care sources, ousting many female midwives 
without formal medical education. Victorian maternity spaces themselves are rarely addressed in 
criticism, despite Victorian preoccupation with them in periodicals and in medical advice works, 
as well as their occasional appearances in literary works. Examining the presence, and logistics, 
of maternity experience within the Victorian period highlights a range of shifting gendered 
politics and presumptions within the fledgling world of obstetrics, and emphasizes, as in earlier 
chapters, how spaces bely social codes and mores, especially regarding control over certain types 
of bodies. Exploring representations of maternity spaces offers an opportunity to investigate 
Victorian thinking about specifically female bodies in medical contexts152, and how that thinking 
evolved over the course of the century. 
Maternity: Homebirth 
Victorian maternity medicine, like most other forms of care, was a class-bound 
experience. Upper class women general delivered their children at home, tended by their own 
servants, as well as midwives, and later more exclusively by doctors. Maternity handbooks, like 
Thomas Bull’s Hints to Mothers, assume homebirth settings and upper-class delicacies, and seek 
to control those spaces in sanitationist patterns, while encouraging the entrenchment of doctors in 
                                                          
152 In chapter 5, I will spend more time working through medical space as a fulcrum for gendered control, as 
asylums were female populated at high rates. 
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maternity care. Bull offers narrative examples throughout his volume; in one, he describes the 
follies of a birthing room in a home before the heroic doctor arrives, complaining of heat, 
overcrowding, and the potential for miasma, as well as the poison of gossip: 
I counted in the lying-in room […] half-a-dozen people, […] the atmosphere so heated 
and impure […] the patient, she was half-buried in a soft feather-bed, while a friend, if 
not two, were on the bed for the alleged purpose of supporting her back. […] This state of 
things having existed for hours, with the talking and gossip, and anxious looks […] the 
patient’s strength had become entirely exhausted, her mind depressed, and the natural 
progress of labor so interrupted, that artificial assistance had at last been thought 
necessary. Such assistance, however, was not required […] I put out the fire, and the 
friends too. (Bull 151-2) 
The scene Bull describes is dramatic and semi-comical, with overheated bodies and chatter 
plaguing the laboring patient body while she sinks ever lower, into both depression and quite 
literally into her overladen feather bed. The women in this room are characterized especially by 
their foolishness; they cannot feel the burden of heat and impure air and are unaware of their 
behavior as stressful to their friend153. The doctor appears with the professionalism of the 
medical establishment, whisking away the inferno and its denizens, creating ideal conditions to 
encourage quick and efficient labor. Bull’s narrative exemplifies a number of trends in maternity 
care; he demonstrates the clear drive to reduce the number of bodies within lying-in rooms,154 the 
sanitationist practices still fully in force at the time which were concerned with purity of air and 
overheating, and, perhaps most interestingly, the growing need to depict the presence of women 
in medical spaces as potential hinderances to wellness. While Bull does not specify that the 
“half-a-dozen” friends present in the birthroom here are female, we can assume they are, as it 
                                                          
153 Bull may be onto something here, regarding negativity. The start of labor is often helped by the release of 
oxytocin, the hormone associated with sex, excitement, and pleasure, which is why today women are sometimes 
encouraged to have intercourse after thirty-nine weeks to help ‘jump start’ labor. The idea that labor can be 
stopped midway by gossip and heat, however, is of course, preposterous. 
154 The exclusivity of the lying-in space is interestingly characterized by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s short story, “The 
Curse of Eve,” in which a soon-to-be father is tortured by his (entirely typical) exclusion from the birthroom, while 
able to hear snippets of its goings on through the floorboards. 
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was very uncommon for men, other than doctors, to enter those spaces at all. Furthermore, the 
description of them as sitting upon the patient’s bed, gossiping, make it clearer that this room is 
packed with a gaggle of female bodies, all of which the doctor views as not only superfluous, but 
as a hinderance to natural and appropriate processes, such as labor155. Bull is specific about 
which female bodies are acceptable in a lying-in space, allowing only one nurse and one friend 
to be present, and only according to his standards. He spends several pages outlining potential 
pitfalls in hired nurses, whose primary purpose is to prepare for the coming of the doctor. Bull 
complains of deaf nurses, nurses without references, and lower-class nurses where “ignorance 
and coarseness,” make it, “dangerous for the medical man to have such a person carry out his 
measures, while she is anything but a fit companion for the patient” (148). Bull specifies that one 
friend is permitted within the lying-in space, and that that “friend” is “usually and naturally 
enough,” the mother of the patient, but with the caution that she should only agree to the task if 
“her feelings are not likely to betray her judgement” (149). Hesitation, restriction, and warnings 
are persistent in dialogues of admittance for female bodies into the birthing space; the doctor in 
this text controls the room, even before he arrives, and decides who is admitted, with what 
prerequisites, and who is “put out” quickly (152). 
 Bull describes the ideal architecture of the birthing room with more detail than other 
sources, and it is clear that his opinions are formed within sanitationist paradigms. He notes that 
the space “should be large and airy,” with a fireplace, and, “the room least exposed to noise” 
(153). He describes at length the need for “proper ventilation,” and a steady coolness of air 
                                                          
155 The encouraged trend of women perceived as no longer “naturally knowledgeable” about childbirth and 
childrearing was arguably the biggest medical shift in the Victorian period. Nightingale remarks on this trend with 
exasperation at least once in “Notes on Nursing,” sardonically questioning how women of ancient times had 
birthed and raised children at all without constantly consulting doctors. 
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“never allowed to exceed 60° Fahrenheit.” He disparages the “prejudices,” supportive of, 
“impure and overheated air,” “which in former times were so prevalent in this country,” and 
which still threaten to override doctoral authority unless he is constantly vigilant against them 
(153). Because Bull writes his work intended for upper class women, the problem of propriety, 
dignity, and “delicacy” are addressed by highly specific instructions and codes of behavior meant 
to minimize the awkward, “annoying and vexatious” possibility of interactions between the male 
doctor and the female patient that would suggest any kind of sexual contact. The new problem of 
male doctors needing to physically manage female bodies, including their most private and 
socially burdened body parts, necessitated a depersonalizing system previously unnecessary with 
female midwives. Male doctors had, in other branches of medicine, begun trusting physical 
metrics as more reliable and objective than patient narratives with the invention of certain 
technologies, such as the stethoscope156. Maternity processes were, and had always been, 
physical symptom oriented, as the patient is unable to know her own stages during labor itself, 
although those symptoms had usually been registered by experienced women who knew signs 
and stages of delivery. Ladening the delivery process with a series of detailed, specific 
instructions created for the doctor the comfort of procedure (or ritual), and presumably 
anticipates female objections to being invasively examined by a male doctor. Bull’s intones the 
advantages of the instructions for the woman to ready herself for examination in his specified 
plan, including the nurse “throw[ing] a covering […] over her mistress, the room […] slightly 
darkened,” noting that hereby, “the medical attendant is not even seen by his patient, her feelings 
of delicacy are in no way wounded” and, in his opinion, “all rational ground of objection [to 
examination] is obviated” (159). The need to preclude the intimacy of eye contact, and to veil the 
                                                          
156 See Caldwell. 
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laboring woman’s face as a substitute for actual physical discreteness is fascinating; Bull 
suggests that simply not looking at the man while he examines the woman is a sufficient social 
substitute for actually avoiding contact157.  
The acknowledgement of veiling as a necessary process to avoid “annoying and 
vexatious” mutual recognition of physical contact also indicates Bull’s awareness of female 
bodily privacy as a sacrificed concept in this interaction. Veiling reduces the anxiety and 
personalization of the body for the doctor, allowing him to disassociate the physical exam of a 
female body and its parts from the individual identity attached to them158. Lastly, for the mother, 
veiling has an inverse effect, creating sensation without visual input, physical intrusions without 
the awareness or the control that eye contact and physical assent would allow, and a tacit 
recognition of her body as a whole as objectionable within the lying-in space. The transfer of 
shame in this interaction is complete; the woman’s body becomes the objectionable element 
within the space, not the Victorian social paradigms that preclude male/female contact outside of 
marriage.  
Maternity: Lying-In Houses, and their Scandals 
 
While upper class women were experiencing new burdens of social coding as they 
increasingly saw male doctors during labor, at least the posturing of those codes indicated that 
their privacy was a valuable phenomenon. Other women, generally middle and lower middle 
class, had maternity experiences beyond homecare, with privacy alternatively characterized. If 
                                                          
157 See work by Emily August on the similarities between Victorian rhetorics of surgery and rape language. 
158 Furthermore, it heightens the subjectivity of the newborn, whose face is revealed upon delivery, while the 
mother remains shrouded. The opposite impulse, however, is followed in Conan Doyle’s story, where the father 




for financial or proprietary reasons, a woman could not deliver her baby at home, through at least 
the 1880s she could deliver at a lying-in house, which were typically privately owned and 
operated by individual women experienced in midwifery. These establishments were not licensed 
or regulated, and came into the crosshairs of the medical establishment and the British Medical 
Journal as intolerable spaces that needed stamping out. The doctors at the BMJ ran reports that 
connected lying-in houses with infanticide, either by abortion or outright murder of infants, and 
as supply stations for baby-farms159. Several high-profile court cases solidified the perceived 
association between all lying-in houses and infanticide, and the spaces were regulated under the 
Infant Life Protection Act of 1872. The most famous case was Margaret Waters, accused of 
some nineteen infant murders between 1866-1870 (Haller par. 29). 
Media coverage of cases like Hall’s pushed forward the thesis that all lying-in houses 
engaged in infanticide160 and abortions. Early reports from the BMJ had been hesitant to 
characterize all lying houses in this way and suggested instead a spectrum of evil among them. 
Later, propelled by momentum from trials like Mrs. Hall’s, characterizations of the facilities 
seemed to indicate a consensus of practice, that they all performed nefarious acts in similar ways 
(in spite of early evidence showing their variability). Ruth Ellen Homrighaus has noted in her 
exploration of the BMJ that early reports linking lying-in facilities and baby farms, beyond 
conceptually binding the two spaces together, also established an associated criminality around 
all activities related to maternity and childcare, including pregnancy, adoption, lying-in, abortion, 
                                                          
159 Facilities that ostensibly cared for unwanted children or the children of working mothers, but who were 
notorious for a nearly 100% mortality rate. 
160 The 1890 Encyclopaedia Britannica highlights Hall’s and Margaret Waters’ cases as drawing attention to the 
connection between lying-in houses and infanticide, and states that the Act of 1872 (Infant Life Protection) was a 
direct response to those and similar cases. 
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baby-farming, and wet-nursing161. The later, flatter depictions of lying-in houses also castigated 
female proprietors of maternity facilities more generally as specimens of moral turpitude, or 
unthinkable villainy162. Baby-farms eventually became the central image of infanticide reporting, 
but early reports focused on lying-in houses as bearing similar levels of responsibility for the 
infant mortality rate163. Lying-in houses were access points in an underground trade of money 
and infant bodies, where women wantonly disposed of children. The campaigns against such 
facilities were rather successful, stigmatizing the spaces and the women who ran them, and 
heightening scrutiny of women who engaged their services as clients, limiting options for lying-
in for women in working and middle-class circumstances. 
Suppositions of infanticide were not the only source of anxiety regarding lying-in houses; 
they became imagined as spaces where women gave birth to dangerous fictions as well as 
children. The secrecy of lying-in spaces meant that women (mothers and proprietresses) could 
control infant bodies as tradeable commodities beyond male/public knowledge or control. The 
concealment of those bodies, and of the female bodies lying-in themselves, created a nearly 
hysterical desire to uncover, expose, and control everything within those facilities, and if 
possible, to eradicate the spaces entirely. The later connections between infanticide, baby farm 
supplying, and abortion offered more than adequate probable cause to strictly regulate the 
                                                          
161 Some of those associations would be perfunctorily rescinded. For example, the BMJ acknowledged the laudable 
intentions of some individuals who adopted babies. The earlier accusations of all persons wishing to adopt children 
as greedy child murderers no doubt rankled feelings among many, particularly devout Christians. 
162 In addition to efforts to link women practicing maternity medicine to immorality, doctors also regularly 
insinuated dangerous incompetence in women regarding medicine, especially midwives and nurses. 
163 Homrighaus affirms with cross-reference to the OED, that the term “baby-farming” is a fluctuating term that 
changed particularly because of the reports on infanticide by the BMJ. Baby-farming was defined as a practice, the 
individuals performing it, and the space of performance, being either where infants were sent for shoddy 
childcare, or for premeditated infanticide and disposal. Prior to the high-profile cases regarding baby farming in 
the 1860s and 70s, baby-farming also referred to midwives’ activities or lying-in spaces and their proprietors more 
generally. To mention baby-farming was to raise the specter of all these ideas at once, including both accidental 
and intentional child mortality, though by the 1890s, the criminal version of baby-farming was the most resonant 
and expected meaning. 
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spaces, but early reports reveal the urgent need to expose the private goings on inside lying-in 
houses, with or without suspicions of infant murder. Editors at the BMJ, like Dr. Ernest Hart, 
took it upon themselves to write a series of reports on lying-in spaces as undercover 
investigators164. The doctors reported that in lying-in houses, women learned how to lie about 
their bodies, their past actions, and about their children—and these learned lies were 
characterized as a brand of irresistible female perfidy, transferrable from one immoral woman 
(i.e. the proprietress) to another165. The reporters seem the most scandalized by the process of 
mock confinements, often describing them in (similar) minute detail; women could feign 
pregnancy and labor, and be given bastard children unbeknownst to their husbands, or they might 
acquire extra children from poor women if they desired more than one. Mock confinements 
appear in these reports as bloody spectacles with sheeps’ bladders and female alliances against 
male knowledge; they function like a kind of cuckolding which also threatens the purity of 
bloodlines. Mock confinements were possible because of the privacy-oriented structure of lying-
in facilities, and their lack of oversight (legally, or by men generally). The editors at the BMJ 
imply that the deceptive nature of infanticide and mock pregnancies were connected; if women 
could lie about pregnancies or the origins of their children, then they were perhaps questionably 
immoral enough participate in the social lie of infanticide. The focus on lying-in facilities, 
particularly related to mock confinements is interesting; it highlights the distrust and growing 
intolerance of the medical community with female privacy in maternity care, indicative of a 
growing need to control female bodies in medical spaces. The compulsion toward exposure as 
proper within this sphere of care runs against Bull’s central argument in his volume, which 
                                                          
164 The stories were popular enough to be picked up in other print outlets, making their reach even broader. 
165 On some level, all women are naturally sinful in this worldview, though these particular interactions seem to 
suggest contagion of immorality between women, or a corruption of one by the experiences of another. 
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insists on limited but specific control of a space which is generally private. Esther Waters 
explores the problem of exposure in maternity care spaces, which has its roots in this very public 
effort to uncover the processes of maternity at private facilities, and its corresponding effort to 
convince the public that such exposure was a necessary component of ensuring justice. 
Didactic Moore: Lessons on Wet-Nursing 
 
Criminality related to maternity proved a fascinating subject for some Victorian authors. 
In 1892, George Moore famously represented the immorality of the baby farming system in his 
novel, Esther Waters, as connected to wet-nursing. In the novel, Moore creates a morally upright 
mother, Esther, who is entangled in a perverse system in her attempt to both survive and protect 
the life of her illegitimate son. Moore is persistent in his effort to create Esther as a kind of 
morality model who, despite being fallen, resists depravity. Unlike Gaskell’s Ruth, who 
allegorically displays moral purity through a life of good works after seduction, Esther faces 
actual challenges of survival within the reality of single motherhood and the social ostracization 
associated with it, without the safety net Gaskell provides for Ruth and her child. Moore is also 
more pointed in presenting the social systems and interactions that create conditions for 
desperate behaviors, like infanticide. In two famous scenes, Esther plainly draws the connection 
between wet-nursing and the subsistence of baby farms and their practice of infanticide, ending 
her service as a wet-nurse to a wealthy woman, and taking her infant son back from the baby-
farmer who offers to “get rid of” him for five pounds (130). As she confronts Mrs. Rivers, the 
wealthy mother, Esther outlines the calculus of wet-nursing simply, expounding on her 
knowledge that two wet-nurses for the woman’s child had lost their children before she had been 
hired at the post: 
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“It is a life for a life—more than that, ma'am—two lives for a life; and now the life of my 
boy is asked for." A strange look passed over Mrs. Rivers' face. She knew, of course, that 
she stood well within the law, that she was doing no more than a hundred other 
fashionable women were doing at the same moment; but this plain girl had a plain way of 
putting things, and she did not care for it to be publicly known that the life of her child 
had been bought with the lives of two poor children. (124-5) 
This scene is perhaps the most famous in Moore’s novel, along with Esther’s subsequent near 
escape from the baby-farmer who threatens to beat her if she doesn’t pay (more) money before 
taking her baby with her. The two scenes, which show clearly the culpability and the cognizance 
of wrongdoing by both the wealthy socialite Mrs. Rivers, and Mrs. Spires the baby-farmer, 
emphasize the evils of the wet-nursing and baby-farming systems as inextricably related. In 
critical circles, these scenes are often depicted as the part of the central power of the novel as a 
social commentary. Moore follows traditional lines in these scenes in terms of visible evil and 
Victorian female morality paradigms, but also again touches on the politics of public exposure 
and privacy. Mrs. Rivers desires a motherhood untethered from the physical reality of mothering. 
She paradoxically reflects the position expected of upper class women, who neither labor nor 
produce, but rather exist as ornaments in the lives of others. Her refusal to provide labor for her 
child beyond birthing seems alien to Esther, who has worked her entire life, and who, throughout 
the novel, is willing, competent, and durable as a laboring, contributing social body, but is 
repeatedly denied opportunities to work because of social codes that demand her ostracization. 
Moore is quite willing in this scene to allow readers access to Mrs. Rivers’ subconscious 
thoughts, posing potential questions about the inherent problems in Victorian social forms, the 
physicality of motherhood, and the problematic and vampiric nature of a child that consumes 
other children for survival. Esther’s “plain way of putting things,” meaning spoken language 
accessible regardless of class boundaries, becomes a powerful form of coercion in this scene, as 
Mrs. Rivers is checked by the possibility of public scrutiny (125). Esther is vindicated here in her 
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speech to Mrs. Rivers, and again in provoking fear from the baby-farmer when she screams 
“murder,” in her effort to escape (131). The fear of scrutiny in the baby farm scene, this time 
from the police, provides leverage for Esther to escape the baby-farm unscathed. While Moore 
makes much of Esther’s disadvantages as illiterate, reminding readers frequently of her 
limitations in employment and in access to the moral guidance of scripture, he also gives Esther 
the ability to read social patterns and human motivations with rapidity and precision, allowing 
her to speak truth to power multiple times in this work. While at the end of the novel, Moore 
depicts her as a simple, hardworking woman of common stock, Esther’s adventures and 
interactions with those who attempt to take advantage of her throughout the novel mark her more 
in line with Gaskell’s most outspoken heroines, like Mary Barton, or Margaret Hale of North and 
South.  
Yet, Esther’s story is not a straight-forward work of social critique. As Jules Law notes, 
by the 1890s when Moore published his novel, baby-farming and wet nursing were both 
somewhat anachronistic practices, as artificial baby food was being developed and made safer 
through food safety advances like pasteurization and the invention of the rubber nipple bottle 
(130). Mrs. Rivers even protests to Esther that, “If you go to-night my baby will die. She cannot 
be brought up on the bottle,” suggesting that Esther’s employment is a matter of social image 
more than of strict necessity166, a point underscored by Esther in her suggestion (made upon their 
first meeting, and again just before Esther leaves) that Mrs. Rivers could nurse herself, “Why 
couldn't you [nurse your baby], ma'am? You look fairly strong and healthy" (126; 124). Despite 
                                                          
166 With viable artificial food options, like bottle feeding, for this child, the reality of two infant deaths prior to 
Esther’s employment becomes even more repugnant, perhaps, but also interestingly increases the perceived value 
of Esther’s own production, meaning that what she provides to the baby is not simply a matter of survival,  but 
rather preferable, as in, of superior quality to alternatives. 
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the empowerment Moore bestows on his working-class hero in these moments, Law rightly 
asserts that the didactic outrage within Moore’s novel regarding wet-nursing was unlikely to 
affect either public opinion or practices more than the natural shift that was already occurring. 
From this premise, Law notes that social messaging within Moore’s work is nostalgic at best, 
recalling moral outrage and tapping into class-based embitterment, rather than propelling change. 
Hereby, Law dismisses the novel in terms of importance regarding historical contextualization. 
Yet, while perhaps anachronistic in terms of its didactic stance on parts of the nexus of maternity 
practices in the 1890s, a historically contextualized approach to Moore’s work is rewarding in 
considering additional aspects of his depiction of maternity, medicine, and spaces related to 
those practices, especially those that are less burdened with overt condemnation in the text.  
While critics have explored Moore’s depiction of wet-nursing as integrated with classicism, 
particularly the outsized burden of empire building born by working class bodies (i.e. to produce 
soldiers), Moore also reveals the shifts in maternity care toward transparent birth processes in the 
public hospital, as a result of efforts to eradicate the significantly more private, female-run lying-
in houses. Understanding Moore’s novel as a historically grounded work in regard to how female 
bodies became managed in public spaces of care, like the maternity ward at the public hospital, 
instructs us regarding the kind of spatial control doctors levied after lying-in spaces were 
associated with infanticide. Furthermore, it allows us to pose new questions about the nexus of 
childbirth, female intimacy, male anxiety, privacy, and exposure as related to spaces in medical 
care. 
BMJ Reporting on Lying-In Houses and the Rise of Institutional Maternity Space 
 
Before returning to the space of maternity in Moore, it is worth pausing to consider 1860s 
sentiment regarding privacy and transparency more generally, approaching the peculiar 
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occurrence of medical men turned reporters at the BMJ. An ethos favorable to exposure had 
become the new normal in the 1860s. The Crimean War, with its dramatic processes167 of 
exposing the public to information about mortality, sickness, and depravation on the front lines, 
shifted the climate in Britain regarding medical privacy. The public had seen, first hand, how 
publications on institutional shortcomings could create pressure and action at even the highest 
levels. This was a surge of democratic information sharing, accompanied by a sense that the 
processes of seeking truth by publicly exposing information were inherently good for the public 
interest168. In terms of medical care, this was a major departure from historical trends. In past 
generations, one of the doctor’s primary functions was to create relationships of trust with upper-
class clientele, minimizing the appearances of disease or disorder to shield families from public 
attention, whom rumors could ruin in social circles or damage in reputation (Caldwell). Even in 
middle and working-class families, doctors were linked with discretion and privacy, and the 
sickroom was a safe, cordoned off space for those interactions to take place. This expectation of 
privacy and confidentiality led to quick blossoming trust between patients and their doctors. For 
example, in Jane Eyre [1847], Mr. Lloyd, the apothecary who visits Jane after she falls ill in the 
red-room, challenges her aunt’s authority (as well as Bessie’s, the housemaid and the aunt’s 
proxy), and quickly becomes a figure Jane can trust, despite her own experiences as previously 
having no allies, voice, or autonomy within the Reed house. Jane confides in Mr. Lloyd 
regarding her experiences, and he uses discretion and medical power to better her circumstances 
and chances for recovery.  
“The child ought to have change of air and scene,” [Mr. Lloyd] added, speaking to 
himself; “nerves not in a good state.” […] In the interview which followed between him 
                                                          
167 See Rodrick for an exploration of shift in journalistic practice toward political efficacy after the Crimea. 
168 The compulsion to link exposure with justice and heroism persisted for the Victorians; crime fiction such as 
Conan Doyle’s Holmes series became extremely popular in the latter two decades of the century. 
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and Mrs. Reed, I presume, from after-occurrences, that the apothecary ventured to 
recommend my being sent to school; and the recommendation was no doubt readily 
enough adopted (37). 
The reader identifies with Jane, seeing the value in Mr. Lloyd’s confidence, and in his authority 
grounded in an altruism of health above all. Lloyd is careful to speak to Jane candidly about her 
circumstances only when they are alone, after her nurse has gone down for supper, as the privacy 
of a patient-caregiver interaction creates the requisite conditions for truth and candid exchange. 
By contrast, in the new, post-Crimean climate of exposé, what once was perceived as privacy 
might instead be understood as nefarious secrecy. Truth was reimagined as something that 
required excavation and the bright light of public witness for veracity, not intimacy169. This 
climate, which had proved hostile to upper class military and medical powers during the war, 
could also be weaponized against underprivileged groups at home, like women. 
The reporting from the Crimea whetted the appetites of public readers to the scintillating 
thrill of scandals170. Scandals were especially effective in stoking public ire. Members of the 
General Medical Council, historically a bastion of patient confidentiality, adopted the rhetoric of 
exposure by engaging in a series of undercover reports171 published in the British Medical 
Journal regarding maternity facilities and baby-farms, targeting women associated with these 
spaces as corrupting and nefarious. The reports are remarkable, in that their existence reveals the 
                                                          
169 We might consider modern debates, such as the Snowden case (Van Vleet), the film Spotlight which covered 
exposure of the sexual abuse scandals in Catholic congregations in Boston in 2002, and the more recent debates 
about FBI memos (Kessler) for the persistence of tensions regarding truth and public knowledge. 
170 I am not suggesting the public did not love scandal before the Crimea; however, I am suggesting that the 
professional style of reporting scandals to the public after W.H. Russell was a hot trend at this time, which the 
British Medical Journal also adopted under Ernest Hart’s editorship. Anne Baltz Roderick has noted this trend as 
part of a growing working-class journalism core, including segments of “emerging ‘pressure group’ press that was 
directed at opinion-formers, seeking to become major national organs for specific interests” (Roderick 2). Under 
Hart’s editorship, the BMJ much more obviously sought political ends through its editorial material, sometimes 
directly appealing to “opinion-formers” such as the gentry and legislators, and even Victoria herself. 
171 Series begins in 1867, continues through 1872. See examples from Dec. 21, 1867; Feb. 8, and 29, 1868; Jan. 22, 
1870, among many others. 
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political potential of the General Medical Council, its clear inclination to value patients by 
gender and class, and to strategically operate for the personal gain of its membership, while also 
stylizing its actions as motivated strictly by doing public good. For doctors to behave like 
investigative journalists at all is bizarre, but perhaps understandable after their own experience 
with the news media during the war, which did considerable damage to their egos, and 
institutional credibility172. Furthermore, these reports, which overtly seek to discredit 
establishments performing maternity procedures outside of Council control and oversight, reveal 
the extent of the Council’s authority to quash competition beyond its legal network, which had 
grown from nonexistence in the early century to significant control in 1860.  
 There were a number of incentives for newly energized interest in obstetrics for medical 
men in the mid-century. Indeed the idea of “obstetrics” as a viable branch of medical science 
arose from this very period as a result. Maternity care, although historically performed by 
midwives, was recognized as a potentially lucrative stream of revenue for doctors who felt 
financially pinched in their own districts173. Reports from the BMJ note that doctors were aware 
of the potential revenue in maternity care. As early as 1841, Surgeon Edward Copeman, wrote, 
“There can be little doubt that midwifery ought to occupy a considerable portion of the attention 
of general practitioners, and particularly of those who are situated in rural districts” (29). 
Copeman’s assertion was made in his lengthy report on surgical success in complicated 
pregnancies, clearly intending to draw the attention of his colleagues to the potential for the 
growth of medical and surgical knowledge in procedures related to midwifery, which he felt 
could be best handled by general practitioners and surgeons being present at all deliveries. 
                                                          
172 See chapter 3, War Hospitals for more on affects of reporting on medical credibility. 
173 Conan Doyle’s Round the Red Lamp collection offers a number of characterizations of young doctors struggling 
to make ends meet, as does Eliot’s famous depiction of Lydgate’s struggles in Middlemarch. 
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Interest in midwifery grew within the medical community as the concept of both professional 
growth and opportunity for revenue attracted practitioners with more regularity. New guides for 
maternity practice, like Bull’s Hints to Mothers, supported Copeman’s assertion that medical 
men must be called for in time for delivery, and conspicuously excluded the possibility of 
deliveries by midwives. Note the anxious urgency in Bull’s urging to call the doctor early: 
“Always send for the medical man as soon as any symptom of labor comes on. Whether it be 
necessary for him to remain in the house or not, he will determine,” (Bull 149, original 
emphasis). Bull’s horror at the idea that delivery may occur without the presence, and 
importantly, without the witnessing of the medical man, is in keeping with the rising anxiety 
regarding maternity spaces reflected in the reports on lying-in facilities. Clearly, it had become 
desperately important for male doctors to see babies born, both in order to extract their monetary 
toll, as well as to accomplish the control that only visual confirmation of delivery would provide.  
The reports in the BMJ were first explicitly about lying-in facilities, which were generally 
run by matrons who owned the properties. Designated lying-in facilities performed deliveries 
and prenatal seclusion, often without doctors, or with a doctor-on-call in case of complications, 
but patients paid the matron of the facility for space and time to deliver their babies, and 
importantly, for their discretion. The reports on the lying-in facilities in the 1860s did not target 
women who patronaged those institutions as potential clients. Instead, they aimed to control the 
bodies of those women, by leveraging rhetoric of exposure to create public unrest. The reports 
targeted upper-class males with anxieties about primogeniture174, making a broad argument that 
maternity facilities threatened to destabilize bloodlines by covertly inserting bastard children into 
noble houses. Concurrently, the same lying-in houses were targeted as sites of infanticide for 
                                                          
174 See Hart, BMJ, “Baby-Farming and Baby-Murder,” Feb. 29, 1868.  
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legitimate noble children, as well as children more generally, and abortion. In a scintillating 
report where a doctor poses as a potential client175, the BMJ reporters depicted the private rooms 
of maternity facilities as centers of such dark secrets. While infanticide and abortion later 
received much attention, the problem of mock confinements176 (faked pregnancies and 
adoptions) was emphasized in early reports with nearly the same level of voracity, clearly 
seeking reaction from nobility vulnerable to heir imposters, who also held legislative and legal 
power.  
 Many of the reports in the BMJ were distinctly narrative, adopting a style of personal 
impressions later recorded, with placating insertions about objectivity preceding the narration. 
One of the most substantial of these was from the editor on February 8, 1868, titled “Baby-
Farming and Baby-Murder177,” which conceptually bound together maternity facilities, baby-
farming, mock confinements, and abortions. The paper would later run a series of reports on 
baby farming specifically, along with other major papers of the day, which all worked to expose 
serial infant murder toward legislation178. This early report, however, was less concerned with 
baby farms than lying-in facilities, connecting the two only obliquely. The report is comprised of 
three visits to lying-in facilities and conversations with their female proprietors, in which they 
are each asked several questions regarding abortion, adoption, and pregnancy, and in which all 
                                                          
175 See Hart, BMJ, “Baby-Farming and Baby-Murder,” Feb. 8, 1868. 
176 Ibid.; see also Hart, BMJ, “Mock Confinements and Abortion-Mongering,” Jan. 22, 1870. 
177 Many of the articles in this series share the same title, which made it easy for readers to track a story from issue 
to issue, and so I have distinguished by publication date wherever possible. 
178 Several histories have been written on the baby farm and infanticide reports/ trials. For example, see George 
Behlmer, Child Abuse and Moral Reform in England, 1870-1908. I am more interested in Hart’s treatment of lying-
in spaces than baby farms themselves. 
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three blithely admit to some kind of criminal behavior179. The editor (Ernest Hart180) notes that 
although his purpose is to facilitate legislation to prevent infanticide at baby-farms, that to fully 
understand the extent of nefarious maternity practices, one must begin by investigating “the 
criminal act of getting rid of baby,” or abortion. Baby-farms are only referenced in the report as a 
method of “disposing” of unwanted children, and instead the report focuses on lying-in spaces as 
space of abortion and mock confinements (127). Hart implies that lying-in spaces are often 
(perhaps typically) abortion facilities and describes the three facilities listed in the article on a 
spectrum of deceit. The “most respectable of these places,” noted for being “scrupulously clean,” 
“does not hold with bringing on abortion,” but does offer mock confinements, in which a 
theatrical ruse is performed to pass off an unwanted lower-class child as the offspring of an 
infertile middle/upper class woman (127). The other two, less respectable proprietresses admit 
more or less openly to performing abortions.  
The BMJ reporter writes with anxiety about lying-in spaces as inherently deceptive, while 
appearing respectable, a theme that reappears in both reporting and the trials regarding baby 
farming later, “in many of these suburban cottages, where nurse—aye, and doctor—and board, 
and a pianoforte, figure in the advertisement, there are uglier instruments in the cupboard” (127). 
The piano becomes a particularly offensive object to both the editor and the contributing 
                                                          
179 Despite the BMJ’s protestations of “Desiring to give a strictly accurate and by no means coloured account of the 
results of this investigation,” there is no way to verify the voracity of this article, but it seems highly suspicious that 
all three women would be so forthcoming to a male stranger, particularly about mock confinements, when one 
“didn’t let her husband into all the secrets” (127). Furthermore, the tendency for the writer to attribute dialectical 
misspellings toward caricature and to emphasize comments from two of the interviewees that women ought to be 
able to “have a little fun” without consequences further undermine the likelihood of honest depictions of these 
women or their facilities. The fictive elements within the article, including suggestive innuendo, are pronounced, 
bordering on theatrical. 
180 Hart was supportive of women in medicine in other venues, giving generously to the London School of Medicine 
for Women, and supporting his second wife, Alice Rowland Hart, in her medical studies. Hart was notable for his 
attack-dog style of journalism, and his relentless quest to increase the readership of the BMJ, his ruining of several 
careers through mudslinging, and his bombastic, self-righteous prose (Rayner-Canham; “Hart, Ernest Abraham”). 
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reporter, who perseverates upon the object in the first establishment as “a good-looking piano, 
which figures often in advertisements, and which gave the room a well-to-do and cheerful 
aspect” (127). The piano, as symbol of both upper/middle class wealth, and of cultural 
refinement, is odious in a space that threatens the integrity of upper/middle class bloodlines, and 
as an image associated with female education. Nineteenth century women, like those in earlier 
periods, were trained in refinements, like piano and singing, as part of upper/middle class 
education to make them more desirable for courtship, and later as entertaining wives181. The 
doctor’s conversation with the matron of the first lying-in house implies that the knowledge 
imparted within such a space is a complete departure from female education’s focus on serving 
men. The female education imparted in this space includes how to rid oneself of pregnancy, as 
well as how to procure children without enduring pregnancy. All of these acts require deceiving 
men182, which the interviewed proprietresses seem cheerfully willing to describe.  
These acts of deception are intolerable to the male editor and his contributing writer, and 
it seems the primary sticking point is the process of woman-to-woman education occurring 
within these spaces, where the proprietress, who has knowledge of how subvert female 
biological determinism, including how to dispose of children, to bring on an abortion, and 
connections to families willing to supply children for secret adoption, provides both the requisite 
secrecy, as well as the knowledge to make the exchanges occur quickly and without interference. 
                                                          
181 Eliot plays with this convention in Middlemarch, making Rosamond particularly accomplished in refinements, 
but unable to perform practical tasks expected of married women, such as managing servants or the household 
budget. 
182 The idea that women were entrapping noble men with faked pregnancies gained much traction, leading to the 
revision in the bastardy law in 1834, placing the burden of fiscal responsibility for bastard children with their  
(unemployable) mothers. The law had changed again in 1872 to make mothers and fathers equally liable for 
support under the law, yet Esther is completely responsible for her child in Moore’s novel, as her seducer has 
means to avoid her and she had little legal recourse, exacerbated by her illiteracy. Moore highlights the 
incongruence between the law and the social norms that deny single mothers employment, leading often to 
destitution and/or death of both mother and child. 
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There are multiple levels of education occurring in these alleged exchanges. Women who go to 
confinement with the intention of “getting rid of baby” or faking a pregnancy are supposedly 
taught the practical physical steps to meet their end goal, while also being taught an alternative 
set of values, by which the authors of the article are particularly appalled. All three of the women 
interviewed by the doctor make a remark similar to the sentiment that “it was hard that people 
could not have a little enjoyment without being put to such inconvenience afterwards” (127), 
which implies too that women under their care are being taught a different kind of vision of 
female autonomy, outside of Victorian conceptions of womanhood.  
In these facilities, space becomes a symbol of the problematic nature of privacy and 
woman-to-woman education. The proprietresses highlight the privacy of their facilities, that the 
rooms are secluded, and that their discretion is guaranteed. These assurances are deployed to the 
(male) reader as nefarious opacity in the BMJ article, which hints that any number of sins may 
transpire behind unsupervised closed doors. The vilification of lying-in spaces in this article 
coincides with the public gestalt toward transparency and revelation style reporting, and the 
scandalous uncoverings within this article both reveal intolerable female practices, which can 
only be prevented by permanently eradicating the “hidden” recesses in which they have been 
allowed to occur, as well as the intolerably secluded female body, which must be monitored, 
viewed, and tracked if it is to be properly controlled. 
Esther Waters: Delivering Beyond Didacticism 
 
George Moore felt that Esther Waters (1892) was his masterwork. Critics over time have 
had mixed feelings about the novel, some, including Virginia Woolf183, marking it as a failure184, 
                                                          
183 See Regan’s synopsis of Esther Waters’ reception over time. 
184 Woolf felt the book lacked emotional integrity. 
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while others recognized it as an important development point in the English realist style. Moore 
is often referred to as the “English Zola,” for his unromanticized depiction of Esther’s female, 
working-class life. Esther Waters is a fascinating book, both in terms of its content and its style, 
yet critically the book has rarely been explored in the last several decades185. Most critics prefer 
Hardy’s Tess of the D’Urbervilles over Esther Waters186, viewing them as relatively 
interchangeable British novels of fallen women (and the decline of the landed gentry) that 
changed the course of realist fiction at the millennium. Yet Esther Waters is distinct from 
Hardy’s work in several ways, particularly in how it depicts maternity and motherhood, subjects 
foreclosed in Tess. Unlike Hardy’s ominous, nearly supernatural tone, Esther Waters is riddled 
with the more pedantic doom of bad luck in poor circumstances, which makes its hardships more 
deeply felt in some ways, resonating as all too normal. The novel is swept up in the obsessions 
and grievances of the characters around Esther, including addiction to gambling and alcohol, as 
well as petty social exchanges that make major impacts on personal wellbeing (for example, 
Esther is ridiculed by the other servants for being overly pious). While the novel certainly takes a 
stance on choice issues, it also reveals class injustices and systemic sexism without didacticism, 
but rather merely as part of the fabric of life, which members of the working class (especially 
women) have little time or thought to spare toward changing, too concerned about small 
pleasures or empty stomachs. While Esther Waters is in no way a perfect novel, it has a number 
                                                          
185 Notable exceptions include three essay collections on Moore, each of which include works that reference Esther 
Waters, as well as a notable chapter in Jules Law’s The Social Life of Fluids, in which Law explores the dynamics of 
fluid economics in the novel toward an understanding of imperial anxieties. A handful of stand-alone articles in the 
past decade have also surfaced touching the novel, typically in conjunction with explorations of other realist 
works, or merely referencing Esther Waters as an additional example of work being done by Hardy’s Tess. 
186 There was a scandal about the two novels when William Faux decided to publish Hardy’s work and ban Moore’s 
in 1894. When banned, Moore saw a bumper of interest in his work. Conan Doyle himself chastised Faux for the 
decision, who claimed the description of the lying-in hospital factored into the banning decision. This initial linking 
seems to have stuck, as they remain comparatives even to modern critics. See Regan’s introduction and reception 
for full explanation of the novel’s history. 
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of merits which challenge its current obscurity, one of which is its untangling of maternity care 
from baby-farms, and its hard look at working class maternity and motherhood as clear (and 
unsustainable) examples of class-based injustice as related to infant mortality. Finally, the novel 
provides one of the only literary examples of a public hospital maternity space, and in so doing, 
presents its readers with complex questions about empathy and morality in relationship to 
medical spaces. 
 Esther is a young girl who has left her abusive stepfather, her beleaguered mother, and 
her siblings to work as a kitchen servant on a rural estate owned by a noveau riche stable owner, 
Mr. Barfield, whose fortune is pegged on the precarious results of seasonal horse race victories. 
Esther arrives at the Barfield’s estate in the first scene of the novel, and meets the young William 
Latch, who also works there, and whose family were gentility in past generations, but are now 
ruined because of bad gambling decisions187. William is a curious character, being both a social 
riser while also retaining a kind of lost gentility afterglow, as though rooted in his genes is a 
nobility of place that attracts Esther from their first meeting. Esther and William’s relationship 
comprises the plot of the novel. After working at the estate for a time, Esther becomes 
romantically entangled with William, who deflowers her but then fails to offer to marry her, and 
quickly elopes with Mrs. Barfield’s cousin, Peggy. Meanwhile, Esther discovers her 
pregnancy188, which forces her out of her job189 and back to London with her family, until she 
                                                          
187 The Latch family are fascinating symbols in this novel, as they are a physical, visible reminder of the precarity of 
the wealth of the Barfield’s who currently own and run the Woodview Estate. Moore insists that even with a 
physical representation of the consequences of gambling directly in view, those participating in the horse race 
circuit cannot help but take unwise risks. The Barfields eventually tread the exact same course, as though echoing 
a racetrack groove, as the Latches did before them, and fall to financial ruin through gambling losses. 
188 William is gone before Esther discovers she is pregnant. 
189 Mrs. Barfield takes some pity on Esther, likely because of their shared religious values, and gives her a generous 
severance upon discovering her pregnancy, enough for both hospital fees and aftercare. That money is largely 
extorted from Esther by her family, first her abusive father, and then by her sister for a ticket to Australia. 
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must leave there as well, afraid her drunken, abusive stepfather will take all of her saved money 
before she delivers the baby. Illiterate, Esther has limited options to make money. The balance of 
the story is Esther’s struggle to survive, and her eventual reunification with and marriage to 
William, who then falls ill and dies of consumption, leaving Esther and their son with nothing 
but what Esther can provide to support him through her labor. The novel ends with Esther’s son 
enrolled in the army, her small satisfaction to have found a situation with her old mistress of 
compatible religious affinities (Mrs. Barfield again), and her pride in having raised her son to 
survive into adulthood. Moore’s grimmest insertion is at the close of the novel, where he hints 
that all of Esther’s labor to raise her son could be undone by a single stray army shot, a 
modernist implication that human suffering and toil has no grand meaning or moralist balance, 
but that life is, as the reader has seen throughout the novel’s obsession with the races, a series of 
chances and misfortunes, an inescapable looping track whose only certainty is that the race will 
end. 
 Other than the love plot, the real dynamism within Moore’s novel occurs when William 
Latch is off-stage, and Esther must survive first as a pregnant, unmarried woman, and then as a 
destitute new mother. These sections harden her as a survivor and create an intimacy of suffering 
with the reader which allows for emotional identification and a sense of injustice when William 
reappears with a sob story about being cuckolded while sipping wine in Italy. While the novel 
depicts Esther as average, she is often heroic, strong-willed and strong-bodied, even in grim 
circumstances. When Esther leaves her stepfather’s house for confinement, she goes to the home 
of Mrs. Jones, who cares for her until she must deliver, and then takes her to the hospital. 
Esther’s description of delivery in the 1890s Victorian hospital is unique, offering us a rare 
glimpse of both the space, and an imagined experience of its reality for lower class patients. 
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Esther’s experience of public maternity care happens well after the BMJ report series, which had 
shuttered many lying-in houses, making it more likely that someone like her, who has some 
money, but not enough for homebirth, to need care at a public hospital facility. Additionally, 
public hospitals had, in the final decades of the century, gained a slight toehold beyond the 
simple death sentence they had once been, as sanitary advances had made survival rates there 
higher (if still grim)190. Moore attempts to capture Esther’s state of mind during labor, nearly 
delirious with anxiety about delivery and labor pains, while surrounded by throngs of uncaring 
strangers, laughing and eating candy: 
“What! in there? and all those people?" said Esther. 
            “Of course; those are the midwives and the students." She saw that the screams 
she had heard in the passage came from a bed on the left-hand side. A woman lay there 
huddled up. In the midst of her terror Esther was taken behind a screen […] and quickly 
undressed. […] Both windows were wide open, as she walked across the room she 
noticed the basins on the floor, the lamp on the round table, and the glint of steel 
instruments. 
          The students and the nurses were behind her […] eating sweets […]. Their chatter 
and laughter jarred on her nerves; but at that moment her pains began again and she saw 
the young man whom she had seen handing the sweets approaching her bedside.  
           "Oh, no, not him, not him!" she cried to the nurse. "Not him, not him! he is too 
young! Do not let him come near me!" They laughed loudly, and she buried her head in 
the pillow, overcome with pain and shame; and when she felt him by her she tried to rise 
from the bed. 
         "Let me go! take me away! Oh, you are all beasts!" 
         "Come, come, no nonsense!" said the nurse; "you can't have what you like; they are 
here to learn;" and when he had tried the pains she heard the midwife say that it wasn't 
necessary to send for the doctor. […] 
"if they were all like her there'd be very little use our coming here." 
"Unfortunately, that's just what they are," said another student. (102-3) 
 
Esther’s horror is amplified by the contrast to the students crowded in the room, laughing about 
comedians and vying to see a band performing outside on the street. Esther “cannot have what 
                                                          
190 Queen Charlotte’s Lying-In hospital, likely the facility that Moore considered as he modeled his scene, was 
renovated in the 1850s to sanitationist standards, but also with a recognition of its reputation, including secluded 
quarantine wards for patients on one of its new floors, where space had previously been undesignated (Ryan). 
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she likes,” as privacy is not afforded in the public space of the hospital (102). Shame and labor 
pains are mingled into a single emotional response: the desire to hide. Like the musicians and the 
recalled comedies, Esther is spectacle here, an envisioned object with no subjectivity or free will. 
Esther decries the students as beasts, which seems like projection against her own feelings of 
dehumanization; the students treat her with a curiosity similar to a menagerie specimen, evoking 
little more than light amusement, ennui, and a quick judgement that she harbors no potential for 
interest or distinction from the female human tide typically treated in the ward. Moore depicts 
the experience with an aura of the carnivalesque: the students “stampede” to the window to hear 
the band, and Esther encounters a “circle of faces,” like a human roulette, reacting with shame, 
hatred, or fear of each, except for a momentary reprieve at “her favorite, a little blond woman 
with wavy flaxen hair” (103; 104). She is unable to speak to this woman for comfort, speculating 
that she is a “sweetheart” of one of the male medical students in the room.  
 Esther’s experience of labor is the imagined result of the shift in maternity care away 
from the private practices of lying-in spaces lambasted by the BMJ, and a significant departure 
from the imagined ideal patient experience of Nightingale’s sanitationism, and Bull’s maternity 
manual. Within the labor and delivery room, Esther can hear and see other women nearby also in 
labor, some faring poorly. In her work on the Crimea, Nightingale was famous for erecting 
screens between her patients, noting that seeing suffering in others unmoored morale and the 
ability to rally in some of the other patients (McDonald 64). She also wrote at length on the evils 
of what we would today recognize as external stressors, tailoring even her nurses’ clothing 
materials so as to minimize noise. Esther’s experience in the hospital begs the question of 
whether maternity itself was viewed as outside of typical medical practice, and therefore beyond 
best practices from sanitationist thinking, yet, as Bull’s volume so clearly illustrates the 
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application of sanitationist thought during home delivery, we must conclude instead that Esther’s 
experience is a function of who she is and where she is: poor and in the public hospital, 
sanitationism and concerns regarding privacy and stress reduction are unaffordable and 
unafforded. Esther’s control over space here is eradicated, and her subjectivity is 
correspondingly compromised. While the nurses and medical students discuss Esther’s body in 
front of her191, she becomes an object, a process she briefly resists before being drugged, 
“Suddenly the discussion was interrupted by a scream from Esther…The nurse ran to her side, a 
look of triumph came upon her face, and she said, ‘Now we shall see who’s right’” (104). 
Esther’s outburst allows her to attract the attention of the attendants, but she remains voiceless, 
and is shortly after given chloroform, not awakening until after delivery. While in other scenes, 
Moore allows Esther’s voice the ability to speak truth to power even when she is disadvantaged, 
here, struggling with pain, her inner life is quarantined from the experience of her body. Esther’s 
pain creates an egotistic response in this space, a perversion of typical human empathy. The 
nurse is “triumphant” when Esther screams, emphasizing the sadism inherent in Esther’s 
treatment, and reminiscent of the perverted responses of medical students in surgical training 
through vivisection popular through the 1880s, where pain in animals generated research data.  
 In Bull’s manual, privacy through shrouding is noted as necessary as respectful of the 
“delicacies” of upper class female patients, and while imperfect in effect, those efforts still imply 
a concern for the stress levels of the patient as related to control of the spatial reality of the 
delivery room. Concerns regarding stress and the body’s ability to heal itself are part and parcel 
of Nightingale’s sanitationism as well, and it is clear that Bull subscribes to a brand of 
                                                          
191 Nightingale’s central tenant on noise forbid visitors or medical staff from discussing patient conditions within 
earshot, noting how overhearing information about their conditions creates anxiety and panic in patients. This 
wisdom clearly does not come into consideration in the public hospital maternity ward. 
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sanitationism, particularly in his vehemence against “foul air.” Bull’s anecdote about the 
overheating, gossip, and extra bodies in the delivery room interrupting labor is nearly perfectly 
recreated in Moore’s public hospital, where the only acknowledgement of potential sanitationist 
leanings is the open window which allows for fresh air, but which also allows the street music to 
filter into the hospital room, duly distracting the throng of gossiping medical students and 
“jangling” Esther’s nerves. Esther’s sudden distress during labor is disassociated from her 
selfhood, as the nurse reacts only to the scream as a signifier requiring specific action 
(chloroform, which stops the scream itself), not a genuine emotional response in deference to the 
human psyche. The other students too look on with a mix of disaffection or mild curiosity when 
their attention is arrested at all, as Esther’s spectacle seems unable to call to attention the 
importance of individuality, her identicalness to other lower-class women noted as all too 
commonly, “just what they are.” The kind of exceptionalism afforded in the home birthing space, 
where space must be carefully controlled for the delivery to occur at all, is entirely absent here: 
birth will happen, regularly and unmiraculously, without coaxing or spatial engineering.  
 Because Moore knew little of hospital spaces or the processes of childbirth, to write 
Esther Waters he made inquiries to attempt accurate depiction of similar experiences of women 
at the time. The portrait of the hospital that results raises a number of lingering questions that 
demand both emotional investment from the reader, as well as a consideration of Moore’s novel 
as offering a different kind of morality calculus beyond its more commonly cited didacticism 
associated with baby farming. Moore’s medical students and midwives are both inhuman and 
negligent, as well as over populous in the maternity space, nearly to the point of rather dark 
humor. The space has prioritized the agenda of medicine as an institution, that, like Tertius 
Lydgate’s vision of a community-based teaching hospital, self-propagates. Esther again, “cannot 
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have what [she] likes” specifically because the students and midwives are there “to learn,” a 
process of medical institutional self-replication that is oddly opposed to, and prioritized over the 
actual process of human procreation occurring through Esther’s body. Instead of seeking patient 
narrative and engendering trust, the students perform automated routines while allowing their 
minds to wander to distractions, and concoct wager-style competitions, like the bored stable 
hands and servants at the Barfield estate. More like a lecture hall, with multiple bodies laid out 
on tables for discussion and dissection, the public hospital perhaps teaches these students about 
the physical properties of the onset and development of labor through childbirth, but, like in 
Bull’s manual, while also avoiding the “annoying and vexatious” reality of human emotional and 
psychological needs that co-occur through pain, alienness, and fear. Esther’s labelling of the 
attendants as “beasts,” too calls to mind Moore’s potential awareness of other contexts for 
medical education, such as infamous experiments performed on live animals, and the Victorian 
tendency to align the female body with the unspeaking bestial body.  
 Despite the horror of this scene for both Esther and the reader, Moore’s recreation of the 
space of the public hospital, and particularly in his unflinching representation of the general 
callousness of those who work and are trained there, are ripe with lessons to be gained, perhaps 
because of the absence of didactic overtones and clear narrative signposting for morals, like the 
scenes in which Esther’s “plain way of speaking” create unavoidable confrontations with 
circumstances in the light of morality. Didacticism, as Law and other critics have frequently 
noted, has a limited range at which to affect change. Deeper social cognizance is possible 
through narrative that presents circumstances that engender and demand empathic response. In 
short, narratives that are so intolerable so as to demand revision in the fabric of our social reality 
are far more likely to have lasting impact than direct didacticism associated with pulpits and 
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politicians. Moore’s public hospital, like the lying-in houses attacked by the BMJ reporters in the 
decades that precede them, show the reader an intolerable reality for a human subjectivity in 
crisis. Despite her voicelessness, Esther’s body and her mind speak loudly and directly to the 
reader in this scene, in askance of a revisionist reality that atones not just for “delicacies,” but 
more simply, for decencies. Moore too, bequeaths to Esther as the laboring pregnant body, a 
powerful subjectivity through the disconnection between her and the medical students witnessed 
in these moments. Maternity practice in modern contexts frequently short circuits real 
discussions about pain, leveraging a kind of black-out justification for avoiding discussion, i.e. 
the concept that a pregnant, laboring woman, “won’t remember” the pain of labor or its 
aftermath192. Moore’s depiction of labor pain is laden with the additional psychic pain of 
dehumanization and the loss of spatial control, over environment and the self. He dwells more 
pointedly on these injustices than the physical experience of labor, but still creates a narrative 
space that shows both a desire for human kindness and a screaming void where it is not to be 
found. When the chloroform is administered, finalizing Esther’s loss to both affect the world 
around her and even to recognize it, the doctor is summoned, and “the medical attendant is not 
even seen by his patient,” meaning that Esther’s opportunity, or ability, to object is fully 
“obviated,” breaking the scene and returning the reader to a less embodied narrative reality for 
the remainder of the novel (Bull). 
 While the remainder of the novel imbues Esther with power of voice throughout her 
experiences of desperate poverty, social ostracization, and navigating the world of female labor 
with the stigmata of the evidence of reproductive success (without marriage), the hospital scene 
                                                          
192 This assertion is, for many women, patently false, though it is peddled more frequently than perhaps any other 
urban legend about pregnancy of which I am aware. See Monique Robinson for one viewpoint on this subject. 
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in Moore’s novel echoes through the book long after reading, as a humming, as yet unrealized 
harbinger of possibility for a different space, a different outcome. Unlike the potentiality of the 
bullet at the end of the novel, Esther’s echoing scream before chloroform signifies the power in 
this work to demand a different kind of medicine in maternity space, one that celebrates the 
woman as both a body and a subject, and does not seek to separate them, veil them, or erase their 
stories. Perhaps now, in light of new thinking about where birth happens, as homebirth becomes 
gradually more acceptable within the social cache once again, work like Moore’s can underscore 
the potential benefits of celebrating intimacy and privacy as healthful behaviors during pain/ 
crises, like childbirth. Recognizing too, Esther’s scream as a signifier rejecting the evils of the 
public hospital in her experience, offers us new social narrative spaces for consideration of 

























 Until now, the medical spaces I have traced within the Victorian world have followed a 
trend of professionalism that echoes the larger trends within the medical field itself, toward 
standardization and power consolidation among practitioners. These gestalts are complicated by 
external pressures, like gender, race, and class dynamics, disease trends, urbanization, and public 
sentiment, all of which impacted these spaces politically, as well as in their physical forms. As 
noted earlier, the concept of specialized facilities unevenly drew criticism from medical 
professionals. While specialized maternity facilities sustained regular onslaughts and sharp 
criticisms for their existence to the point of closure, other facilities were considered common 
sensical. For example, unlike maternity spaces, which were castigated as cropping up on every 
street, naval hospital facilities were limited, needed only to serve veterans and active sailors, and 
generally escaped politicization altogether. Highlighting again unevenness is how specialized 
facilities were viewed, while maternity facilities were criticized for being too numerous (among 
other charges), the most numerous type of specialized hospital of all, asylums, or medical spaces 
for the mentally ill, were regarded as deeply important in the network of medical care, if 
problematic. 
Asylums were not free from politics or attempts to influence their evolution in the 
Victorian period-- far from it. However, while a number of debates swirled around asylums, their 
place within Victorian society was generally accepted, though visions of what those spaces 
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should look like, or how they ought to function were matters of hot debate, especially in the last 
quarter of the nineteenth century. In the shifting ground of the 1890s, as germ theory began to 
rise as the new medical gospel, asylums occupied a curious place in the British imaginary, and an 
provided an extreme example of medical spatial control for those patients harbored within them. 
Because asylums represent spaces where patient free will was entirely at question in light of 
institutional dominance, they mark an essential point of inquiry for this study, and a fitting end 
for a journey through the spectrum of changing medical control over time. In some ways, they 
represent the opposite extreme of the opacity that George Eliot portrayed in homecare sickrooms 
Middlemarch, but instead of nefarious possibilities under domestic opacity, where unscrupulous 
men like Bulstrode are able to even murder a patient thanks to the lack of oversight from the 
doctor assigned to his house, asylums represent the same opacity entirely within the control of 
institutional forces (patients are under a doctor’s eye at all times, but away from public view, or 
the view of their families). Because asylums continue to occupy a nebulous, uncertain position 
within our own present-day metrics of morality and accountability, they also present an 
opportunity to better consider how Victorian portrayals of medical spaces still inform our 
predispositions toward such facilities today, and how reading within historicized frames can help 
form new types of inquiry. 
Fiends in the Halls: Asylums Linked to the Macabre 
 
 Modern depictions of asylums, in fiction, film, or elsewhere, typically dwell in a macabre 
zone of sensationalism. Interestingly, these depictions often rather closely regurgitate theories of 
insanity from early history, when religious and medical leaders struggled to explain mental 
illness, generating theological frames, such as possession by demons or evil spirits, or Victorian 
fears of biological regression. Because there are very few asylums still operational in the United 
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States today193, either state run or private, asylum spaces have become convenient, alien/othered 
backdrops for all manner of horror narratives. As a term in the public imaginary, “asylum” has 
been all but divorced from its original meaning of sanctuary, and often registers first as 
synonymous to high security prison.194 The association between “asylums” and the occult, the 
supernatural, mental illness, and crime strike such a familiar chord with most audiences that the 
formula has become a stock trope in Hollywood, with genre publishers, and in some branches of 
the music industry195. These depictions196, now cliché, are also pervasive, insidious, and 
harmful197. Coupled with current day social anxiety about mental illness as connected to mass 
shootings, as well as a consistent plea that there is neither planning nor funding for a proactive 
system to help those with mental illness, melodrama from these depictions of asylums only 
serves to deepen implicit bias against persons with mental illness, who are already historically 
misunderstood and underrepresented in every facet of social life. Recently, in recognition of the 
reality of mass incarceration of the mentally ill, some198 have proffered the return of state 
                                                          
193 The first private mental hospital in the U.S. is still open. The Friends Hospital in Philadelphia (founded in 1813), 
still run by Quaker proprietors, continues operations as a mental health facility with a characteristically benevolent 
treatment mantra. In the wake of national debates on mental health, the facility was recently spotlighted by Erin 
Blakemore on Mentalfloss.com. The Quaker mantra of sympathetic and kindly treatment of inmates is nearly 
identical to the treatment system Sir Henry Burdette prescribes. 
194 Oxford English Dictionary. The Batman franchise uses Arkham Asylum as its primary penitentiary site. More 
recently, in the face of geopolitical unrest, the use of “asylum” has also increased in U.S. media, in relationship to 
immigrants fleeing persecution from Syria, and from central and south America. 
195 I am thinking of aesthetics adopted by artists like Rob Zombie, as well as the Insane Clown Posse, which 
frequently dabble between occult horrors of Halloween and the persistent trappings of insanity, such as 
straightjackets, electroshock therapy implements, and shackles in album art, videos, and lyrics.  
196 Representations of asylums today are usually of a specific type of asylum foreign to the Victorians and rare even 
in the U.S., being facilities for the criminally insane. The representations have become so innocuous that the word 
“asylum” is generally associated with such facilities specifically, and not the broader range of hospitals and private 
rest homes more common in the height of asylum usage. 
197 The association between sensationalist horror and mental illness is extremely unfortunate in our current 
moment, and undoubtedly clouds preconceptions of the mentally ill.  
198 See study by Sisti, Segal, and Emmanuel (2015), as well as the more recent article by Husock and Gorman (2018) 
https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-case-to-bring-back-the-asylum-1526658277 . See also psychologist Rachel 
Pruncho’s response to Sisti, Segal and Emmanuel’s report (2015), in which she bemoans the use of the term 




regulated asylums as a potential solution to divert persons with mental illness out of prisons and 
homelessness. In March of 2018, President Trump also called for the reopening of asylums as a 
panacea for the United States’ continued mass shooting epidemic199.  
 Scholars too have devoted energy to understanding and theorizing asylum spaces, 
historically and in popular culture. Mark Steven’s slim volume, Life in the Victorian Asylum 
offers a historical primer of the spaces, including how they were affected by changes in Victorian 
lunacy laws over time. Historians have taken an interest in specific formulations within asylums 
as well, such as Anthony Ossa-Richardson’s recent exploration of religiosity in the Victorian 
asylum, and the ongoing confusion between insanity and demoniac possession, even during that 
period, and the problematic role of asylum chaplains. Sir Henry explores at length the placement 
of the asylum chapel, with an eye toward encouraging attendance in inmates, such as insisting on 
connecting corridors to avoid clothing changes in the event of rain. Microstudies of specific 
asylums have also become popular with the advent of patient records and histories of these 
spaces becoming more widely available (especially electronically), such as Catherine Cox’s 
history of Carlow Lunatic Asylum in Ireland, and David Wright’s book on the Earlswood 
Asylum, and Steven Cherry’s history of the Norfolk Lunatic Asylum and St. Andrew’s hospital. 
Cox’s study explores the sometimes nefarious ethics histories of asylum spaces, while Wright is 
interested in questions of chronic, non-violent mental illness, which has received less attention 
than the flamboyant “madness” of Victorian novels, and finally, Cherry’s study is an extended 
history of one asylum over two centuries. Like some of the popular press, some scholars too air 
on the optimistic side of asylum history, encouraging re-examination to depict the spaces in a 
                                                          
199 See Benedict Carey’s coverage of Trump’s repeated call for the reopening of these institutions after the 
Parkland shooting. https://www.nytimes.com/2018/03/05/health/mental-illness-asylums.html 
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more ameliorative light, such as Stephen Garton’s study of mental asylums in New South Wales. 
Similarly, British Geographers Moon, Kearns, and Joseph approached landscapes of mental 
health care while weighing the persistence of the asylum model in modern community health 
ecosystems while considering asylum history and their potential place within it. Elaine Showalter 
famously explored the “domestication” of insanity by focusing on female patients in Victorian 
asylums, whose numbers are consistently underestimated and mischaracterized. In her work she 
explores the change from the typically Gothic space of the asylum to a domesticated one, though 
the temptation of the Gothic and the asylum combined clearly attracted Stoker even at century’s 
end. While many of these studies are rich and varied, the trend in criticism has generally been 
toward targeted, single-institution histories, or interdisciplinary projects that lean toward 
psychology and women’s history, though I have not discovered other studies that consider the 
combination of asylums with the rise of germ theory or the persistence of sanitationism. 
The majority of asylums and mental hospital systems were closed in the U.S. as the result 
of funds redistribution and efforts to dismantle large government systems. 
Deinstitutionalization200, the largest portion of which took place during the 1980s, has been 
correlated with massive upticks in both homelessness and prison overcrowding, as former 
asylum residents frequently found themselves without either a safety net or the wherewithal to 
navigate the world independently within the bounds of the law and economic reality201. Thus, the 
image of the asylum in our present moment occupies an uncomfortable duality nearly identical to 
its position within the Victorian imaginary: a horrific space to be shunned, and an imagined 
                                                          
200 See Torrey for figures associated with the rapid progress of deinstitutionalization and its direct correlation to 
mass incarceration. https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/shows/asylums/special/excerpt.html  




utilitarian utopia. While we have allowed horror to generally win the day regarding asylums, 
shuttering them and leaving only their ghosts to haunt us, the Victorians, despite their own 
misgivings, placed their faith in asylums to help (or perhaps contain) their citizenry with mental 
illness, enough so that they built hundreds of such facilities over the nineteenth century and filled 
their halls with British bodies. It is worth understanding the conflicted feelings in the Victorian 
worldview associated with asylums, which bear similarities to their distrust regarding hospitals 
as institutions in general but are also distinctive. As with hospitals, the physical spaces of 
asylums often bore the weight of symbolism within the nexus of negative feelings around such 
facilities. 
The “Medical Spirit” versus Containment Domesticity: Sentiment toward Asylums 
 As they harbored anxieties around mental illness generally, the Victorians were also 
discontented with asylums throughout the century. Sir Henry Burdette spent two full volumes202 
exploring asylum architecture and history, while making a plea for systematic reform, both in 
terms of construction and management, and frequently reminding his reader of the negative 
impression that asylums evoked from the British public. Like much of the medical world’s slow 
push toward professionalization of spaces, the desired changes in asylums show the tension 
between the desire for uniformity and order in the midst of major changes across the medical 
field, as well as the deep-rooted desire to maintain a domestic veneer, or hominess, within spaces 
for the sick. For asylums, the problem of what asylums should be like, in structure and in 
management, was exacerbated by a twin-mission burden born by these spaces, represented by a 
conflict between the ambitious “medical spirit203” versus a mostly humanitarian desire to provide 
                                                          
202 Sir Henry wrote four volumes total, and the other two covered every type of hospital in the empire, as 
discussed in chapters two and three. 
203 The “medical spirit” is a term Sir Henry uses in his volume to signal devotion to the medical profession, 
pointedly in scientific advancement through experimentation. The phrase was popularized in the BMJ by S.A.K. 
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comfort and containment for the chronically insane. The “medical spirit” was the concept of 
medical professionals advancing their field incrementally through research, collaboration, and 
experimentation. The General Medico Psychological Association (MPA) was under great 
pressure, especially in the 1880s and 1890s, as the poorest performing of the medical branches, 
and complaints were levied regularly that superintendents in asylums had done little in decades 
to advance medical knowledge of the brain or its illnesses204. Tensions were worse within 
asylums (as opposed to other types of hospitals) because as a whole, asylums appeared hodge-
podge and unsystematic, taking a myriad of shapes and sizes, often converted from conveniently 
located private buildings or built with class-bound or community expectations205. The desire to 
reform may have been strong, but many asylums continued to be opened without any discernible 
ground-rules, likely because of the unresolved problem of what the asylum’s purpose was, and 
how to go about affecting that mission. Those subscribing to an interventionist perspective in the 
name of the “medical spirit,” akin perhaps to their spiritual predecessors practicing heroic 
medicine, felt that passive, noninvasive techniques from asylum superintendents (on all types of 
patients) were tantamount to giving up curing their patients. Those taking the opposing view 
protested both from pragmatics and a paternalistic attitude that those who are mentally unfit had 
to be isolated (or perhaps quarantined) from the fabric of mainstream society because they 
                                                          
Strahan in 1886 and others that took it up after him. The first occurrence of phrase appears in the Association 
Medical Journal in a talk by Dr. JG Davey in 1855, who notes that in “the medical spirit of the age,” it should be 
expected that all major hubs of medical knowledge participate in lecture series. Davey’s talk is also preoccupied 
with the state of the insane, and the recent Victorian pivot toward sympathy versus criminalization (581-2). The 
phrase resurfaced again in the BMJ in 1863, by which time it had taken on a character of institutional weight, 
whereby the editor complains of legislative inconsistency over public health matters because “there is no medical 
spirit presiding over […] administration of the laws which provide for the health of the people in this country” (448, 
emphasis original). It would take on the specific character of advancing the medical profession through experiment 
with Strahan in 1886. 
204 See Hart (ed.), “Lunacy Law Reform,” 1879. 
205 Sir Henry notes differences, for example, between the needs of rural asylums and larger facilities within cities, 




caused disruptions and were unable to care for themselves, and deserved medical care, even 
without hope for a cure. The conflict remained unresolved, and thus asylums grew as spaces with 
confused centers of purpose, often skewed in one way or another depending on the philosophy of 
the individual superintendents in charge. 
In records from the British Medical Journal, members of the MPA often bemoaned the 
poor management of asylum spaces, particularly in their lack of scientific discoveries in the face 
of significant gains in other areas of the medical profession. These medical leaders argued the 
problem of asylums’ limited success in curing patients lay with superintendents, whose roles 
were growing increasingly similar to modern-day hospital administrators, managing bills and 
domestic functions of their asylum properties more than the progress of their caseloads. Sir 
Henry highlights the conflict within the field, because it creates contrasting demands on the 
physical spaces of asylums:  
since the modern class of asylums came into existence, that they are devoted to two 
objects […] One […] is the curative […]; the other is the providing of a home for persons 
suffering from insanity […]. The Scottish Commissioners […] are of opinion that a 
separation [between the two types of patients who have either of these needs] to a greater 
extent than has been usual tends to promote efficiency […] the medical spirit […] is in 
danger of being diluted, and perhaps destroyed, when these patients are intermingled with 
others for whom the asylum is a mere place of detention or residence. (120-1) 
Sir Henry highlights the problem of building facilities that are meant to serve two sometimes 
conflicting functions (the home/prison, and the lab/hospital), but his explanation of the division 
between the need to contain and to medically intervene in bodies also helps illuminate the 
conflict between humanist and investigative impulses regarding the mentally ill in Victorian 
fiction. His statement also underscores suspicion within the mental health practitioner 
community that placing “curable” patients with “incurable” patients can hinder or prevent 
recovery in the former. This idea raises some flags around classism; there were many complaints 
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from gentry that their relatives sent to asylums might be placed among working class bodies, and 
that mixing might cause irreparable harm206. None of these volumes outline precise criteria for 
distinguishing between “curable” and “incurable” cases other than the instincts of their doctors 
(and likely the insistence of their families, backed by their wallets)207. Sir Henry implies that 
even among the incurables, there are grades of insanity to consider,  
where a patient is […] improbable […to] ever be able to do without the care and 
treatment to be met with in a public institution, he may yet have all, or nearly all, his 
other faculties fully awake. In such a case it is a positive cruelty to consign him to the 
companionship of the hopelessly insane who are altogether unconscious of their 
surroundings” (xiii, vol. 2).  
While Strahan is content to suggest that division among patients in the asylum should be 
between curables and incurables, Sir Henry extends this suggestion further in an attempt to solve 
the problem of intermingling and also the issue of dual capacity for the asylum as a facility of 
intense medical intervention, and permanent or semi-permanent residency, prescribing a system 
of construction for future asylums that creates multiple physical divisions between bodies. His 
vision is akin to creating a campus, or village for the insane, a near opposite to the pavilion style 
hospital plan that allowed for air to flow through every window in one large room:  
In all cases where a new asylum has to be built […] first, that buildings should be 
provided for the noisy classes, separate from the others, and so situated as to be beyond 
the hearing of the quiet at all times. Secondly, the detached cottages should be multiplied, 
and each […] a different design […of] independent character. Thus a feeling of 
homeliness and comfort might be induced […] to hasten recovery. Thirdly […] the larger 
wards […] should be broken up as much as possible so as to promote the grouping of 
patients and their separation according to character, mental state, and other conditions; 
and that where a number of patients are necessarily placed together in a ward, the greatest 
                                                          
206 Mixing bodies between gentry and working class in Victorian fiction often evokes anxiety, and a suggestion of 
sexual contact, which could jeopardize genteel family lines (as I noted in a different context in Chapter 3). 
207 Many upper-class families kept their mentally-ill brethren cared for at home, away from the judging eyes of the 
aristocratic high society circles. A bastardization of this system is represented in Jane Eyre, where secrecy is the 
primary motivation for how Bertha is contained at Rochester’s home. Sending upper-class family members to 




facility may be afforded to secure exactly the conditions […] to promote the well-being 
of individual cases (xiii).  
While in recommending structures for other types of hospitals, Sir Henry had subscribed to the 
sanitationist concept denying contagion as a primary risk, in terms of mental illness, separation 
seems the most important facet of construction, so that patients can be subdivided and grouped at 
multiple levels, according to noise output, mental state, and the nebulous term “character,” which 
returns us perhaps to suspicions about the need for separation to quell class anxieties. Patients 
were clearly separated in these ways, as well as a strict division of gender (some facilities were 
single-sex to maintain those divisions)208. Other aspects of the construction of these individual 
buildings have an emphasis on ventilation and cleanliness, more in the sanitationist line of 
thinking, but in describing the need for separate structures like this, Sir Henry seems to advocate 
for a hybrid between sanitationism and the nascent germ theory, previously contagionism, which 
had consistently advocated for patient separation to minimize risk of further infection. In this 
case, Sir Henry’s concern is exacerbating mental fragility in other asylum patients, and a need to 
control some environments by creating isolative others (for instance, sanitationists are opposed 
to noisy spaces, yet how can one silence a person suffering mental illness without restraint and 
potential harm?). Again, this is both sanitationism, and it is not; it is a new attempt to create ideal 
environment for healing, while recognizing that theory’s shortcomings in the face of patients 
who cannot or will not abide by sanitationist rules. Thus, Sir Henry finds a seemingly 
contagionist solution: multiple controlled environments, separate, and risk minimized. 
                                                          
208  The asylum gender divide meant that the facilities were built with two mirroring sides, with very similar 
facilities (even separate, single-sex mortuaries). The primary differences between the two sides were options for 
work; women who were able could work on laundry or other domestic tasks, while men had artisan spaces. For 
example, in a plan submitted by the Borough of Derby for Sir Henry’s project, the illustration included a workshop 
yard for the men with an attached joiner’s shop, printer’s shop, boot maker’s yard, tailor’s shop, and upholsterer’s 
shop on the men’s side (28, vol. 2). The variety of options seemed higher in the rural asylums, where patient labor 
was important for self-sufficiency of the facilities. 
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Some of the pressure for asylums to subscribe more strongly to the “medical spirit” was 
also a result of vocal public dissatisfaction with patient results, directed at the MPA, which they 
then were forced to act upon. Before the 1870s, the public generally had concluded that patients 
in asylums rarely recovered; there was a sense of the road to asylums as being one-way, though 
Sir Henry notes that feeling was changing, as “the practice of sending all these cases [of mentally 
ill patients] to asylums has gradually become popular, a larger number of patients who have 
responded to treatment has been received” (ix, vol. 2). While asylums became more utilized in 
the last quarter of the century with more success, their failures were also under heightened 
scrutiny, and critics were vocal.  In response to public criticism, the MPA met to discuss the 
problem several times, including the 1886 annual meeting, in which Dr. S.A.K. Strahan 
presented a treatise, entitled, “How Can the Medical Spirit Best be Kept Up in the Asylums for 
the Insane?” Strahan identified problems within the asylum to explain why the medical spirit was 
low and outlined a four-piece plan to raise it across the General Council’s realm of control. 
Strahan, like the Scottish commissioners, is focused aggressively on curing patients, not on 
patient quality of life. His suggestions include separating ‘incurable’ cases from ‘curable’ cases 
in asylums, training attendants, increasing staff to patient ratios209 , and increased “hospital 
treatment,” by which he means more frequently performing brain surgery on patients. Strahan is 
fairly typical of the doctor-as-scientist, viewing the body as a mappable, imperial space210, 
quietly ignoring the consciousness and free will of patients he would pass under the knife in the 
name of Empire and glory, and this stance indicates Victorian beliefs about consent among the 
mentally ill. He implores his colleagues during his presentation, “Why should not the cranial 
                                                          
209 Strahan explains that the average number of patients per attendant was approximately 2:700 in 1886. 
210 Strahan notes, “in nervous disorders there is still a greater field for conquest for the physician,” connecting the 
sense of exploration and domination to the desire to perform surgery (585). The same impulse is nearly mirrored 
in Stoker’s novel via Dr. Seward’s explanation of the need to explore the brain’s secrets. 
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cavity, the last secret chamber of disease, be attacked?" (585). The image of red uniforms 
plundering for lost riches becomes superimposed by doctors’ implements bloodied in a quest for 
pearls of insight over a silent, suffering body. 
Despite Strahan’s confidence that the medical spirit should be increased in asylums, the 
debate over how much the spaces were intended to be domestic or scientific clearly still existed 
at the time of Sir Henry’s publication in 1891. The power of the superintendents to set a 
particular mission or approach to patient care within a facility explains partly why the Scottish 
Commissioners sought to put pressure on them directly. Such pressure could potentially create a 
national trend, if enough superintendents were inspired to dedicate their facilities to pursuit of 
the “medical spirit.” Sir Henry seems keenly aware of superintendent influence and adopts a 
praising attitude instead of chastisement. He blames asylum shortcomings on the facilities 
themselves for the lack of results in patient outcomes. Sir Henry is flattering toward 
superintendents; he notes that the primary fault in the asylum construction process a failure of 
planning boards to appoint a superintendent in time to oversee the building process and dictate a 
vision to the architects:  
no authority […] will consent to accept plans, much less proceed with the erection of a 
new asylum, unless or until the medical superintendent has been appointed. It is essential 
to have his trained intelligence brought to bear on every detail of the design, […] 
securing everything which is requisite to promote the speedy recovery of patients, and to 
provide for the careful isolation and the comfort of the chronically disabled (vii, vol. 2). 
Unlike the set forms of hospitals Sir Henry describes, asylums construction modes are flexible, 
so long as they reflect the vision of the superintendent in charge, as well as a basic system of 
principals to avoid injuries211. Note too, that in his ameliorative approach, Sir Henry accounts for 
                                                          
211 Sir Henry generally draws the line of common-sense regarding asylums in terms of patient safety and 
sanitationism, such as ventilation for privies, and wide staircases with forgiving floor surfaces. 
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both chronically mentally ill patients, and those who will recover, enforcing his premise that 
these spaces can accommodate both types of patients. 
While the MPA viewed superintendents as clear successes or failures (either one was 
properly pursuing the medical spirit, or one was not) and that this evaluation extended directly 
over their facilities, Sir Henry is more focused on the asylum space as successful or not, avoiding 
judgements on the men running them. He recognizes the dissatisfactory state of many English 
asylums, and offers a compromise in which the medical spirit can be appeased through 
intelligent spatial solutions and design. While discussing the need to improve asylums, Strahan 
mentions environment as contributive toward preventing gains in mental health, “If we can do 
nothing to help nature on her healthward course, let us not impede her by unfavorable 
surroundings—surroundings which many healthful minds could not long withstand” (585). Sir 
Henry picks up on the idea of environment as healthful or harmful, as in his other volumes, but 
while Strahan is using his environmental argument to encourage a quarantine on “incurable” 
patients, Sir Henry argues for asylum redesign and planning. By focusing on the spaces of 
asylums instead of management practices, Sir Henry sees an alternative path to preserve both 
medical spirit and provide humanitarian treatment for patients. 
Asylum Construction 
 Along with the three principals emphasizing the need for the ability to compartmentalize 
different types of patients, Sir Henry also notes other critical aspects of asylum construction, 
outside and in, which illuminate Victorian philosophies regarding the mentally ill. For one, he 
notes that in choosing locations for asylums, they are often “placed on high, exposed situations, 
it apparently being forgotten that the building is to be used as a hospital and a residence for 
feeble invalids,” and that these choices have been motivated from a desire for “cheapness of land 
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and the view from it”; he recommends instead a slight elevation only for drainage (2, vol. 2). As 
in his descriptions of standard hospitals, asylums need to be pre-planned to avoid exposure to 
bad winds, have appropriate drainage grades, and space both practical and with built-in 
pleasures, “well-stocked with fruit trees,” and “level from end to end,” to avoid “’steps’ or 
‘inclines’ in the corridors and passages” (2, vol. 2). Outside space, where patients might walk 
and exercise, was becoming more normalized in 1891, whereas some older asylums retained 
“airing-courts […] surrounded by high walls, on one or both sides of which was a hawhaw, or 
sort of dry ditch, the object being to enable patients to see over but not to climb over the wall” 
(13, vol. 2). Sir Henry’s description of an ideal asylum incorporates both indoor and outdoor 
space, where “the doctrine of trust” is extended to patients, assuming their desire to stay where 
they are cared for.212 
 Beyond site planning, and encouragement to involve the superintendent as early as 
possible, Sir Henry’s outline for asylum construction prioritizes safety, for asylum residents 
(patients and staff), as well as the preservation of the building in light of the potentially chaotic 
elements within (e.g. patients), as well as finally, a need to keep residents inside, while not 
appearing like a prison. The instructions for building echo the sanitationist principals present in 
Sir Henry’s other works: 
passages between blocks […] should be two stories high and fireproof213 […] It should be 
possible to reach any given ward without passing through any other […] the corridors 
                                                          
212 This doctrine of trust and freedom for asylum patients is believable except that Sir Henry also notes the need 
for many locks and other safeguard measures to keep the facility secure when a patient becomes untrustworthy. 
What “untrustworthy” means, is entirely at the discretion of the asylum staff, of course. This is particularly 
interesting in light of Stoker’s treatment of Renfield, which I will touch on shortly. 
213 Fire safety seems a matter of great concern; Sir Henry makes multiple remarks regarding fire, including the 
need for gates being wide enough to let fire engines in, ponds in the pleasure grounds being useful in case of fire, 
as well as avoiding wood blocking in the corridors which would limit their fire resistance (5-12, vol. 2). Fire safety 
connected to the mentally ill was also a theme in Victorian literature, such as Bertha’s vengeful arson in 
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connecting various parts of the asylum should not be less than eight feet wide, and they 
should never be placed under the level of the sills of the single-room windows [...] There 
should be an abundance of light and air, and to ensure this, three walls of all day-rooms 
and dormitories should be free (7-9, vol. 2) 
The internal logic of constructing the asylum is as concerned with the circulation of erratic 
bodies as it is with air. While Sir Henry sometimes described the general hospital like a body’s 
circulatory system, the asylum is much more like a system of waterways, built with levees of 
appropriate materials to control traffic in anticipation of moving bodies unable to self-regulate. 
The staff must be able to reach any point in the asylum without passing through other corridors, 
avoiding the potential problems of bottlenecking with multiple crisis points at once inside the 
facility.  To deal with erratic bodies, “A few of the doors should have shutters, padded or 
otherwise, which can be put up when the room is occupied by violent or untrustworthy patients” 
(10, vol. 2). Sir Henry also notes the need for stair runners to be built to exacting standards, least 
likely to cause fall risks or undue stress on bodies without the precision of gross motor control. 
Thus, Sir Henry’s asylums become intricate canal systems, where bodies can flow without 
dragging their keels, merely steering around hazards instead of being forced to wait.  
 As in his hospital construction system, where Sir Henry, like Nightingale, ascribed space 
the capacity for healing, the interior asylum spaces in his text have a hint of the divine about 
them, where proper design (in harmony with the vision of the psychological clinician in 
residence) can encourage the healing of diseased minds, like the diseased bodies in the general 
hospital. Such a philosophy matches Sir Henry’s sanitationist worldview from his other volumes. 
Spatial design as prescription for mental health extends the sanitationist idea that the body 
naturally works toward wellness in appropriate conditions, implying that the mind is capable of 
                                                          




the same internal healing when placed in a conducive environment. Inversely, unhealthful spaces 
could be culpable in catalyzing mental illness. Literary versions of mental illness enjoined a 
theory aligned with Sir Henry’s well before his volume was published. The idea of space as 
either mentally poisonous or healthful was a theme in Wilkie Collins’ Woman in White [1859], 
wherein the infamous Count Fosco falsely commits Laura Fairlie to an asylum through an 
elaborate scheme, swapping her identity with the addled Anne Catherick. Laura’s experience in 
the asylum space, where she is denied her right to assert her true identity, actually causes her to 
temporarily suffer from a kind of mental illness, only curable by considerable time spent in a 
loving, safe domestic space with her sister and her would-be lover, Walter Hartright214. The 
abandoned third floor in the Rochester house in Jane Eyre too seems to beg the question of 
whether Bertha was placed there because of madness, or if her madness was caused by 
imprisonment in such a desolate, miserable space, a theme not lost on later novelist Jean Rhys in 
her reimagining of Bertha in Wide Sargasso Sea [1966]. Victorian public attitudes about asylums 
were likely influenced by portrayals like Collins’ and Brontë’s, and Victorians themselves 
viewed asylums as the inverse of domestic safe harbors. Sir Henry’s vision of asylums projects 
the authoritative caregiving potential of the home that heals (much like Nightingale’s hospital 
wards). 
 Sir Henry dwells in his asylum volumes on the medicinal power of aesthetic pleasure that 
also recognizes the reality of the self-injurious. The domestic principal that governs Sir Henry’s 
advice in these volumes is deeply grounded in an established set of Victorian ideals: a space 
most like a home will set the troubled mind to rights. The vision of home that Sir Henry creates 
                                                          




for the ideal asylum construction proposes details both practical and fashionable. In one moment, 
he insists on hot water taps that can be removed so that hot water can never be turned on before 
the cold (an image that conjures the specter of the rebellious, erratic patient), and in another, 
discusses the important potential of painting ceilings with pleasing celestial themes to create a 
sense of the world as it is, both inside and out. Décor is imbued with a politics of purposeful 
reality, and a desire to minimize feelings of discord, unseemliness, or fantasy within the asylum 
space through choices in decoration. For example, Sir Henry makes much of paint colors staying 
darkest near the floor215 and gradually lightening: 
the wall is darkest near the floor by reason of the black skirting-board, and becomes 
gradually lighter […] the whole conveying that idea of strength and solidity which ought 
always to be associated with a wall, while the blue, or cream, or decorated ceiling in like 
manner suggests the idea of protection and covering […] if the wall over it is coloured 
darker than the skirting, a feeling of insecurity results, which is quite fatal to repose. The 
wall seems about to topple over. (50-1, vol. 2) 
Sir Henry displays empathy toward infirm minds, imagining the effect a space might have on 
someone without rational grounding as to where the firmament begins and ends. The architecture 
of the space, as well as the design, both insist on a form of static, reliable physicality: a 
comforting sameness that the world is controlled and orderly, that a wall is a wall, strong and 
solid, and always will be.  As with his descriptions of hospitals, Sir Henry’s explanations of 
asylum architecture and design reveal much about Victorian attitudes and politics regarding 
mental illness. His first volume of asylum history spends the majority of its time explaining the 
horrific nature of past treatment of those with mental illness. With characteristic Victorian 
superiority, he notes that asylums in the nineteenth century have re-entered a golden age of 
reason and compassion, not seen since Pinel. Sir Henry’s optimism about general attitudes about 
                                                          
215 It is interesting how modern décor often places white or natural varnished baseboards or painted white 
radiator runners in our homes, contrary to Sir Henry’s “natural order.” 
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the mentally ill come from the more admirable paternalistic ideas on display in other Victorian 
forums, such as Dickens’ feelings about children’s hospitals216. Sir Henry’s vision of the asylum 
space is perpetually grounded in what might be, with effort to change things, at least in British 
asylum spaces, visionary dreams of correcting a societal problem through the lens of 
architecture. Without directly saying so, Sir Henry seems to take a stance on the twin-mission 
debate in asylums. Instead of advocating for either scientific cures or humanism, Sir Henry 
advocates for humanism as a cure, and as embodied by creating appropriately welcoming homes 
for the mentally ill. His vision of the asylum as a series of networked buildings too, is both 
sanitationist and contagionist at once: a hybrid that tries to leverage both forms of spatial control 
simultaneously. 
 The asylum, like general hospitals, is a rarity in Victorian fiction, though mental illness 
crops up frequently. The bodies of the mentally ill in Victorian writing are often unfettered, 
causing problems because they are erratic or violent or uncontrolled, such as the wandering Anne 
Catherick in Wilkie Collins’ Woman in White, or the firestarting, caged Bertha locked in the attic 
of a dilapidated manor in Jane Eyre, or the occasionally unscrupulous Mr. Hyde in Stevenson’s 
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. Saving Anne Catherick, most of the examples of mentally ill persons 
present in Victorian literature are in homecare settings, and very often kept as hidden as possible, 
while their madness is limited to a consistent, regular state of being. In Bram Stoker’s Dracula, 
we are offered both portraits of madness as changeable, as well as one of the few literary 
depictions of a Victorian asylum217. The asylum space in Dracula is hardly an example worthy 
                                                          
216 See hospitals chapter, and Penner. 
217 Collins also briefly depicts an asylum setting for Anne Catherick and Laura Fairlie (who is falsely committed to 
the facility in an elaborate attempt to fake her death and assure her husband’s acquisition of her uncle’s money). 
Collins’ asylum is more gardens and quiet parlors than Stoker’s porous house, bombarded by guests and vampires. 
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of an informational volume like Sir Henry’s; it is admittedly a convenient plot device, and often 
functions questionably as a setting within the work. Unlike the institutional idealized asylums Sir 
Henry dreams of, the asylum in Dracula is one of the private houses converted for the care of the 
insane which Sir Henry bemoans as ill-suited for the purpose. Yet despite the casualness with 
which Stoker deploys the asylum for atmosphere and convenience, examination of both the space 
and the figure of the superintendent within the novel show Stoker grappling with real dilemmas 
of asylum spaces within the Victorian imaginary, particularly regarding the interplay of 
sanitationism and germ theory, and are worth exploring.  
Recent Resurrections: Changing Tides in Dracula Criticism 
 In the past decade, Dracula has received some long needed fresh perspectives from a 
range of critics who have, following Stephen Arata’s218 lead, read the book as full of historicist 
possibilities, and as a work that interrogates ideas around gender, empire, race, and technology. 
Many of these studies have expertly built upon the sustained wave of criticism spanning the 
1990s, in which psychoanalytic critics219 focused on questions of sexuality surrounding Stoker’s 
leading villain, criticisms which have leaked into the popular imaginary, spawning new 
imaginings of the vampire as an amorous subject of sexual license, or in at least one outlying 
case, of sexual restraint220. Others have called for a cleaner break from the tradition of these 
psychoanalytical studies, insisting that they have foreclosed or stalled fresh interrogations of the 
work. Martin Willis for one, makes this call, following William Hughes, who notes that 
“’modern criticism’s preoccupation with sexuality dominates—and indeed inhibits the 
development of the debate on vampirism’” (qtd. in Willis 301). Willis’ examination of Stoker’s 
                                                          
218 See Arata’s “Dracula and Reverse Colonization,” printed in the Norton edition of Stoker’s work. 
219 See Auerbach, and Roth. 
220 Meyer, Stephanie. Twilight series. 
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work, particularly in connection with his earlier short story, “The Invisible Giant,” usefully 
connects Stoker’s interest in disease theory, science, and medicine more generally as more 
central to the zeitgeist of Dracula, while also providing new avenues for teaching the work with 
a focus on the emerging changes in medical science at the millennium.  
Although Willis made his important call for increased medical focus on Dracula in 2007, 
it has largely gone unanswered. Reading Stoker both responsively to Willis’ call for greater 
awareness of the centrality of changing medical science, while also considering both the politics 
of space and the powerful depictions of gender within the novel, creates the opportunity for a 
more complete reading. While Willis helpfully frames Stoker’s work within the specific context 
of sanitationism as gradually giving way to germ theory, additional medical debates are also 
traceable within Stoker’s writing, specifically the context of the medical spirit and the purpose of 
the asylum within Victorian society. Willis focuses largely on Jonathan Harker as an implicated 
subject drawing on Arata’s postcolonial analysis of Stoker’s work, revealing how imperialist 
tendencies are also evident through the capitalist and medical trajectories of the novel. In 
focusing more on the asylum, the spatialized politics of medicine become more apparent, while 
Dr. Seward and his relationship to Van Helsing become central points of interest221. Because 
Dracula is so unusual in offering the opportunity to step inside the asylum, particularly within 
the millennial period of upheaval within the medical institution, examining this aspect of the text 
                                                          
221 It is worth noting that Dr. Seward has remained a largely “unread” character. Depictions of the doctor in film 
adaptations of the work are often shallow or simplified. In fact, though Stoker notes Seward’s age directly as an 
impressively young and responsible 29, many adaptations chose to rewrite him as Lucy’s father instead of her 
suitor. Critics have also avoided sustained readings of Seward, despite his strong narrative presence in the work 
(his diary entries occupy a considerable amount of the text, and his viewpoint is presented as close to the reader’s 
sensibilities, a position which seems to beg for analysis, but which has received very little). 
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is vital to celebrating the breadth of Stoker’s ambition, and broadens our potential treatment of 
the text. 
The Stage Being Set: The Asylum in Dracula 
 
Stoker was one of the first to tie together an occult plotline and the asylum space, though 
he does not leverage the asylum itself as a point of supernatural horror, but rather, offers the 
space as a safe “homebase” location for the vampire hunters. The novel is self-conscious about 
pairing the asylum with the occult, and reveals its discomfort by requiring the occult’s champion, 
Van Helsing, to win over Dr. Seward, the asylum superintendent,222 who occupies the position of 
the skeptic. While the trope of the asylum as connected to the occult may seem facile today, 
Stoker reaches for Seward as the text’s most rationalist figure223, and moreover for the asylum as 
a space of the domestic/ mundane as well as tactical vulnerability224. Dracula’s interest in the 
asylum is merely as a method of gaining access to records of his presence, and of Mina’s body 
when she is housed there late in the novel; because weakened minds like Renfield’s are present, 
his ingress there is more easily won, with great reward. Seward as rationalist who controls the 
space of the asylum in a measured, methodical fashion would have been expected for a Victorian 
audience, who would have seen Dracula’s targeting of a weakened mind like Renfield’s not as a 
                                                          
222 Superintendent figures since Dracula have also become ready fodder for gothic narratives, such as the Batman 
series in which Dr. Jonathan Crane, a former psychology professor who presides briefly over Arkham Asylum, 
becomes mentally instable himself and attempts to manipulate others through psychotropic drugs. In some ways 
an extreme version of Seward, Crane is motivated by a compulsion to research and understand the human mind at 
limits (unlike most Batman villains, who are either chaos, revenge, or greed driven). 
223 He does this in spite of Seward’s perpetual self-doubt in light of his being an unworthy suitor for Lucy, which 
occasionally calls him to question his own sanity, well before the vampire enters his life. 
224 In connecting to Sir Henry’s commentary about asylums becoming more open to the outside world through a 
doctrine of trust, Stoker seems to leverage this shift away from the asylum with hard borders as a source of 
vulnerability exploited by Dracula, who is both invader and disease. 
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desire for a kindred, complicit spirit, but rather as a distinct proof of his villainy225. Stoker’s 
insertion of a fantastic creature into the asylum, an extreme dramatization of the kind of fantasy 
delusions Sir Henry seeks to thwart through architectural design, is part of the power of horror in 
the novel itself. The asylum as a space is meant to insist on the rational world as devoid of 
fantasy objects for the healing of its inmates, a purpose Stoker co-opts to heighten the drama of 
Dracula’ presence there. As a setting for a significant portion of the novel, then, the asylum 
becomes a key figure within the work, understandable in terms of the conflicts within the 
Medical Psychological Association (MPA), such as the purpose of such spaces, and the duties of 
the men who ran them. As Willis noted¸ Stoker was clearly working within this novel to 
interrogate problems within the medical community concerning the advent of germ theory, but 
furthermore, leveraging additional medical historical contexts reveals that Stoker was likely also 
considering concurrently nuanced social problems adjacent to medicine, such as the purpose of 
asylums. 
The rationalist power of science was threatened at this time by the shifting ground of 
medical wisdom, creating general feelings of uncertainty in terms of understanding and 
navigating the world. Nightingale, for one, resisted the advent of germ theory stridently because 
to her, the presence of invisible disease agents (germs, bacteria) was both superstitious and 
blasphemous, flying in the face of Christian theological constructions in which God had made a 
world wherein human senses could detect imperfections and respond to their inputs. In Dracula, 
Stoker dramatizes Nightingale’s anti-germ stance, creating an occult villain who also upends 
conventional wisdom about the world and the sanitationist paradigms of effectively navigating it. 
                                                          
225 Hollywood has universally depicted Renfield poorly: grotesque, rat-like, naturally evil, and a ready ally for the 
vampire. Dwight Frye’s 1931 version of Renfield resists some of the aesthetic melodrama of later versions, such as 
Tom Wait’s bizarre portrayal in 1992. 
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Dracula is both an invisible disease agent, and deeply blasphemous, requiring a new kind of 
medical man willing to combat his presence226. Van Helsing, willing to extend the power of faith 
quite far from the traditional simplicity of British Protestantism to the more materialistic visions 
of Catholic orthodoxy (and beyond)227, becomes both a conflated image of medical and religious 
authority, able to guide and shape the generation of men under his tutelage to face the new 
horrors of a world with the reality of the malice filled, occult germ228, e.g. Dracula. 
Stoker is fairly cryptic about the space of his asylum, though through Sir Henry’s 
explanations of asylum structures, one can make some assumptions that help characterize the 
space. What is clear is that the asylum is a private house converted for use as an asylum, and it is 
likely that the residents are middle- or upper-class patients, as Seward hobnobs with Arthur, and 
Renfield knew the late Lord Godalming at school. There is little indication of the number of staff 
employed at the facility, though we know there are multiple attendants, a housekeeper, Dr. 
Seward as superintendent, and a secondary superintendent (Dr. Patrick Hennessey) who manages 
the facility when Seward is away or otherwise occupied. While Sir Henry makes much of the 
gender separated facilities, and of the asylum as ideally a largely self-sustaining compound with 
work for both men and women, Seward’s asylum is undescribed in terms of how patients spend 
their days, other than in isolation. Indeed, of the patients in residence there, only Renfield is 
described at length, and he is kept in isolation from the “other residents,” who are frightened by 
                                                          
226 Willis is fairly confident that Dracula is a germ, yet he is also miasmatic, and leaves the port of Varna to make his 
way to England, implying connections to the Crimea and the sanitationist failings during that conflict (See Stuart 
Curry). Instead of a traditional germ then, we might think of Dracula as a hybrid from both sanitationism and germ 
theory, both germ and miasma, a mix-up of horrors that evades clear definition and understanding. Such confusion 
and anxiety were likely common to Victorian laypersons as the concept of germ theory came into prominence. 
227 Van Helsing’s use of the physical trappings of faith as actual weapons against the vampire are deeply 
problematic. See Nina Auerbach and David Skal eds. for multiple comments in the Norton Critical Edition of 
Stoker’s text on this matter. 
228 See Willis for an extension of Dracula as germ toward Imperial/postcolonial implications. 
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his behaviors which are occasionally violent, and almost always noxious229. Tellingly, Seward’s 
quarters and office are within the facility proper, not a separate building. Sir Henry argues in 
favor of separate buildings to house superintendents because of the possibility of them having 
families and the need to compartmentalize stress (a classic Victorian work and home separation 
structure). The embedded style of residence is acceptable, but not preferable, for “a bachelor,” 
but certainly not for a family man. Stoker seems deliberate in his choice to place Seward’s home 
within the asylum and dramatizes the likely pitfalls. Seward frequently bemoans the asylum as 
his own prison, “gloomy” and isolating, an ironic parallel to the realities of his own patients. The 
scenario of Seward’s distress of being emotionally vulnerable and turning toward work as a 
distraction from his own emotional state reveals the questions Stoker allows to permeate and 
dwell within Dracula, particularly in relationship to the debate over the purpose of asylums, and 
the problem of the “medical spirit” within them.   
Dr. Seward Covets a Wife: The “Medical Spirit” Fed  
 
Stoker’s novel begins Seward’s narrative arc with his marriage proposal rejection, 
apparently cementing his bachelor status for the rest of the work. Seward is one of three 
courtesans of Lucy Westenra, and is ultimately rejected for Arthur Holmwood, soon to be Lord 
Godalming. Through Lucy’s eyes, we see Seward for the first time, and the portrait of the man is 
hardly flattering. We witness his flubbed attempt at courtship, wherein we find him sitting on his 
hat and twiddling a surgical knife while awkwardly professing his love, hoping that Lucy might 
eventually agree to care for him230. Although almost pitiable in his blundering, there is a bizarre 
                                                          
229 As a “zoophagous” patient, Renfield regularly ingests flies, spiders, and other creatures, so one can imagine 
other residents being readily disturbed by him. 
230 The language here is particularly telling, with its doubling echo of “care,” as both amorousness, as well as the 
doctor seeking human empathy input when it is his livelihood to provide that output for others.  
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menace in Dr. Seward’s figure as a prospective lover, particularly in Stoker’s combination of the 
kinesthetic obsession with his lancet, and Seward’s insistence of his own melancholia if Lucy 
does not accept. Seward’s poor literacy in the language of courtship is emphasized by Lucy’s 
exasperated, “he kept playing with a lancet in way that made me nearly scream,” (58). Although 
Lucy’s reaction is meant to imply her own strict expectations regarding courtship decorum, the 
interaction foreshadows the violent encounter (the vampiric autopsy/ ritual killing) that will 
conclude the arc between these two characters later in the novel. 
Once the narrative shifts from Lucy’s correspondence to Seward’s perspective, the 
foretold despondency has fully taken root, and we see him unable to eat or sleep, self-diagnosing 
and recording a patient narrative of himself, attempting to cure his melancholy by distracting 
himself with the business of minds supposedly more disturbed than his own: the inmates of the 
asylum. Seward chooses to make Renfield, the subject of a “study,” and in so doing he:   
questioned him more fully than I had ever done, with a view of making myself master of 
the facts of his hallucination. In my manner of doing it there was, I  now see, something of 
cruelty. I seemed to wish to keep him to the point of his madness-- a thing which I avoid 
with my patients as I would the mouth of Hell. (Mem., under what circumstances would I 
not avoid the pit of Hell?) Omnia Romoe venalia sunt231. Hell has its price!” (Stoker 61). 
Motivated to control his own emotional and mental state after being rejected by a potential lover, 
Seward leverages his position of authority to batter the mind of a man already institutionalized, 
making himself "master" of the lunatic, in lieu of being master of the woman. In the name of "the 
medical spirit," he allows himself to act in a way that even he recognizes as "cruel," and 
exacerbates Renfield's condition, while separating himself from his own behavior, "I seemed to 
wish" (61). The passage also suggests Seward's own tenuousness in terms of sanity with the 
passage predicate, in which he pauses to consider what price he would put on considering eternal 
                                                          
231 Omnia Romoe venalia sunt: All Romans are venal (corrupt/bribable). 
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damnation. The meandering double-talk in this section underscores Seward's comment at the 
beginning of his diary entry, wherein he shows how deeply troubled he is as a result of being 
jilted, "Since my rebuff yesterday I have a sort of empty feeling; nothing in the world seems of 
sufficient importance to be worth doing” (61). Unlike the idealistic vision of the MPA which 
suggests a noble course for asylum superintendents to contribute to the great knowledge of 
mankind, Seward's initial impulse toward the medical spirit is selfish; he has become his own 
patient, and is looking for distraction, and that conflation is exacerbated by the lack of separation 
between Seward’s independent, domestic life, and his role of superintendent, mirrored in the 
physical, architectural connection between his living quarters and the asylum proper. His work 
life and his personal life blend together, just as his journal entries code-switch between the 
personal and the professional suddenly and without warning. This blending is symbolized by the 
embedded location of Seward’s residence within the asylum wards. Seward’s compulsion toward 
the medical spirit, motivated by personal feelings, is of further curiosity, because it also implies a 
different relationship than the binary opposition between domestic patient care and dedication to 
scientific medicine in the asylum suggested by the MPA. In this instance, Seward’s lack of 
(amorous, wifely) care, and his awareness of its absence, motivates his intense focus on the 
medical spirit232. The resulting interaction between Seward and Renfield further shows that 
involvement in the lives of mental patients with the aggressive gaze of the researcher is not 
ethically neutral. Stoker offers no praise to Seward for pursuing the "medical spirit," positing 
instead that such efforts, like Hell, have a clear price, paid by the patient. 
                                                          
232 Contrast Seward’s headlong push into profession as jilted bachelor, with Tertius Lydgate’s longing for freedom 




 Later, as Seward's study of Renfield progresses, Stoker touches again on the conflict of 
interest between patient care and raising the medical spirit in the asylum. Seward has observed 
Renfield long enough to make his diagnosis, labeling him a "zoophagous (life-eating) manic," 
obsessed with consumption of lives by artificially creating small food chains in his room and 
consuming them (71). Renfield is in some ways a mirror of Seward, or of what Seward might be 
by fully embracing his role as primarily a scientist, and not a caregiver (or in other words, fully 
embracing the medical spirit). Renfield spends his time making tiny experiments in his room 
with his insect collection233, which he records in leger fashion in his own diary. This mirroring of 
the scientist back onto himself interests Seward, creating a new conflict between the desire for 
knowledge about mental illness, mixed with egoism. Darkly musing to himself, Seward begins 
again questioning the boundaries of ethics in terms of the medical spirit and his role as an 
administrator of the life of his patient.  
What would have been his later steps? It would almost be worthwhile to complete the 
experiment. It might be done if there were only sufficient cause. Men sneered at 
vivisection, and yet look at its results today! Why not advance science in its most difficult 
and vital aspect-- the knowledge of the brain? Had I even the secret of one lunatic mind 
[...] I might advance my own branch of science compared with which Burdon-
Sanderson’s physiology or Ferrier’s brain-knowledge would be as nothing. If only there 
were a sufficient cause! I must not think too much of this, or I may be tempted; a good 
cause might turn the scale with me, for may not I too be of an exceptional brain, 
congenitally?” (Stoker 71) 
The language in this passage is muddled; “experiment” doubles both for Renfield’s experiment 
with life consumption, as well as Seward’s experiment in enabling fantasy-based behavior in his 
                                                          
233 Renfield’s experiment table is his window sill, which is interesting in light of detailed specifics on windows in Sir 
Henry’s work: “the sashes of all divisions should be of wood, but the bars may be of iron […] The top of the stone 
sill should on no account be more than two feet nine inches from the floor level […] Even when the day-rooms 
have low windows it will often be found that in the single-bedded rooms they are so high that the tallest man 
could not see out of them, constituting that prison-cell arrangement elsewhere commented on” (7-9, vol. 2). While 
the asylum in Dracula is a converted manor house and not a made-to-spec asylum, it is clear that Renfield has the 
advantage of seeing out his window as Sir Henry advocates, yet this nicety also becomes his means of escape to 
find the vampire later in the novel. 
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patient. The vision of scientific discovery too, speaks to both the desire of Seward, and of 
Renfield, curious and covetous of the potential result of zoophagia, which might mean 
immortality in Renfield’s mind, and a different kind of immortal glory in Seward’s professional 
career, should he publish results on his patient to his colleagues. Seward's own fantasy of 
scientific grandeur is complicated by an awareness of public accountability as a medical man 
responsible for Renfield's life, and, of course, the law.  His double expostulation lamenting 
"sufficient cause" underscores his ethical conflict of interest between research and care, and he 
ends with a troubled assertion of his own potential for mental illness, further highlighting the 
doubling and foiling between him and his patient in this scene. As if imagining scales, on one 
side the medical spirit, and on the other side, caregiving responsibility for the actual spirit and 
selfhood of a sick human being, Seward offers a snapshot of how the two impulses can be set in 
conflict, and how to tip those scales in favor of the unchecked medical spirit is a kind of 
madness. Seward's internal conflict, the need to control the unknown and uncover secrets by 
leveraging a controlling gaze, is only precariously balanced by his awareness of potential public 
disapproval and personal consequence, and his own empathy for Renfield. Although the 
temptation Seward mentions in this passage is to allow Renfield to escalate his psychotic 
behavior by indulging his wishes, his speech regarding finding the secret knowledge in 
Renfield's brain is a near direct echo of Strahan's paper to the MPA about finding disease in the 
"last secret chamber" via brain surgery. Coupled with the image of vivisectionists as 
misunderstood geniuses, it is hard to resist the image of Seward anxiously twiddling a lancet 
while he records his diary.  
Despite the dark thoughts oscillating in his diary, during the early asylum scenes in the 
novel, Seward mostly maintains the balanced scales between the medical spirit and patient care. 
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He does not indulge Renfield beyond reasonable limits, and for the most part seeks dialogue with 
his patient toward finding clues about treatment courses, without disregarding Renfield’s choices 
and subjectivity. While he does approach Renfield with “cruel” questions in the scene mentioned 
previously, Seward generally attempts to involve Renfield in his own treatment, avoiding 
unilateral decisions or drastic, physical interventions. For example, when Renfield is 
straightjacketed by the asylum staff, Seward is the one who releases him based on trust that 
Renfield can regain self-control, ensuring that the measure was for safety, and not punitive. In 
creating Seward’s character, Stoker highlights the interior conflict within the asylum 
superintendent, and characterizes the compulsions between caregiving, trust, and empathy 
(which includes restraint) versus the desire for knowledge as ongoing and constant sources of 
unrest. He complicates the nature of the MPA debate by highlighting the human egoism within 
Seward, including his subjective motivations toward professional recognition and fame, partially 
prompted by a desire to avoid feelings of failure present in his personal, emotional life. Seward 
questions his philosophy of caregiving with Renfield in nearly every entry, checked on one side 
by his own empathy, and tempted on the other by his desire to fulfill his role as a medical 
scientist with duty to the profession. Stoker creates this unresolved conflict within Seward and 
maintains it across the first major section of the novel, in which much of the story is told in 
Seward’s perspective; the scales remain balanced between caregiving and the medical spirit. 
Concurrently, Stoker highlights the importance of human individuality and ego within asylum 
superintendents, and how their personal emotional investments within their work have real 
bearings on asylum structures, methods, and outcomes. Stoker deftly and deliberately shows the 
way Seward has ultimate and complete power over Renfield’s fate, and how that power is never 
objective or disconnected from external and emotional factors. This power structure more 
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carefully considered reveals how such a relationship provides a well-trodden path of submission, 
whereby a manipulative force, like Dracula, might very easily gain access and influence. Like Sir 
Henry, Stoker is keenly aware of superintendents as individuals of great power over vulnerable 
bodies and minds, and who are, based on mere caprice, capable of shaping destinies, to good or 
evil ends.  
When Van Helsing enters Stoker’s narrative, his character is used as a fulcrum to create 
professional and philosophical change in many of the characters, but his primary target in the 
novel is Seward. In terms of the MPA debate, we might see Van Helsing as a stand-in for the 
larger institutional forces, like the MPA commissioners, who seek to retrain superintendents like 
Seward toward a different philosophical approach to asylum and patient management. Like the 
MPA commissioners, Van Helsing chastises Seward, accessing his institutional memory of 
submission as a student, a role that Seward reverts to quickly, but with some visible frustration 
and occasional rebellion. During their joint-treatment of Lucy’s illness, Van Helsing is working 
equally as hard to prevent Lucy’s transition to a vampire as he is to retraining Seward into a fully 
invested practitioner of the medical spirit, and he succeeds in incremental steps, which mirror in 
some ways the transformation of the medical field itself over the course of the nineteenth 
century.  
To begin, Van Helsing establishes himself as the expert in Lucy’s condition by creating a 
dynamic with Seward in which they are conspiratorial, but wherein Van Helsing always 
maintains the dominant position by withholding knowledge like a carrot on a stick, an ironic self-
positioning for someone espousing the title “Professor.” While treating Lucy, Van Helsing 
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regularly insists on secrecy from Seward, particularly from Lucy’s mother234, on the pretense of 
her heart condition, as medical transparency about her daughter will apparently somehow 
translate into instantaneous cardiac arrest235. Van Helsing tells Seward that full transparency and 
consultation is unnecessary in Lucy’s case, and he references Seward’s lack of disclosure to his 
asylum patients,  
‘You tell not your madmen what you do nor why you do it; you tell them not what you 
think. So you shall keep knowledge in its place, where it may rest—where it may gather 
its kind around it and breed. You and I shall keep as yet what we know here, and here.’ 
He touched me on the heart and on the forehead, and then touched himself the same way. 
‘I have for myself thoughts at the present. Later I shall unfold to you.’ (111) 
Knowledge here is characterized as property of the medical expert, a position that had been 
gathering strength across the century as the profession increased its control over licensing 
requirements and medical school rigor, which had reached an apex with the advent of major 
scientific advances regarding germ theory. Furthermore, knowledge is also characterized like 
bacteria, self-propagating and infectious (not unlike our occult germ/miasma, Dracula). 
Knowledge is compartmentalized and appropriately stored for maximum efficiency, according to 
Van Helsing, and the idea of collaboration and sharing is posited as potentially risky to 
eradicating the value of that knowledge236. Ironically, by not sharing the details of their treatment 
course of Lucy with her mother, Van Helsing’s preparations of her room are undone by her 
mother’s concern and involvement in the management of that space. Martin Willis criticizes this 
                                                          
234 Mothers (and their foils, deified fathers) occupy a bizarre, complex position throughout Dracula, worth a more 
extensive treatment than is possible here. See Anne Williams for further consideration. 
235 This is a particularly humorous example of Stoker perhaps over-zealously explaining his motivations, as Lucy’s 
mother is clearly stressed about her daughter’s condition already, and had the doctors really wanted to protect 
her, perhaps they might have moved her to space not regularly invaded by a vampire, or where she might 
accidentally witness multiple risky transfusions. 
236 Like Sir Henry’s separate compartments for patients, Van Helsing keeps knowledge catalogued and stored in a 
controlled fashion, releasing and revealing when he feels necessary. The “need to know” model with Van Helsing 
seems predicated on the idea that if knowledge is shared too soon, it could have dire consequences (like a 
mingling of asylum patients may have improper or undesirable results).  
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intervention on Lucy’s behalf as “her mother’s inability to recognize and respond to medical 
authority” (315). This interpretation does not appropriately accommodate the four decades of 
sanitationist encouragement of women to take a more active role in managing hygiene within 
domestic spaces as a service to public health, perhaps best embodied in the publication of 
Nightingale’s Notes on Nursing, written for lay women who bore the major (uncompensated) 
burden of caregiving within both home spaces and later, hospitals. Furthermore, it places the 
burden of deference on women as an expected response, effacing the possibility of female 
agency, even within the classically female sphere of the home, and particularly of an already 
female occupied space, a daughter’s bedroom.  
The conflict between Van Helsing filling a room with garlic buds without telling anyone 
why, and a woman opening a window, read as the woman being overreaching and out of the 
bounds of her authority, is a rather plain-faced example of how far medical men had felt they had 
extended their dominion and their authority by 1897, even within the domestic sphere, as well as 
the hysterical level of anxiety present at the possibility of women involving themselves in 
medical matters at all, even in their own boudoirs. Recalling the insistence on medical men 
controlling the spaces of labor and delivery in chapter 3, this is a further, final step in cementing 
those power structures; mothers are no longer permitted at all in the sickroom. Additionally, this 
interaction is symptomatic of the changing tide between sanitationism, a form of medical 
philosophy that actively involved women and raised their authority over medical spaces and 
elevated them professionally and economically, toward germ theory, a jealousy controlled realm 
of scientific specialty that could easily exclude women from medicine as a profession altogether.  
 Of course, because of the nature of the occult creature Stoker has invented, Lucy does not 
survive her mother’s well-intended, sanitationist intervention, as the open window provides 
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access for Dracula (here, more clearly germ-like) to re-infect Lucy for the last, fatal time. Van 
Helsing teaches Seward through this episode to trust only in the accredited voice of superior 
scientific knowledge, and not to trust women in medical spaces. Stoker underscores this lesson 
by having a maid enter Lucy’s bedroom and steal a golden crucifix from her corpse the next day. 
Seward notices the maid going into the chamber, an act he interprets as “Devotion,” but which 
Van Helsing reveals as thievery from a “worthless wretch”—another female body seeking to 
undermine his plans237 (150). The crucifix in this moment represents the pivot Van Helsing will 
introduce to Seward going forward in the narrative; it symbolizes the material religiosity 
required to fight a vampire, as well as the medical/patriarchal authority of the man, whose 
actions never need to be disclosed, nor should ever be questioned (and when they are, incur dire 
consequences). Seward follows Van Helsing readily because of his appreciation for him as a 
professor, a master of knowledge. When Van Helsing asks him to accompany him to the 
graveyard to see Lucy-as-vampire, he asks Steward to extend his faith, quite literally, in the 
possibility of fantasy creatures and the occult. The exchange between them is one of the most 
important moments in the novel, as it is literally a conversion of the scientific man (Seward) into 
a reliable acolyte:  
I interrupted him. I was getting bewildered; he so crowded on my mind his list of nature’s 
eccentricities and possible impossibilities that my imagination was getting fired. […] he 
was teaching me some lesson […] I said: ‘Professor, let me be your pet student again. 
Tell me the thesis, so that I may apply your knowledge as you go on. At present I am 
going in my mind from point to point as a mad man’ […] 
[He replied,] ‘My thesis is this: I want you to believe […] in things that you cannot. […] 
faith [is]: ‘that faculty which enables us to believe things which we know to be untrue.’ 
[…] we shall have an open mind, and not let a little bit of truth check the rush of a big 
truth’ […]  
                                                          
237 This is ironic, in that Van Helsing has just stolen Lucy’s diary in the scene prior, which he legitimizes by asking 
Arthur for permission to read it a week or so after taking it. 
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‘Then you want me not to let some previous conviction injure the receptivity of my mind 
with regard to some strange matter. Do I read your lesson aright?’  
‘Ah, you are my favourite pupil still.’ (172-3, my emphasis) 
In this exchange, Van Helsing provides a number of natural eccentricities, such as “toads shut up 
in rocks for thousands of years,” revolving around the concept of undying, resurrection, or 
otherwise challenging the basic premise of mortality (many of which resemble the story of Jesus’ 
resurrection).  He makes his pitch for Seward’s faith as a challenge to the scientific mind to 
accept outlier ideas as part of the scientific journey; faith in this case leads to belief but is found 
through the open-mindedness238. What Van Helsing asks of Seward is complicated; he calls on 
Seward to be a good scientist by resisting the desire to reject potential explanations for a 
phenomena based on his own experiences (i.e. to check his preconceptions before properly 
witnessing evidence), or in other words, to make room for something that seems fantastical, 
while simultaneously asking for Seward to take him at his word, without proofs or full 
disclosure. Seward is of course, an asylum superintendent, and it is literally his business to 
regularly rebuff the possibility of fantastical ideas from his patients, who offer only their own 
experience of the fantastic as evidence of its existence. The only difference in this instance is 
Seward’s knowledge of who Van Helsing is as an individual, someone who looks and sounds 
like an authority Seward is accustomed to trusting239. This scene reads on the second register of 
the germ theory debate as well, where many medical men, like Seward, felt deeply 
uncomfortable making cognitive room for a theory that involved believing in invisible, 
                                                          
238 This scene is also a lovely example of how Stoker interweaves the magic of the theater into his plots, where 
suspension of disbelief, and the dramatic power of the audience undertaking a journey of discovery results in the 
pleasure of witnessing. Seward’s character is designed tightly in line with reader experience in this novel, as we too 
must suspend our disbelief at Van Helsing’s request, if we wish to participate in following the vampire. 
239 In terms of race and gender, this story would read very differently indeed if Mina Harker, or a nonwhite 
character made this request of Seward. Indeed, the more likely outcome would be immediate detention in the 
asylum instead of a late-night field trip to a crypt. 
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undetectable life forms that could cause disease, and for many, this change in medical wisdom 
was indeed a leap of faith, full of risk. Beyond making room for questioning the permanence of 
death, Van Helsing is also making a bid for Seward’s faith in terms of himself, and the need to 
follow “blindly… from tussock to tussock,” “like a madman,” without his own independent 
judgement fully informed to guide him toward appropriate conclusions (172). Seward defines 
madness here as a pattern of action without knowledge of a fully conceived plan or full 
awareness of surrounding factors. In following Van Helsing without full disclosure of 
circumstances, or in other terms, in being one of the faithful, Seward realizes he is placing 
himself in a position of madness, which is strikingly akin to faith, much to his own discomfort.  
 In the graveyard scene, Seward plays along with Van Helsing’s request for his open-
mindedness, and eventually does believe, through the witnessing of his senses, the reality of an 
undead infestation and Lucy’s metamorphosis into a vampire. Much has been written about the 
scene in which even her former paramour, Arthur, is convinced of her complete transformation 
into a “suddenly sexual240” predator, necessitating her immediate eradication, via a dramatic, 
bloody, and symbolically laden execution. Yet Lucy is not the only body who is eradicated in the 
process of proving Van Helsing’s thesis of “belief.” After returning to the asylum and converting 
Seward’s domestic space there into the primary headquarters for the vampire hunters, Stoker 
makes it clear that Seward’s affect has been changed, as has his approach to asylum medicine, as 
a result of his embrasure of Van Helsing’s faith and philosophy. While in their earlier 
encounters, Seward checked the medical spirit with his own empathetic response to Renfield, 
upon returning from his experience with Lucy, Seward’s experience has "turn[ed] the scale," 
between morality toward the medical spirit, placing scientific knowledge above the need to care 
                                                          
240 See Roth in the Norton Critical Edition of Dracula, Auerbach and Skal, eds. 
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for Renfield's well-being (Stoker 71). In the multiple encounters between them, Seward presses 
Renfield for information, both regarding his psychosis, and insight about Dracula. Seward no 
longer dwells on his romantic love for Lucy; he laments only that he couldn’t save her life. His 
melancholy is now sprung from grief and regret, not the need to create human connection and 
mutual understanding.  
Without that empathetic melancholy, in addition to his new no holds bar approach to the 
medical spirit after participating in Lucy’s (second) death, Seward is relentless in pursuing 
knowledge from his patient. In opposition to his early introspection regarding his cruelty in 
questioning, Seward now approaches Renfield with the clear intent to “be ‘cruel only to be 
kind’” as he torments Renfield about the weight of dead souls. When Renfield appears to have 
regained his sanity entirely, marked by a lucid speech which shows his connection to Arthur’s 
family, Seward, although astonished, is unwilling to entertain his request for relocation, which it 
turns out, was Renfield’s attempt to avoid participating in Dracula’s plans. Although temporarily 
moved by Renfield’s narrative, Seward openly resists the possibility of patient participation in 
his treatment and disavows the narrative without empathetic connection. In the end, the medical 
spirit fully triumphs via Van Helsing’s training. After his battle with Dracula, Renfield lies 
dying, and so Van Helsing and Seward make a surgical incision—the brain surgery long 
delayed—to pull out his secrets about the vampire/germ’s intentions. The result is successful 
extraction, as well as Renfield’s death, an expendable, experimental body that contributed to the 
medical spirit at the asylum, at the cost of his life. Taking the knowledge of Dracula’s plans, the 
men leave Renfield dying on the floor, and never mention him again. 
 Over the years, Dracula has occupied a niche position in public imaginaries as a work of 
fantastical horror, playing on sensationalist desires and a fascination with the macabre, creating 
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new dramatizations that seek to entertain on some of our basest instincts about mental illness, 
sexuality, and lust for imperialist forms of power. Yet the narrative is undeniably situated firmly 
within the medical and social contexts of its moment and offers us so much more than a cheap 
thrill at the expense of those unable to self-advocate. Stoker’s creation, both the novel and his 
vampire, challenged purported viewpoints of experts spouting wisdom about the operations of 
asylums, presenting a deeply problematic figure in Seward, who oscillates between the distinctly 
human and capricious position of treatment based on the whims of his emotional empathetic 
response, and later and more horribly, abandoning that affect to follow orders as a dutiful acolyte 
of the medical spirit. The ghost of Renfield’s body, prostrate on the floor of the asylum, with his 
brain exposed and his self-hood discarded as beyond saving, haunts this text as powerfully as any 
vampire clawing at the window frames, with his blood literally on the hands of the man entrusted 
with his life. Stoker’s text can allow us to ask the important questions that still dog our heels in 
modern life, such as what redemption really looks like, and how we define the boundaries of 
madness and sanity, who is allowed to write those guidelines, and what, if anything, is a 
reasonable to sacrifice when human life is on the line and consent is difficult, if not impossible. 
These questions, as we consider the truth that asylums, despite a history of abuse, did in fact 
provide homes and safety for the mentally ill in our nation, though the prospect of reopening 
them seems heavily laden with the prospect of sweeping away an inconvenient presence 
conflated with Hollywood monsters more than the humanitarian impulses of the Victorians. The 
space of Stoker’s asylum, a home, prison, bedroom and operating table all at once, shows how 
far emphasis on the medical spirit at the cost of forgetting the humanity of those under its gaze 
can metamorphose such spaces away from the caring affect so evident in the careful 
constructions Sir Henry imagined for the asylum patients under the care of empathetic, effective 
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physicians operating under their own authority and dealing holistically with the patients whose 
families trusted them. As Seward pushed his lancet in above the ear, confidently pulling through, 
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